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With all its sinful doings, I must say, Con tutti i suoi peati, devo dire
That Italy's a pleasant plae for me, Che l'Italia mi piae, he mi piae
Who love to see the Sun shine every day, Vedere il sole splendere ogni giorno,
And vines (not nail'd to walls) from tree to tree E le viti non piantate su un muro,
Festoon'd, muh like the bak sene of a play Ma abbarbiate ai tralii, fondi
Or melodrame, whih people ok to see D'opera dove la gente aorre
When the rst at is ended by a dane Quando una danza hiude il primo atto,
In vineyards opied from the south of Frane. Tra vigne rosseggianti ome in Frania.
I also like to dine on beaas, Mi piae poi mangiare beahi,
To see the Sun set, sure he'll rise to-morrow, Guardare il sole he tramonta, erto
Not through a misty morning twinkling weak as Che domani risorge e non opao
A drunken man's dead eye in maudlin sorrow, Come un ohio ubriao tra le nubi,
But with all Heaven t'himself; that day will break as Ma in pieno ielo rinaserà il giorno,
Beauteous as loudless, nor be fore'd to borrow Luente e senza nuvole, e non gono
That sort of farthing andlelight whih glimmers Di quel torvo luore di andela
When reeking London's smoky auldron simmers. Del fetido bollore londinese.
I love the language, that soft bastard Latin, La lingua, poi, quel latino bastardo
Whih melts like kisses from a female mouth, Morbido ome il baio di una donna,
And sounds as if it should be writ on satin, Che vibra ome se sritto sul raso,
With syllables whih breathe of the sweet South, Sillabe respiranti il mezzogiorno,
And gentle liquids gliding all so pat in, Le liquide he sorrono gentili,
That not a single aent seems unouth, Dove nessun aento suona rozzo
Like our harsh northern whistling, grunting guttural, Come le gutturali nordihe, grugniti
Whih we're oblig's to hiss, and spit, and sputter all. O shi he sputiamo, soppiettanti.
I like the womens too (forgive my folly), Inne (perdonate) amo le donne,
From the rih peasant-heek of ruddy bronze, Le rihe guane ontadine bronzee,
And large blak eyes that ash on you a volley E gli ohi neri, e irradianti, e grandi,
Of rays that say thousand things at one, Che ti diono tutto in un istante,
To the high dama's brow, more melanholy, Le dame, la fronte malinonia,
But lear, and with a wild and liquid glane, Ma hiara e dallo sguardo selvatio,
Heart on her lips, and soul within her eyes, Cuore su labbra, sugli ohi l'anima,
Soft as her lime, and sunny as her skies. Solare e dole ome il ielo e il lima.
Da Beppo: A Venetian Story [Beppo: Una Storia Veneziana℄ di Lord Byron
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Abstrat
In the last 20 years the formal approah to the development of software turned
out to be a ruial tehnique for the generation of orret programs.
This idea has its theoretial base into the several semi-automati methods to
transform a formal speiation that desribe the behavior of a program into
an eetive exeutable piee of ode.
One of this is the so-alled "program extration from proof". The idea is that
from an onstrutive proof of a formula "for eah x there exists y suh that
P(x,y)" we an automatially extrat a program "t" suh that the property
P(x,t(x)) hold. In our days suh proofs are normally written by ad-ho tools
(some of them are: COQ, ISABLLE, MINLOG, PX, AGDA, et...) alled
"proof assistants".
Even if today this tehnique is pretty well established, the "manipulation" of
proofs in order to develop performing programs did not reeived big attention.
In this thesis we will develop several automati and semi-automati methods
in order to extrat eient ode from onstrutive proofs. Our eld of applia-
tion will be omputational biology, a researh eld in whih the development of
eient programs is ruial. So our main goal will be to show how the manip-
ulation of formal proofs, essentially studied by proof theorist, has a big eet
also in pratial program generation.
In den letzten 20 Jahren stellte sih der Einsatz formaler Methoden in der Soft-
wareentwiklung als eine äuÿerst wihtige Tehnik zur Generierung korrekter
Programmen heraus.
Die theoretishe Grundlage dieser Idee basiert auf mehreren semiautomatis-
hen Methoden zur Umwandlung einer formalen Spezizierung, die das Verhal-
ten eines Programms beshreibt, zu einem ausführlihen Codeblok.
Eine dieser Methoden nennt sih "program extration from proof". Die Idee
ist, dass wir von einem konstruktiven Beweis einer Formel für jedes x ex-
istiert ein y so dass P(x,y) ein Programm t automatish extrahieren kann,
in welhem die Eigenshaft P(x,t(x)) erfüllt ist. Heutzutage werden solhe Be-
weise von ad ho Tools erzeugt (z.B.: COQ, ISABLLE, MINLOG, PX, AGDA,
usw.), die proof assistants genannt werden.
Obwohl sih diese Tehnik heutzutage gut etabliert hat, hat die Manipula-
tion von Beweisen, mit den Ziel eziente Programme zu realisieren, keine
groÿe Beahtung gefunden. Innerhalb dieser Doktorarbeit werden wir ver-
shiedene automatishe und semiautomatishe Methoden mit dem Ziel entwik-
eln, Code von konstruktiven
Beweisen zu extrahieren. Unser Anwendungsbereih wird die Bioinformatik
vii
sein, ein Forshungsbereih für den die Entwiklung ezienter Programme
entsheidend ist. Unser Ziel wird folglih sein zu zeigen, wie die Manipula-
tion von formalen Beweisen - hauptsä hlih erforsht von Beweistheoretikern
- eine groÿe Auswirkung auf die praktishe Programmgenerierung hat.
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1 Introdution
1.1 Automati Program Development
The software life-yle [26℄ (Figure 1.1) is the our-days model for the prodution
of software in the industrial world. The basi idea is the following: given an
input problem (most of the time speied in natural language -as English-) one
write a program that is assumed to solve the problem. Afterwards the program
is tested on several inputs and modied in ase errors pop up. After this step,
the program is put in pratial use.
Problem
       
 Program written in a
     prog. language
      
   Program written in 
     machine code
                 
           Results
Testing
Executing
Compiling
Programming
Maintenance
Figure 1.1: A software life-yle model illustrating onventional software design
The main limit of this approah is that it an only onrm the presene
of errors but not their absene. What we miss following this approah is the
evidene of the orretness of the program. A better methodology for the
prodution of orret software with respet to a given speiation, rely on
deriving a program from a problem in several ontrolled steps as illustrated
Figure 1.2.
The step in Figure 1.2 an be in the following way resumed:
1
1 Introdution
Problem
       
 Formal specification
      
   Program written in 
     a prog.language
                 
           Results
Program 
Verification
Compiling
Program Development
Formalization
Maintenance
                 
 Program written in 
    machine code
Executing
Figure 1.2: A software life-yle model illustrating onventional software design
1. The problem of the ustomer is analyzed and a rst informal speiation
is produed.
2. The formal speiation is translated in a more formal language (equa-
tional for term rewriting, or Horn-lausal form for logi programming)
3. From the formal speiation is derived a program that is provably or-
ret, that is an be proven that the program meets the speiation (pro-
gram veriation).
4. The derived program an be ompiled and exeuted and the results an
be used to test the program.
Essentially, there are two broad paradigms to fulll step number 3: the
proofs-as-programs[2℄ and synthesis by transformations [8℄.
• In the proof-as-program paradigm a speiation is usually expressed by
formulas that state the existene of an objet with a given property. Thus
a onstrutive proof of the given speiation is produed and a program
is extrated from the proofs. By the realizability method we an prove
2
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that the program so produed respets the given speiation (that is
the proved formula). Researh in this eld fouses on the development of
strong theorem provers and mehanisms for extrating algorithms from
proofs.
• In synthesis by transformations the algorithms are derived from the spe-
iation by forward reasoning. The speiation is seen as exeutable
and is transformed in a real program by a set of rewriting rules. This
paradigm is partiularly well-suited for the synthesis of logi programs
sine a delarative formula an be viewed as exeutable program whih
only has to be transformed into some restrited syntax like Horn logi.
Our work onerned essentially the proof-as-program paradigm. Aording
to this paradigm we have the following orrespondenes
formula ≡ data type
onstrutive proof of formulaA ≡ program of typeA
The basi idea in order to develop orret programs by the proof-as-program
methodology an be resumed in the followings steps:
• We assume that the programming problem is given in the form
∀x∃yA(x,y)
• One nds (manually, or omputer-aided) a onstrutive formal proof of
the formula ∀x∃yA(x, y).
• From the proof a program p is extrated (fully automatially) that prov-
able meets the speiation, that is,
∀xA(x, p(x))
is provable
There exist a number of systems supporting program extration from proofs
(e.g. Agda
1
, Coq
2
, Minlog
3
, NuPrl
4
).
From the end of the '80s a lot of researh foused on the development of
eient algorithms by the proof-as-programs paradigm. This was stimulated
by the fat that often the omputational ontent of elegant and short proofs is
1
http://unit.aist.go.jp/vs/Agda/
2
http://oq.inria.fr/
3
http://www.minlog-system.de/
4
http://www.s.ornell.edu/Info/Projets/NuPRL/nuprl.html
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partiularly ineient. Consider for example the following statement:
For each natural number n there exists a natural y such that y = 2n.
This sentene is simply provable by indution on n. In the base ase its enough
to set y = 1, in fat 1 = y = 20. Then if (by indution hypothesis) we know
that y = 2n for some xed n, to prove the sentene for n+ 1 its enough to to
set y = y + y. In fat
y = y + y
= 2n + 2n
= 2n+1
By the proof-as-program paradigm the omputational ontent of this proof is
the power of 2 funtion, EXP2, skethed in the following piee of ode:
Algorithm 1 Proedure EXP2
Input: 0 ≤ n
Output: 2n
loop
if n = 0 then
return 1
else
return EXP2(n− 1) + EXP2(n− 1)
end if
end loop
Unfortunately the omputational omplexity of EXP2 is exponential in n.
Historially the researh onerning the problem of extrating eient pro-
grams from proofs foused both in tuning the extrated ode[12, 3, 7℄ (the
optimization phase take plae after the extration) and in tuning the proof
from whih the ode is extrated[30, 29, 1℄ (the optimization phase take plae
before the extration) Our work regarded this seond line of researh.
1.2 Content of the Thesis
The originality of the present work regarded the development of a set of new
proof-tehniques to transform proofs in order to develop eient programs. In
partiular we investigated and developed the following proof-transformations:
Pruning This tehnique has its theoretial bases in the proof theory work of
Dag Prawitz [31℄ later on suessfully developed in the pioneer work of
4
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C.A. Goad [17℄. Pruning regards the eliminations of redundant ase dis-
tintions in proofs. Consider for example the following simple statement:
Given a natural n there exists a natural y such that n ≤ y
We an prove this statement as follow. We assume n. There are two
ases: n ≤ 1 or n 6≤ 1. Assume ip : n ≤ 1 then we set y = 1, and we
have the thesis by ip. Else (that is n 6≤ 1) we set y = n and we onlude
by the reexivity of the less-or-equal relation between naturals numbers.
The omputational ontent of this proof is the following piee of ode:
Algorithm 2
Input: 0 ≤ n
Output: 0 ≤ y suh that: n ≤ y
if n ≤ 1 then
return 1
else
return n
end if
Of ourse in the above proof the ase distintion over n is useless (we ould
for example immediately onlude setting y = n). The pruning tehnique
is useful in deteting and simplifying this kind of redundanies. The main
idea on whih pruning is based is the following: if the left/right branh of
a ase distintion proof over A ∨B does not depend on the assumptions
A/B, then the entire ase distintion an be replaed by the left/right
branh.
In the example above, the left branh of the ase distintion refer to the
assumption variable u : n ≤ 1, but the right branh does not depend on
the ondition n 6≤ 1. So applying the pruning rule, we an replae the
ase distintion by its right branh, obtaining a new proof from whih
we an extrat the identity funtion. We note as the simplied extrated
program is not only more eient (we don't perform a useless if) but it
hanges also its omputational behavior.
In the hapter 3 of this thesis we extensively revisit the pruning idea
and we apply it in simplifying some instantiations of the proof of the bin
paking problem. In hapter 4 we develop a proof of the bounded perfet
mathing problem and we simplify some instantiations of it with the
pruning tehnique, showing on another not trivial example that pruning
has to be onsidered an essential tool in order to extrat eient programs
from instantiated proofs. Finally in hapter 5 we prose an extension of
5
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pruning.
Dynami Programming The question that motivated this line of researh was
the following: how it is possible to transform a proof into another proof,
from whih it is possible to extrat a dynami program? We refer to
dynami programming as a programming tehnique where we evaluate
a suient amount of data in advane so that the at eah iteration the
program gets to reuse it instead of reomputing it eah time it is needed.
Though at programming level this tehnique is pretty well known, it is
not so lear how to obtain the same result at proof level. In hapter 6
of the thesis we developed (taking as a ase study the formalization of
the similarity of DNA sequenes problem) a general method in order to
extrat dynami programs from proof. The proposed method unfortu-
nately is not general enough to be applied automatially to a large set
of proofs (the automati transformation is not possible even at program-
ming level). What we developed has to be onsidered more as a general
sheme that should instantiated ase by ase.
In order to get an informal idea of the method (that will be formally
presented in hapter 6), let onsider the following example. Assume we
want to prove, for eah 0 ≤ n, the existene of a natural y suh that
y = Fib(n) with Fib(n) n-th Fibonai number, dened as usual:
Fib(n) =
8<
:
0 n = 0
1 n = 1
Fib(n− 1) + Fib(n− 2) 2 ≤ n
This statement an be proved by (general) indution over n as follow: for
n = 0 we set y = 0, for n = 1 we set y = 1 and for 2 ≤ n, we apply the
indution hypothesis
∀n(∀k.k < n→ ∃y.y = Fib(k))
on n − 1 and n− 2 obtaining u1 = Fib(n− 1) and u2 = Fib(n− 2) and
thus we have the thesis for y = u1 + u2. In Algorithm 3 is showed the
omputational ontent of this proof.
In Algorithm 3 the proedure b has an exponential omputational om-
plexity in n. The idea we propose in this thesis to tune this kind of proof
(in order to extrat dynami programs) onsist in adding a set of new ax-
ioms to manage a list of intermediate omputed results in order to avoid
re-omputation. For example for the spei ase of the Fibonai num-
bers, an idea would be to introdue a new prediate MEM ⊆ N ×N ×N,
where MEM(i, fi−1, fi) (for 1 ≤ i) means that fi−1 and fi are the i− 1-th
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Algorithm 3 Proedure b
Input: 0 ≤ n
Output: Fib(n)
loop
if n = 0 then
return 0
else if n = 1 then
return 1
else
return b(n− 1) + b(n− 2)
end if
end loop
and i-th Fibonai number. The axioms required in this ase would be
neessary to state formally that the value we store in fi−1 and fi are
Fibonai numbers. Then new thesis to prove require a little modia-
tion: we have to show that for eah natural n there exists a natural y
suh that y = Fib(n) and that there exists two naturals w and z suh
that MEM(n,w, z). Later on, in the proof of the new thesis, we an avoid
to instantiate twie the indution hypothesis (soure of the exponential
behavior of b) and we an refer to the indution hypothesis only one
and to the partial results stored in MEM. The omputational ontent of
this proof is a linear time algorithm.
Tail Reursion For a program to be tail reursive is a desired property that
guarantee a ertain level of eieny. In a tail reursive proedure the
reursive all are done as last operation: this avoid, during the ompila-
tion or interpretation task, the storage/reover (during the all/return of
the proedure) of a big amount of data (the proedure-ontexts). One of
the main tool to perform an automati transformation of a program into
a tail reursive one is the so alled CPS [33℄ [13℄ (Continuation Passing
Style) transformation.
In the hapters 7 and 8 of the present thesis we investigated the relation
between onstrutive proofs and tail reursion. In partiular, our study
was motivated by the following question: how it is possible to transform
(possibly automatially) a proof by indution into another proof in suh
a way the ontent of the transformed proof is tail reursive?
In the literature, one of the main referenes (that we will briey review
later) on this topis, is the Penny Anderson's Ph.D. thesis [1℄. Though
the approah desribed in the Anderson's thesis is extremely interesting,
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this is not ompletely automati but it require some user interation. In
the present thesis we develop a method fully automati to obtain the
same result, based on a partiular simple idea.
Let onsider for example the task to prove that for eah natural n there
exist a natural y suh that y = Fat(n) with Fat(n) the fatorial of n
dened as follow :
Fat(n) =

1 n = 0
n ∗ Fat(n− 1) 0 < n
We an prove this statement by indution on n. For n = 0 we set y = 1
and assuming u = Fat(n) then we an build the fatorial of n+1 setting
y = n ∗ u. The ontent of this proof is the usual fatorial funtion in
Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Proedure fat
Input: 0 ≤ n
Output: Fat(n)
loop
if n = 0 then
return 1
else
return n ∗ fat(n− 1)
end if
end loop
The proedure fat in Algorithm 4 is not tail reursive (in the else branh
we have to store the ontext (n ∗_)). An idea to tune fat is to shift the
ontrol of the exeution to another reursive proedure that will be tail-
alled and use an aumulator parameter where the eetive omputation
of the fatorial numbers will take plae. At logial level this is done by
proving an intermediate lemma, where we state that, given two naturals
n and m and the the fatorial for m, u = Fat(m), we are able to supply
a natural y suh that y = Fat(n+m). The proof of this intermediate
lemma is the heart of the transformation and it will be arefully presented
in hapter 8. Later on, we an instantiate the proof of this lemma on a
generi n and on 0 in order to obtain the proof of the fatorial of n. In
this example, we worked with the fatorial of n but it is possible to apply
the method to a generi prediate P (n).
8
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1.3 Related Work
We an divide the literature in the eld of the generation of eient programs
by the usage of a proof assistants into two big bloks: methods that transform
a program after the extration phase (I), and methods to transform a proof in
order extrat eient ode (II).
(I)
In [28℄, Nakoi Kobayashi propose a method to solve the useless-variable elimi-
nation problem. This is one of the problems that aet the ode automatially
extrated from a proof. The proposed algorithm to solve the problem is a sur-
prisingly simple extension of the usual type-reonstrution algorithm. The
proposed method has several attrative features. First, it is simple, so that
the proof of the orretness is lear and the method an be easily extended to
deal with a polymorphi language. Seond, it is eient: for a simply-typed
λ-alulus, it runs in time almost linear in the size of an input expression.
In [3℄ Stefano Berardi presents a pruning method to simplify program ex-
trated from proofs. The proposed method is based on the replaement of some
sub-terms with dummy onstants. Berardi proves that the proposed method
preserves observational behavior of a simply typed λ-term if it does not modify
the type nor the ontext (assignment of types to free variables) of the term.
This result is used to dene a map Fl : simply typed λ-terms → simply typed
λ-terms removing redundant ode in funtional programs. In the paper are
formally proved some properties of Fl interesting from a omputational view-
point.
In [12℄, Damiani and Giannini presents two type inferene systems for de-
teting useless-ode in higher-order typed funtional programs. This work rep-
resents an extension of the previously analyzed work of Berardi on pruning. In
the paper it is proposed a useless-ode elimination algorithm whih is based
on a ombined use of these type inferene systems. The main appliation of
the tehnique is the optimization of programs extrated from proofs in logial
frameworks, but it an be used as well in the elimination of useless-ode deter-
mined by program transformations.
(II)
In [17℄ Alan Goad introdue the use of the pruning for the development of
eient programs generated by formal proofs. The paper onerns: (1) the uses
of this additional information in the automati transformation of algorithms,
and in partiular, in the adaptation of algorithms to speial situations, and (2)
eient methods for exeuting and transforming proofs. The proposed method
is later on tested on the implementation of the bin paking problem.
In [1℄, Penny Anderson propose a solution to the problem of transforming
9
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a proof in order to extrat a tail reursive funtion. The method is based on
the representation of derived logial rules in Elf, a logi programming language
that gives an operational interpretation to the Edinburg Logial Framework.
It results in delarative implementations with a general orretness property
that is veried automatially by the Elf type heking algorithm.
In [30℄ Frank Pfenning presents an interesting proof transformation to ex-
trat eient ode from proofs (this work onstitute the theoretial base of the
Anderson's work [1℄). In his paper Pfenning extends the paradigm employed
in systems like NuPrl where a program is developed and veried through the
proof of the speiation in a onstrutive type theory. The method is illus-
trated on an extended example − a derivation of Warshall's algorithm for graph
reahability. In the paper, the author, outline how the framework supports the
denition, implementation, and use of abstrat data types.
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2.1 Modied Realizability for First Order Minimal Logi
2.1.1 Gödel's T
Types are built from base types N (Naturals) , L(ρ) (lists with elements of
type ρ) and B (booleans) by funtion (→) and pair (×) formation. The Terms
of Gödel's T [39℄ are simply typed λ-alulus terms with pairs, projetions (πi)
and onstants (onstrutors and reursive operators for the basi types)
Types ρ, σ ::= N |B |L(ρ) | ρ→ σ | ρ× σ
Const c ::= 0N | SuN→N | ttB |B | (:)L(ρ) | ::ρ→L(ρ)→L(ρ) |Rσ
N
|Rσ
L(ρ)|R
σ
B
Terms r, s, t ::= c |xρ|(λxρrσ)ρ→σ |(rρ→σsρ)σ |(pi0t
ρ×σ)ρ| (pi1t
ρ×σ)σ | (rρ, sσ)ρ×σ
The expression (:) represents the empty list, and (a0 :: . . . :: an :) a list with
n+1 elements. We equip this alulus with the following usual onversion rules
for the reursive operators, appliations and projetions:
RσN : σ → (N → σ → σ)→ N → σ R
σ
L(ρ)
: σ → (ρ→ L(ρ) → σ → σ) → L(ρ) → σ
(RσN b f) 0 7−→ b (R
σ
L(ρ) b f) [] 7−→ b
(RσN b f) (n+ 1) 7−→ f n ((R
σ
N b f)n) (R
σ
L(ρ) b f) (a :: l) 7−→ f l ((R
σ
L(ρ) b f) l)
RσB : σ → σ → B → σ π0(r, s) −→ r
(RσB r s)tt 7−→ r π1(r, s) −→ s
(RσB r s) 7−→ s (λx.r)s −→ r[x := s]
2.1.2 Heyting Arithmeti
We dene Heyting Arithmeti HA
ω
for our language based on Gödel's T, whih
is nitely typed.
Formulas: Atomi formulas (P
~t~ρ) (P a prediate symbol, ~t, ~ρ lists of terms
and types), A → B, ∀xρA, ∀nxρA, ∃xρA, ∃nxρA, A ∧ B. Given a term t of
type B we dene a speial kind of atomi formula, atom(t) that means `t = tt'.
In partiular we have the atomi formula ⊥ := atom(). We dene negation
¬A by A→ ⊥. In writing formulas we assume that ∀,∃,¬ bind more strongly
than ∧, and that in turn ∧ binds more strongly than →.
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Derivations: By the Curry-Howard orrespondene it is onvenient to write
derivations as terms: we dene λ-terms MA for natural dedution proofs in
minimal logi of formulas A together with the set OA(M) of open assumptions
in M :
(ass) uA, OA(u)={u}
(∧+) (〈MA, NB〉A∧B), OA(〈M,N〉)=OA(M) ∪ OA(N)
(∧−0 ) (M
A∧B0)A , OA(M0)=OA(M)
(∧−1 ) (N
A∧B1)B , OA(N1)=OA(N)
(→+) (λuAMB)A→B , OA(λuM)=OA(M)\{u}
(→−) (MA→BNA)B , OA(MN)=OA(M) ∪ OA(N)
(∀+) (λxρMA)∀x
ρA
, OA(λxM)=OA(M)
provided xρ 6∈ FV(B), for any uB ∈OA(M)
(∀−) (M∀x
ρAtρ)A, OA(Mt)=OA(M)
(∀n+) (λnxρMA)∀
nxρA
, OA(λnxM)=OA(M)
provided xρ 6∈ FV(B), for any uB ∈OA(M), and x 6∈ [[M ]]
(∀n−) (M∀
nxρAtρ)A, OA(Mt)=OA(M)
To obtain intuitionisti logi we an use the additional ex-falso-quodlibedt
rule:
∀~x(⊥ → P (~x)) (Efq)
with P prediate symbol dierent from ⊥. We will use two speials quantiers
∀n/∃n to indiate that there should be no omputational ontent [5℄[4℄. The
logial meaning of the universal quantiers is unhanged. However, we have
to observe a speial variable ondition for ∀n+: the variable to be abstrated
should not be a omputational variable in the given proof, i.e. the extrated
program of this proof should not depend on x.
We will write proofs in form of proof-terms, as above, or as metarules
A1, . . . , An
R
C
to read as `from the assumptions A1, . . . , An, by the rules R we derive C. Here
R an be an introdution rule (∧+, →+, ∀+,∀n+) or an elimination rule (∧−0 ,
∧−1 , →
−
, ∀−, ∀n−).
Usually we will omit type and formula indies in derivations if they are
uniquely determined by the ontext or if they are not relevant. We use ∃ (with
or without omputational ontent) and ∨ in our logi, if we allow the following
axioms as onstant derivation terms:
∃+xρ,A : ∀x
ρ(A→ ∃xρA)
12
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∃−xρ,A,B : ∃x
ρA→ ∀xρ(A→ B)→ B with 6∈ FV (B)
(∃n)+xρ,A : ∀
nxρ(A→ ∃nxρA)
(∃n)−xρ,A,B : ∃
nxρA→ ∀nxρ(A→ B)→ B with 6∈ FV (B)
The onstant ∃− followed by ∃+ elide themselves by the following (Elid) rule:
∃−(∃+ tρMA)∃x
ρA = λy∀x
ρA→B.y tρMA
We an dene ∨ from ∃ via:
A ∨ B , ∃pB.(p→ A) ∧ ((p→ ⊥)→ B)
Here (for short) we wrote p for atom(p). The indution proof-terms assoiated
with N,B and L(ρ) are:
Indn,A(n) : A(0)→ (∀n.A(n)→ A(n+ 1))→ ∀n
N.A(n)
Indt,A(t) : A(tt)→ A()→ ∀t
B.A(t)
Indl,A(l) : A([])→ (∀a, l.A(l)→ A(a :: l))→ ∀l
L(ρ).A(l)
Finally we use the onstant derivation term (IFA),
IFA : ∀p
B(p→ A)→ ((p→ ⊥)→ A)→ A
to perform ase distintion on boolean terms w.r.t. a formula A.
Proof Abbreviations:
For simpliity, we will use the following proof abbreviations:
∃+x,A t
|M
A[x/t]
∃+∃xA
for
∃+x,A t
→−
A[x/t]→ ∃xA
|M
A[x/t]
→−∃xA
and
∃−x,A,C
|M
∃xA
|N
∀x(A→ C)
∃−C
for
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∃−x,A,C
|M
∃xA
→−
∀x(A→ C)→ C
|N
∀x(A→ C)
→−
C
Given a goal formula C, the appliation of the ases proof tati on t generate
the following proof tree:
IFC t
(t→ C)→ ((t→ ff)→ C)→ C
|M
t→ C
((t→ ff)→ C)→ C
|N
(t→ ff)→ C
C
that we will simply rewrite as:
IFC t
|M
t→ C
|N
(t→ ff)→ C
(if)
C
We simulate ∨-introdution by
∃+x,C tt
|M
C[x/tt]
∨+0
A ∨B
with C[x/tt] ≡ (tt → A) ∧ ((tt → ff)→ B), and
∃+x,C ff
|M
C[x/ff]
∨+1
A ∨B
with C[x/ff] ≡ (ff → A) ∧ ((ff → ff) → B). Finally, by (if) we an mimi the
∨-elimination as follow:
IF p
(p→ A) ∧ ((p→ ff)→ B)
p→ A p
A
|M
C
p→ C
(p→ A) ∧ ((p→ ff)→ B)
((p→ ff)→ B) p→ ff
B
|N
C
(p→ ff)→ C
C
((p→ A) ∧ ((p→ ff)→ B)) → C
∀p((p→ A) ∧ ((p→ ff)→ B)) → C
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∃−p,D,C
|Σ
A ∨ B _____________________
C
will be shortly rewritten by
∃−p,D,C
|Σ
A ∨ B
|R
A
|M
C
|S
B
|N
C
|K
∀pD→ C
∨−
C
with D ≡ (p→ A) ∧ ((p→ ff)→ B).
2.1.3 Normalization of Proofs
A derivation in normal form does not make detours, or more preisely, it
annot our that an elimination rule immediately follows an introdution rule.
We now spell out in detail whih onversions we shall allow: this is done for
derivations written in tree notation and also as derivation terms.
2.1.3.1 Conversions
∧-conversions
|M
A
|N
B
∧+A ∧B
∧−0
A
7−→
|M
A
or written as a lambda-term
π0(〈M
A, NB〉) 7−→MA
|M
A
|N
B
∧+
A ∧B
∧−1
B
7−→
|N
B
or written as a lambda-term
π1(〈M
A, NB〉) 7−→ NB
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→-conversion
|M
B
→+u
A→ B
|N
A
→−B
7−→
|N
A
|M
B
or written as a derivation term
(λuAMB)NA 7−→M [uA/NA]
∀-conversion
|M
A
∀+
∀xA t
∀−
A[x/t]
7−→
|M ′
A[x/t]
or written as a derivation term
(λxMA)∀xAt 7−→MA[x/t]
∀n-conversion
|M
A
∀n+
∀xA t
∀n−
A[x/t]
7−→
|M ′
A[x/t]
or written as a derivation term
(λnxMA)∀
nxAt 7−→MA[x/t]
2.1.3.2 Strong Normalization
No matter in whih order we apply the onversion rules, they will always termi-
nate and produe a derivation in normal form, where no further onversions
an be applied.
Theorem 2.1.1 ([36℄). Every proof-term is strongly normalizing, that is every
redution sequene starting from a proof term M , terminates.
2.1.4 Short Exursus in Program Extration from Proofs
Clearly proper existene proofs have omputational ontent. A well-known and
natural way to dene this onept is the notion of realizability, whih an be
16
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seen as an inarnation of the Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov interpretation of
proofs.
2.1.4.1 Type of a Formula
We indiate by τ (A) as the type of the term (or program) to be extrated
from a proof of A. More preisely, to every formula A it is possible to assign an
objet τ (A) (a type or the nulltype symbol ε). In ase τ (A) = ε proofs of A
have no omputational ontent; suh formulas A are alled Harrop formulas.
τ (P (~x)) =

αP ifP is a prediate variable with assignedαP
ε Otherwise
τ (∃xρA) =

ρ if τ (A) = ε
ρ× τ (A) Otherwise
τ (∀xρA) =

ε if τ (A) = ε
ρ→ τ (A) Otherwise
τ (∃nxρA) = τ (A)
τ (∀nxρA) = τ (A)
τ (A ∧B) =
8<
:
τ (A) if τ (B) = ε
τ (B) if τ (A) = ε
τ (A)× τ (B) Otherwise
τ (A→ B) =
8<
:
τ (B) if τ (A) = ε
ε if τ (B) = ε
τ (A)→ τ (B) Otherwise
2.1.4.2 Extration Map
From every derivation M of a omputationally meaningful formula A (that is,
τ (A) 6= ε) it is possible to dene its extrated program [[M ]] of type τ (A)[24℄.
If τ (A) = ε then [[M ]] = ε.
[[uA]] = xAu (x
A
u uniquely assoiated with A)
[[λuAM ]] =

[[M ]] if τ (A) = ε
λx
τ(A)
u [[M ]] Otherwise
[[MA→BNB ]] =

[[M ]] if τ (A) = ε
[[M ]][[N ]] Otherwise
[[〈MA, NB〉]] =
8<
:
[[N ]] if τ (A) = ε
[[M ]] if τ (B) = ε
〈[[M ]], [[N ]]〉 Otherwise
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[[MA∧Bi]] =

[[M ]] if τ (A) = ε or τ (B) = ε
πi[[M ]] if Otherwise
[[(λxρM)∀xA]] = λxρ[[M ]]
[[M∀xAt]] = [[M ]]t
[[(λxρM)∀
nxA]] = [[M ]]
[[M∀
nxAt]] = [[M ]]
Content of the proof onstants:
[[∃−xρ,A,B]] =

λxρfρ→τ(B).fx If τ (A) = ε
λxρ×τ(A)fρ→τ(A)→τ(B).f(π0x)(π1x) Otherwise
[[∃+xρ,A]] =

λxρx If τ (A) = ε
λxρyτ(A).〈x, y〉 Otherwise
[[(∃n)−xρ,A,B]] =

λxτ(B).x If τ (A) = ε
λxτ(A)fτ(A)→τ(B).fx Otherwise
[[(∃n)+xρ,A]] = λx
τ(A)x
[[IFA]] = λb
B, lτ(A), rτ(A).(if b l r) If τ (A) 6= ε
[[Indn,A(n)]] = R
σ
N
[[Indl,A(l)]] = R
σ
L(ρ)
[[Indt,A(t)]] = R
σ
B
2.1.4.3 Realize a Formula
Corretness of the extrated programs is guaranteed by the notion of modied
realizability. Intuitively, if t is the extrated program from the derivation M of
the formula A equal to ∀x∃y.P (x, y) then for eah x the formula P (x, t(x)) is
provable orret (Soundness) i.e. t (modied) realize A (written (tmrA))
rmrP (~t) = P (~t)
rmr (∃x.A) =

εmrA[x/r] if τ (A) = ε
π1rmrA[x/π0r] Otherwise
rmr (∀x.A) =

∀x.εmrA if τ (A) = ε
∀x.rxmrA Otherwise
rmr (∃nx.A) =

∃nx.εmrA if τ (A) = ε
∃nx.rmrA Otherwise
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rmr (∀xn.A) =

∀nx.εmrA if τ (A) = ε
∀nx.rmrA Otherwise
rmr (A→ B) =
8<
:
εmrA→ rmrB if τ (A) = ε
∀x.xmrA→ εmrB if τ (A) 6= ε = τ (B)
∀x.xmrA→ rxmrB Otherwise
rmr (A ∧ B) =
8<
:
εmrA ∧ rmrB if τ (A) = ε
rmrA→ εmrB if τ (B) = ε
π0rmrA→ π1rmrB Otherwise
Theorem 2.1.2 (Soundness). Let M be a derivation of a formula A from
assumptions ui : Ai. Then we an nd a derivation of the formula ([[M ]] mr
A) from assumptions u¯i : xui mr Ai.
Proof. By strutural indution on M ([36℄).
2.2 A First Example of Proof Transformation: How to Extrat
Programs with let
In a proof it an happen that, to prove B, we need to prove an auxiliary formula
A:
|M
B
A→ B
|N
A
B
This reate a detour that, one normalized, redue to
|N
A
|M
B
That is |N , with end formula A, is substituted for all the open assumptions
uA in M . At programming level this onversion is represented by following
β-redution:
(λ xτ(A)[[M ]]τ(B))[[N ]]τ(A) −→β [[M ]]
τ(B)[xτ(A)/[[N ]]τ(A)]
with τ (A), τ (B) 6= ǫ. Clearly the piee of ode [[N ]]τ(A) will be dupliated as
many times xτ(A) appear free in [[M ]]τ(B). A way to reate more ompat ode
is replae the original proof by:
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Id : (A→ B)→ A→ B
|M
B
A→ B
A→ B
|N
A
B
With Id the identity axiom. If Id is not animated [37℄, then it is onsidered as a
bak-box proof-term and is not involved in any simpliation. The ontent of
the previous proof is:
(Idτ((A→B)→A→B) λxτ(A)[[M ]]τ(B)) [[N ]]τ(A)
If we onsider a all-by-value evaluation strategy the argument of the applia-
tion is evaluated rst, and the previous program is printed as
let x [[N ]] [[M ]]
with the obvious meaning: set x equal to [[N ]], then exeute [[M ]]. An interesting
appliation of this program replaement is in the ontext of the proofs by
indution. Consider the derivation:
Indn,∀xρA(n)
|N
∀xρA(0)
|M
∀xρA(n+ 1)
∀xρA(n)→ ∀xρA(n+ 1)
∀n(∀xρA(n)→ ∀xρA(n+ 1))
∀n∀xρA(n)
Assuming τ (A) 6= ǫ, the algorithmi ontent of the step ase is:
α ≡ λnλxρ→τ(A(n))[[M ]]ρ→τ(A(n+1))
Now suppose x appear several times inside [[M ]] and eah time in the appliative
form (x tρ), for some t. This will produe severals exeutions of same ode when
the term α is applied to a natural number and to a funtional term. To avoid
this phenomena we substitute the proof in step ase M by:
Id : σ
|M
∀xρA(n+ 1)
(A(n)[xρ/tρ] → ∀xρA(n+ 1))
A(n)[xρ/tρ] → ∀xρA(n+ 1)
[u : ∀xρA(n)] tρ
A(n)[xρ/tρ]
∀xρA(n+ 1)
∀xρA(n)→ ∀xρA(n+ 1)
∀n(∀xρA(n)→ ∀xρA(n+ 1))
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with σ ≡ (A(n)[xρ/tρ] → ∀xρA(n + 1)) → A(n)[xρ/tρ] → ∀xρA(n + 1). The
omputational ontent of the modied step ase is:
λn, xρ→τ(A(n))(Idτ(σ) λxτ(A(n))[[M ]]ρ→τ(A(n+1))) (xρ→τ(A(n)) t)τ(A(n))
that is printed as
λn, x let y (x t) [[M ]]
that is, given a natural and a real proedure f (the reursive all), f is applied
on t, the returning value binded by y and [[M ]] (where y may our) exeuted.
2.3 Minlog
Minlog is intended to reason about omputable funtionals, using minimal
logi. It is an interative prover with the following features [36℄:
• Proofs are treated as rst lass objets: they an be normalized and then
used for reading o an instane if the proven formula is existential, or
hanged for program development by proof transformation.
• To keep ontrol over the omplexity of extrated programs, we follow
Kreisel's proposal and aim at a theory with a strong language and weak
existene axioms. It should be onservative over (a fragment of) arith-
meti.
• Minlog is based on minimal rather than lassial or intuitionisti logi.
This more general setting makes it possible to implement program ex-
tration from lassial proofs, via a rened A-translation (f. [6℄).
• Constants are intended to denote omputable funtionals. Sine their
(mathematially orret) domains are the Sott-Ershov partial ontinuous
funtionals, this is the intended range of the quantiers.
• Variables arry (simple) types, with free algebras as base types. The
latter need not be nitary (so we allow e.g. ountably branhing trees),
and an be simultaneously generated. Type parameters (ML style) are
allowed, but we keep the theory prediative and disallow type quanti-
ation. Also prediate variables are allowed, as plaeholders for formulas
(or more preisely, omprehension terms).
• To simplify equational reasoning, the system identies terms with the
same normal form. A rih olletion of rewrite rules is provided, whih
an be extended by the user. Deidable prediates are implemented via
boolean valued funtions, hene the rewrite mehanism applies to them
as well.
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Notation:
In the Minlog proof assistant, extrated programs are presented in a textual
style, that we briey desribe now along with the orrespondene with the
above mathematial notations: in programs produed by Minlog, tt and 
are typeset #tt and #ff respetively; ρ × σ as (rhosigma), L(ρ) as (list
rho), λx.t is written as ([x℄t), (Rσ
N/B/L(ρ) b s) as (Re (nat/bool/list rho =>
sigma) b s) and (π0/1e) as (left/right e).
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3.1 Introdution
In this hapter we deal with an old idea rst introdued by Christopher Alan
Goad in the 1980s[17℄ alled Pruning. Pruning is rst of all a proof transforma-
tion to remove redundant (omputationally relevant or not) parts of a proof.
But pruning is a also a program transformation: in the program extrated from
a pruned proof redundant hunks of ode are dropped making use of a kind of
dependeny information whih does not appear in ordinary programs. For the
most part, the redundanies removed by pruning are not to be found in proofs
generated by people, however, proofs that result from automati proess tend
to inlude suh redundanies. Thus the pruning transformation will not be of
muh use when applied to proofs of algorithms as originally presented.
The pruning transformation has its theoretial foundation in the work in
proof theory of Dag Prawitz.
Dag Prawitz[31℄ asserts that redundant appliation of (∨E) and (∃E) onsti-
tute unneessary ompliation in proof, and an be easily removed. A natural
dedution proof in normal form and without suh redundanies is said to be
in full -normal form . The rules to bring a derivation in full -normal form, the
Immediate Simpliation rules [31, pag.254℄, are depited in Figure 3.1.
Nine years later Goad showed that the appliation of the immediate sim-
pliation rules (whih he alled pruning rules) to a proof whih has been
speialized an lead to a very large inrease in the eieny of the extrated
algorithm. Pruning has the unusual quality that it modies the funtion om-
puted by the expression to whih it is applied[17, pp 23,56℄ while preserving
the validity of an algorithm for the speiation embodied in the end formula
of the proof desribing the algorithm.
The pruning protool developed by Goad is based on the following three
steps:
Proof speialization : speialization of a subset of the input parameters of a
given proof.
Dependeny removal transformation : replaement of all the open assumptions,
the type an be derived from a ertain knowledge, by another proof of
the same type. This knowledge will onsist in a set of formulas (types of
assumption variables) aumulated during a traversal of the proof tree.
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|Σ
A ∨ B
|M
C
|N
C
(i) (∨E)
C
−→
|M
C
No open assumption
in M is disharged by
(∨E)
|Σ
A ∨ B
|M
C
|N
C
(ii) (∨E)
C
−→
|N
C
No open assumption
in N is disharged by
(∨E)
|M
∃xA
|N
C
(iii) (∃E)
C
−→
|N
C
No open assumption
in N is disharged by
(∃E)
Figure 3.1: Prawitz's Immediate Simpliation / Pruning rules
Appliation of the Immediate Simpliation /Pruning rules : simpliation of the
proof tree with respet to a given set of pruning rules in order to eliminate
all the ∨/∃ redundant inferenes.
In this hapter, we present an implementation of pruning into the Minlog
proof assistant. The adaptation is less obvious than what it appears at rst
view. Several new developments upon the existing work inlude:
• The demonstration how pruning is intimately related to (and depends
on) the operation of permuting a proof [41, pag. 180℄. Moreover we will
show the omputational benets, in terms of elimination of redundant
ode, that the permutation operation indue on the extrated ode.
• The development in Minlog of a proof for the Bin Paking problem.
After the pruning protool has been applied on suh proof we show the
omputational benet on the extrated programs of this operation.
To our knowledge, this is the rst implementation of the pruning transformation
in a modern proof assistant.
Sine Goad's original thesis, the researh in this eld has expanded in sev-
eral diretions. Berardi[3℄ and Boerio[7℄, then later Damiani and Giannini[12℄
developed a set of tehniques in order to eliminate useless ode in the programs
extrated from proofs. Nogin[29℄ put a lot of eort in re-implementing many
NuPrl tatis in order to make them work more eiently. Penny Anderson in
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her Ph.D. thesis[1℄ used Frank Pfenning's[30℄ lemma insertion (user dependent)
proof transformation in order to extrat tail reursive programs from proofs.
Finally Chiarabini [9℄ generalized the Anderson's idea produing a ompletely
user-independent proof transformation to obtain the same result.
Before ending this introdutory setion, in order to show how pruning eets
the eieny of the extrated programs, we present the following,
Example 3.1.1 (From Goad's thesis [17℄). Let A(x, y, z) ⊆ N ×N ×N suh
that A(x, y, z) ≡ (x + y ≤ z) ∧ (xy ≤ z). In order to prove that for eah pair
of naturals x and y there exists z suh that A(x, y, z), we dene the following
axioms:
• Ax1 ≡ ∀x, y((x ≤ 1)→ A(x, y, y + 1))
• Ax2 ≡ ∀x, y((y ≤ 1)→ A(x, y, x+ 1))
• Ax3 ≡ ∀x, y((x ≤ 1→ ⊥)→ (y ≤ 1→ ⊥)→ A(x, y, 2xy))
Now we an proeed with the following proof P1:
|Σ
(y ≤ 1) ∨ (y  1)
(Ax2 x y) u
y≤1
2
A(x, y, x+ 1)
∃zA(x, y, z)
(Ax3 x y) v
(x1)
1
(y  1) → A(x, y, 2xy) v
(y1)
2
A(x, y, 2xy)
∃zA(x, y, z)
∃zA(x, y, z)
|Σ′
(x ≤ 1) ∨ (x  1)
(Ax1 x y) u
x≤1
1
A(x, y, y + 1)
∃zA(x, y, z) ∃zA(x, y, z)
∃zA(x, y, z)
∀y∃zA(x, y, z)
∀x, y∃zA(x, y, z)
Where Σ, Σ′ are instantiations of the lemma ∀x, y(x ≤ y) ∨ (y ≤ x) whih
states the deidability of numerial inequality. The algorithmi ontent of this
proof is the following program P1:
[x,y℄ [if (x<=1) (y+1)
[if (y<=1) (x+1)
2xy℄℄
We speialize our proof setting y equal to 1 , that is, we substitute 1 for
eah free ourrene of y in P1. The ondition (y ≤ 1) beomes true, and
after normalizing the instantiated proof, the inner ase distintion is simplied
aording to the following proof redution rules
Σatom(tt)∨BMC NC → MC
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ΣA∨atom(tt) MC NC → NC
obtaining the following proof P2:
|Σ
(x ≤ 1) ∨ (x  1)
(Ax1 x 1) u
x≤1
1
A(x, 1, 2)
∃zA(x, 1, z)
(Ax2 x 1) [1 ≤ 1]
A(x, 1, x+ 1)
∃zA(x, 1, z)
∃zA(x, 1, z)
∀x∃zA(x, 1, z)
Suh proof orrespond to the speialized onditional term P2:
[x℄ [if (x<=1) 2 (x+1)℄
The seond minor premise of the (∨E) inferene in the speialized proof
above does not depend on the assumption v
(x1)
1 and so the rule ii) of Table
3.1 applies. We prune P2 obtaining the following simplied proof P3:
(Ax2 x 1) [1 ≤ 1]
A(x, 1, x+ 1)
∃zA(x, 1, z)
∀x∃zA(x, 1, z)
from whih we extrat the following lambda abstration P3:
[x℄ (x+1)
The proofs P2 and P3 are dierent derivations of the same formula ∀x∃zA(x,1, z)
and they have dierent omputational ontent: in fat meanwhile the program
(P2 0) rewrites into 2, (P3 0) rewrites into 1.
This shows that the appliation of pruning to a proof an lead to an inrease
in the eieny of the extrated algorithm (in this ase it onsists in disharging
the ase distintion) and that it modies the omputational behavior of the
(omputational) ontent of the proof to whih it is applied.
3.2 Pruning in Minlog
3.2.1 Immediate Simpliation in Minlog
As we have seen in the previous hapter in our logi we perform ase distintion
over a boolean term t by the appliation of the proof onstant IFA : ∀b
B((b→
A) → ((b → ⊥) → A) → A) to t. Given a goal formula A, the appliation of
the ases proof tati on t generates the following proof tree:
IFA t
|M
t→ A
|N
(t→ ⊥)→ A
(if)
A
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where M and N are the proofs the user will have to supply. The derivation
rule (if) ould be seen as an (∨∃) inferene where the or formula to eliminate
A ∨B is just t∨¬t. In order to at on more general formulas than atom(t) we
remember that in our system we adopted the following onvention
A ∨ B := ∃p(p→ A ∧ (p→ ⊥)→ B)
So, if we need to prove C dispathing over the truth A or B we an proeed
building the following derivation:
IF p
(p→ A) ∧ ((p→ ⊥)→ B)
p→ A p
A
|M
B
p→ B
(p→ A) ∧ ((p→ ⊥)→ B)
((p→ ⊥)→ B) p→ ⊥
B
|N
B
(p→ ⊥)→ B
B
((p→ A) ∧ ((p→ ⊥)→ B)) → B
∀p((p→ A) ∧ ((p→ ⊥)→ B)) → B
∃−
|Σ
A ∨ B _____________________
B
Clearly here the assumption p has to be read as A holds meanwhile p → ⊥
as B holds. For this reason we adapted the pruning rules à la Goad (Fig-
ure 3.1) to work on (if)-inferene patterns rather than general (∨∃)-inferenes,
as depited in Figure (3.2). We an write suh rules also as onversion rules
between proof-terms as follow:
(IF t λut.MC λut→⊥.NC) −→ MC ut 6∈ FV(MC)
(IF t λut.MC λut→⊥.NC) −→ NC ut→⊥ 6∈ FV(NC)
(∃−x,A,C M
∃xA λx, uA.NC) −→ NC uA 6∈ FV(NC)
3.2.2 Dependenies Removal Transformation
The dependenies removal transformation improves the eetiveness of pruning.
This operation involves the replaement of ourrenes of assumption variables,
when possible, by proofs of those assumptions from other available information.
Consider for example the proof in Figure 3.3.
In M both the assumptions ux≤13 and u
x≤2
1 are ative, i.e. they an appear
free in M in order to prove C. On the other hand, we note that the type of
the assumption u1 is logially implied by the type of u3. So we an reate the
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IFC t
|M
C
t→ C
|N
C
(t→ ⊥)→ C
(i ')
C
−→
|M
C
ut is not free in
|M
IFC t
|M
C
t→ C
|N
C
(t→ ⊥)→ C
(ii')
C
−→
|N
C
(ut→⊥) is not free
in |N ,
∃−x,A,C
|M
∃xA
|N
∀x(A→ C)
(iii')
C
−→
|N
C
uA is not free in
|N
Figure 3.2: Pruning rules for minimal logi.
new proof
(AX : ∀x(x ≤ 1→ x ≤ 2)) x ux≤13
of type (x ≤ 2) and substitute it for eah open assumption ux≤21 in M (with
AX new axiom)
In general we will have to fae the following problem: given a onditional
proof-term if-md of the form
(IF t λutMC λvt→⊥NC)
and a knowledge KWN (list of axioms, assumption variables, . . .) how to simplify
if-md with respet to KWN? In order to solve this problem, we implemented a
proedure named drt(dependeny removal transformation) shown in Algorithm
1. In the present work we assume KWN to be a list of pairs (t, ut) with t linear
inequality (in the sense that t involves an inequality in some linear funtion of
the variables) and ut assumption variable of type t, assumed during the proof
tree traversal plus, (eventually) some external knowledge supplied diretly by
the user.
In Algorithm 1 the truth of the formulas (KNW ≻ t), to be red as `from the
knowledge KNW it is possible to dedue the formula t', is deided by a proe-
dure all to the Simplex Algorithm (we implemented in Minlog the simplex
algorithm reported in [38℄).
A nal remark regarding the termination of the proedure drt. Given an
input proof p the omputation of drt is driven by the indutive struture of p.
If p is a basi proof (assumption variable or proof onstant) then drt stops (line
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Algorithm 5 drt(p,KNW = ((tn, u
tn
n ) . . . (t1, u
t1
1 ))), for some 0 ≤ n, p input
proof, ti linear inequality and u
ti
assumption variable assoiated with ti. We
indiate by M [uα/Nα] the substitution in M of all free ourrenes of the
open assumption u with N . We write AX∀~xt1→...→tn for the axiom AX of type
∀~x(t1 → . . . → tn) with ~x list of variables that our in t1, . . . , tn. Given a
linear inequality t, we indiate with (KNW ≻ t) a boolean ondition that holds
if and only if t1 → . . .→ tn → t holds (eventually n = 0). Finally proof_onstr
is a generi proof onstrutor.
1: if p is a proof-onstant, axiom or assumption variable then
2: p
3: else if p ≡ IF t (λutM) (λv(t→⊥)N) then
4: let
5: M ′ =
6: if (KNW ≻ t) then
7: let (M ′′ = drt(M,KNW)) inM ′′[ut/(AX∀~xt1→...→tn→t ~x ut1 . . . utn)]
8: else
9: drt(M, ((t, ut) :: KNW))
10: end if
11:
12: N ′ =
13: if (KNW ≻ (t→ ⊥)) then
14: let (N ′′ = drt(N,KNW)) inN ′′[vt→⊥/(AX∀~xt1→...→tn→(t→⊥) ~xut1 . . . utn)]
15: else
16: drt(N, ((t→ ff), v(t→⊥)) :: KNW))
17: end if
18: in (IF t (λutM ′) (λv(t→⊥)N ′))
19: else {that is p = (proof_onstr R1 . . . Rn)}
20: let R′1 = drt (R1,KNW), . . . , R
′
n = drt (Rn,KNW) in
(proof_onstr R′1 . . . R
′
n)
21: end if
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IF (x ≤ 2)
|M
C →+
u
x≤2
1
x ≤ 2→ C
|N
C →+
u
x≤2→ff
2
(x ≤ 2→ ff)→ C
→−C →+
u
x≤1
3
x ≤ 1→ C
IF (x ≤ 1) ____________
|N ′
C →+
u
x≤1→ff
4
(x ≤ 1→ ff)→ C
C
Figure 3.3:
1,2 Algorithm 1). Otherwise, all the reursive alls in drt (lines 7, 9 14, 16,
20 in Algorithm 1) are performed on struturally simpler proof than the input
proof p.
3.2.3 Computing with Permutative Conversions
It is not always possible to perform the dependenies removal transformation
step of the pruning protool. The ourrenes of partiular proof-patterns
(example below) make suh transformation impossible. Consider the following
proof P :
IF t
|M
∃xA
t→ ∃xA
|N
∃xA
(t→ ⊥)→ ∃xA
∃xA
IF x
|P
C
t→ C
|Q
C
(t→ ⊥)→ C
C
∀x(A→ C)
∃−x,A,C
C
For spae reasons, we indiate the appliation of the existential elimination
axiom just by a label on the right hand side of the last inferene, and we
dropped the labels→+ assoiated with the assumption-introdution inferenes.
The problems that an arise from these kind of proof patterns are essentially
two: i) the ondition x is not omparable with any other boolean ondition ii)
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from suh proof-patterns it may be possible to extrat ode with redundanies
that are diult to eliminate.
For example if we assume the proofs M,N, P and Q to be in normal form,
then the entire derivation P is in normal form. On the other hand, assuming
A and C not an harrop-formulas, the algorithmi ontent of P is the redex:
([x,q℄ (if x [[P ]] [[Q]])) left(if t [[M ]] [[N ]]) right(if t [[M ]] [[N ]]) (3.1)
Now onsider the following instantiation of (3.1) for generi terms e1,e2,e3
and t:
([x,q℄ (if x (#tt, q) (#ff, e1)))
left (if t<=2 (#tt, e2) (#ff, e3)) (3.2)
right(if t<=2 (#tt, e2) (#ff, e3))
Considering the additional onversion rule that map f(if t r s) to (if t fr fs),
(if t #tt #ff) to t, and (a,(if t b s)) to (if t (a,b) (a,s)) then (3.2) re-
dues to:
(if t<=2 (if t<=2 (#tt, e2) (#tt, e3))(#ff, e1)) (3.3)
The two nested and redundant if's on the ondition (t<=2) in the term above
have no ounterpart at proof level, i.e. in P we don't nd two nested ase
distintions on the same ondition (t<=2) as we ould guess looking at the
program (3.3). Moreover, the two nested and redundant ase distintions in
(3.3) are a soure of ineieny. In order to overome these problems, we
implemented in Minlog the permutative onversion rule (in the proof-tree
style) in Figure 3.4 or written as a onversion rule between proof-terms:
α ≡ ∃−(IF t λutM∃xA λut→ffN∃xA)Z∀xA→C
=⇒ (3.4)
IF t (λut∃−M∃xA Z∀xA→C) (λut→ff∃−N∃xA Z∀xA→C)
This rule permutes an existential elimination inferene upwards over the
minor premises of a ase distintion proof (for more details refer to [41, pp,
180℄). We see now how partiular instanes of the onversion rule (3.4) help
us in simplifying proof pattern as P and solve the problems raised in points i)
and ii) above.
Let onsider the following speialization in α: assume M∃xA to be the proof
term (∃+ t RA)∃xA. We an rewrite α as:
∃−(IF t λut(∃+ tRA)∃xA λut→ffN∃xA)Z∀xA→C
By (3.4) it is onverted to:
IF t (λut∃−(∃+ tRA)∃xA Z∀xA→C) (λut→ff∃−N∃xA Z∀xA→C)
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∃−x,A,C
IF∃xA t
|M
∃xA
t→ ∃xA
|N
∃xA
(t→ ⊥)→ ∃xA
∃xA
|Z
∀x(A→ C)
C
=⇒
IFC t
∃−x,A,C
|M
∃xA
|Z
∀x(A→ C)
C
t→ C
∃−x,A,C
|N
∃xA
|Z
∀x(A→ C)
C
(t→ ⊥)→ C
C
Figure 3.4: Conversion rule to permute an IF followed by an ∃− axiom.
and eliding the ∃−/∃+-axioms by (Elid), we obtain:
α′ ≡ IF t (λutZ∀xA→C t RA) (λut→ff∃−N∃xA Z∀xA→C)
If we assume Z be the proof-term (λxB, uASC) with S ase distintion over
the ondition x (as in P) then a onsequene of the instantiation (Z t) in α′ is
making expliit the term on whih the ase distintion S is performed, elimi-
nating the problem raised in point i) above. We note that just the substitution
of (∃+ t R) for M in α would have no benet without the permutation rule
(3.4). A similar study an be done for the seond minor premise of the ase
distintion in α′, for a suitable N∃xA.
Now we see here how the onversion rule (3.4) an help in simplifying redun-
danies in the extrated ode. Let ξ be the following speialization of P from
whih the proedure (3.2) ould be extrated (here we assume τ (C) = ǫ):
∃− (if (t ≤ 2) λu(t≤2) (∃+ tt (∃+ e2MC)∃yC)∃x,yC
λu(t≤2)→⊥(∃+  (∃+ e3NC)∃yC)∃x,yC)
λx, q∃yC if x λux (∃+ tt q)∃x,yC
λux→⊥(∃+  (∃+ e1RC)∃yC)∃x,yC
Now let's permute ξ with (3.4):
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if (t ≤ 2) λu(t≤2) ∃− (∃+ tt (∃+ e2MC)∃yC)∃x,yC
λx, q∃yC if x λux (∃+ tt q)∃x,yC
λux→⊥(∃+  (∃+ e1RC)∃yC)∃x,yC
λu(t≤2)→⊥ ∃− (∃+  (∃+ e3NC)∃yC)∃x,yC
λx, q∃yC if x λux (∃+ tt q)∃x,yC
λux→⊥(∃+  (∃+ e1RC)∃yC)∃x,yC
Eliminating ∃−/∃+ by (Elid) we have:
if (t ≤ 2) λu(t≤2)λutt (∃+ tt (∃+ e2MC)∃yC)∃x,yC
λu(t≤2)→⊥λu→⊥ (∃+  (∃+ e1RC)∃yC)∃x,yC
And nally, extrating the term from the last proof we obtain the simplied
ode:
if t<=2 (#tt, e2) (#ff, e1)
3.3 Case Study: The Bin Paking Problem
In this setion we introdue the 1-dimensional Bin-Paking problem, as origi-
nally formulated in [17℄.
Given a list of boxes of dimensions expressed by the naturals p1, . . . , pn and
bins of apaity expressed by the naturals b1, . . . , bm, nd, if it exists, a valid
assignment of the boxes into the bins in suh a way that for eah bin the sum
of the dimensions of the boxes assigned to it does not exeeds the apaity of
the bin itself.
We will indiate the input list of boxes by X, the list of bins by B, and the
output assignment by A. We indiate the i-th element of l, the length of list
l and the list l where the position i is dereased by a respetively by l[i],
|l| and l[i/a]. The output assignment list A has this property: for eah natural
i, the i-th box has to be put in the bin A[i]. It follows that the list of boxes
and assignments have to have the same length, that is, the equality (|X| = |A|)
holds. Now we introdue some notation that will be useful for our proof. For
lists of naturals A and X and a natural i, we dene SUM to be the following
funtion:
SUM(A,X, i) =
X
j∈Q
X[j] with Q = {j|A[j] = i}
We dene a prediate PACK that states under whih onditions a list of naturals
A an be onsidered a valid assignment for the list of boxes X and bins B, and
the additional prediate PACKB that states the existene of a valid assignment
for the list of boxes X and bins B puls an additional onstraint on the bin the
rst box should be assoiated,
PACK(A,X,B) ⇐⇒ (∀i.i < |A| → A[i] < |B|) ∧
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(|X| = |A|) ∧
(∀i.i < |B| → SUM(A,X, i) ≤ B[i])
PACKB(n,A,X,B) ⇐⇒ X 6= (:) ∧
PACK(A,X,B) ∧
(|B| − n) ≤ A[0]
The 1-dimensional bin paking problem an be formulated as a deision problem
where, given an input element x, we have to state if there exists an y suh that
a property P (x, y) holds or not. We an express this fat by the following
formula:
∀x(∃yP (x,y)) ∨ ((∃yP (x, y))→ ⊥)
As already seen, in our system we express suh formulas as:
∀x∃p(p→ ∃yP (x, y)) ∧ ((p→ ⊥)→ ((∃yP (x, y))→ ⊥))
that is, for eah input x there exists a boolean p suh that if p holds then we are
able to supply a solution, else no solution exists. We will all (p→ ∃yP (x, y))
and ((p → ⊥) → ((∃yP (x, y)) → ⊥)) the positive and negative part of the
formula above. The proof-algorithm that we propose is a rst-t algorithm
beause, in the ourse of the searh, it attempts to plae a blok in the rst
bin in whih it ts as its initial try.
Theorem 3.3.1.
∀X,B∃p (p→ ∃APACK(A,X,B)) ∧
((p→ ⊥)→ (∃APACK(A,X,B))→ ⊥)
Proof. By indution on X. Case X = (:). If there are no boxes to t, then
for eah list of bins B the empty list is a valid assignment. Case X = (a :: l).
Assume the indution hypothesis (IH) and a generi list B of bins. In order to
prove
∃p (p→ ∃APACK(A, (a :: l), B)) ∧
((p→ ff)→ (∃APACK(A, (a :: l), B))→ ⊥) (3.5)
we prove the following assertion:
∀n. (n ≤ |B|)→ ∃p (p→ ∃A(PACKB(n,A, (a :: l), B)) ∧
((p→ ⊥)→ (∃APACKB(n,A, (a :: l), B))→ ⊥)(3.6)
Obviously we an derive (3.5) instantiating (3.6) on |B|. To prove (3.6) we go
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by indution on n. Case n = 0. We fail nding a valid assignment for (a :: l)
in B beause it should holds |B| ≤ A[0] and A[0] < |B|. Case n + 1. Assume
the nested indution hypothesis (NIH) and (n+ 1 ≤ |B|). We prove:
∃p (p→ ∃APACKB((n+ 1), A, (a :: l), B)) ∧
((p→ ff)→ (∃APACKB((n+ 1), A, (a :: l), B))→ ⊥) (3.7)
Obviously if (n+ 1 ≤ |B|) then (n ≤ |B|). There are only two ases:
• (a ≤ B[|B| − (n+ 1)]): The dimension of the rst box ts in the bin in
position (|B| − (n+ 1)). So we hek if a valid assignment exists for the
list l into the list of bins B, where the position (|B| − (n+ 1)) (of B) is
dereased by the quantity a. We instantiate (IH) on B[(|B|− (n+1))/a].
So there exists a boolean p suh that:
(p→ ∃APACK(A, l, B[(|B| − (n+ 1))/a])) ∧ (3.8)
((p→ ⊥)→ (∃APACK(A, l, B[(|B| − (n+ 1))/a]))→ ⊥)
There are two ases: p holds or it doesn't hold.
p holds: We are done. From (3.8) we knowA suh that PACK(A, l, B[(|B|−
(n+ 1))/a]), so the thesis is proved introduing tt for p and ((|B| −
(n+ 1)) :: A) for A in the positive part of (3.7).
(p→ ff) holds : A valid assignment A, if it does exists, has to assign a
to the bin i with |B| −n ≤ i < |B|. So the searhed assignment and
the proof of its existene (or the proof of its non existene) is given
by the nested indution hypothesis (NIH)
• (a  B[|B| − (n + 1)]): Also in this ase, if a solution does exists, it is
given by (NIH)
The ode extrated from the previous proof is:
(Re (list nat=> list nat=> (boole, list nat)))
([B℄ (#tt , (:)))
([a,l,f,B℄
[(Re (nat => (boole, list nat))
(#ff, (:))
[n, (p ,A)℄
if (a <= B[|B|-(n+1)℄)
let (p',A') = f B[(|B|-n)/a℄
if p' (#tt, (|B|-(n+1))::A') (p, A)
(p, A)℄ |B|
The let onstrutor is obtained using in some strategi point of the proof the
identity axiom (Setion 2.2).
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3.3.1 Experiment
We speialize the bin-paking proof on the input lists of boxes X = (n :: m :)
and bins B = (a :: a :). The ontent of the speialized proof is:
if (n<=a)
if (m<=a--n)
(#tt, 0::(if (m<=a-n) (0:) (if (m<=a) (1:) (:))))
if (m<=a)
(#tt, 0::(if (m<=a-n) (0:) (if (m<=a) (1:) (:))))
if (n<=a)
if (m<=a)
(#tt, 1::(if (m<=a) (0:) (if (m<=a-n) (1:) (:))))
(m<=a-n
if (m<=a-n)
(1::(if (m<=a) (0:) (if (m<=a-n) (1:) (:))))
(:))
(#ff, (:))
if (n<=a)
if (m<=a)
(#tt, 1::(if (m<=a) (0:) (if (m<=a-n) (1:) (:))))
(m<=a-n,
if (m<=a-n) (1::(if (m<=a) (0:) (if (m<=a-n) (1:) (:))))) (:))
(#ff, (:))
The permutative onversion rules are applied to the speialized proof. The
omputational ontent of the permuted proof is:
if (n<=a)
if (m<=a-n)
(#tt, (0::0:))
if (m<=a)
(#tt,(0::1:))
if (n<=a)
if (m<=a) (#tt, (1::0:)) (m<=a-n, (if (m<=a-n) (1::1:) (:)))
(#ff, (:))
if (n<=a)
if (m<=a) (#tt, (1::0:)) (m<=a-n, (if (m<=a-n) (1::1:) (:)))
(#ff, (:))
Finally pruning is applied to the permuted proof. Here we distinguish two
ases in extrating the ode from the pruned proof:
No additional knowledge on n,m is required: 
P1= if (n<=a)
if (m<=a-n) (#tt, (0::0:)) (m<=a, (if (m<=a) (0::1:) (:)))
(#ff, (:))
Assuming m ≤ n: 
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P2 = (n<=a, if (n<=a) (0::1:) (:))
In the rst ase (no knowledge on the input parameters) the eet of pruning
is the simpliation of if-statements that our in the left/right branh of an
outer if-statement with the same boolean ondition. This proess ould be
performed with a program transformation tehniques suh as partial evalua-
tion[21℄.
In the seond ase (m ≤ n) something dierent happens: there is no way
to go from P1 to P2 with any program transformation tehnique. In fat,
the elimination of the if-statement on the ondition (m<=a-n) only refers to
dependeny information available at proof level, and not at program level.
Finally we see that the extensional behavior of the extrated ode P1 and P2
hanges. While P1, if n<=a may return (0::0:), P2 will always return (0::1:).
But pruning keeps the end formula of the sub-proofs on whih it is applied so
both the results even if dierent will satisfy the same logial speiation.
3.4 Conlusions
In this hapter we presented an adaptation of the pruning tehnique[17℄ to
minimal logi on whih the Minlog proof assistant is based and we applied
it to the formalization and simpliation of the bin paking problem. In our
work we showed how pruning is intimately related to the operation of proof
permutation and we showed the omputational benets, in terms of elimination
of redundant ode, that the permutation operation indue s on the extrated
ode. In hapter 5 we will propose an extension of the pruning tehnique.
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4.1 Introdution and Motivation
In this setion we introdue a widely studied problem in Bioinformats, the
shortest ommon superstring problem. The problem an be formulated as fol-
lows: given a set of strings P = {s1, . . . , sn} nd the shortest string S that
ontains every string in P . For example a superstring of ab and fa is w-
faabd but abfa and fab are the shortests.
The problem of nding the shortest superstring have appliations in data
ompression but the major motivation is related to the sequene assembly prob-
lem in shotgun sequening, a method used for sequening long DNA strands.
Eah string in the set P models one of the sequened DNA fragments reated
by the shotgun sequening protool[20, pp. 420℄. The assembly problem is to
dedue the originating DNA string S from the set of sequened fragments P .
Without sequening errors, the originating string S is a superstring of P and,
under some assumptions, S is likely to be a shortest superstring of P . In that
ase, a shortest superstring of P is a good andidate for the originating string
S.
In [40℄ it is formally showed that the shortest ommon superstring is a NP-
hard problem, that is there is no polynomial time algorithm solving it (unless
P=NP). An idea to solve this problem is to embed it into more familiar algo-
rithmi elds, namely Hamiltonian iruit problems.
Let s1, . . . , sm be a list of strings. We indiate by o(si, si+1), p(si, si+1) and
s(si, si+1) the lengths of the overlap, of the prex and of the sux between the
strings si and si+1. Here we use the notion of prex and overlap dened
as follow. Given deompositions of strings S = XY and T = Y Z suh that
Y is the longest sux of S (dierent form S) and also a prex of T , we all
Y , X and Z respetively the the overlap, prex and sux strings of S with
T . These denitions give rise to two graphs, alled overlap graph, and prex
graph for a string list s1, . . . , sm. Both are direted graphs that have m nodes
labeled s1, . . . , sm and direted edges between any two suh nodes (thus also
from every node bak to itself). Furthermore, the edge pointing from node si
to sj is weighted by number o(si, sj) in the overlap graph, and p(si, sj) in the
prex graph.
As showed in [40℄, searhing for a shortest ommon superstring might as
well replaed with searhing for the heapest Hamiltonian yle (losed path
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visiting eah node exatly one) through the prex graph. Unfortunately the
Hamiltonian yle problem is NP-omplete, but as it is known from algorithm
theory, omputing a nite set of disjoint yles (instead of a single yle) having
minimum summed osts and overing every node in a weighted graph is an
eiently solvable problem. Suh a nite set of yles is alled a yle over.
As proved [40℄ the problem of omputing a yle over with minimum osts
in a prex graph is equivalent to the problem of omputing a yle over with
maximum osts in overlap graph. To do so, we transform the yle over prob-
lem for overlap graphs into a perfet mathing problem in a bipartite version
of overlap graph. The latter is dened as follows. Create for every node si in
overlap graph a opy node alled gi. Thus the new graph onsists of two parts,
a left part with all the nodes from the original graph, and a right part that is a
opy of the left part. Every direted edge from node si to node sj is simulated
by an undiret edge between node si and opy node gj with weight o(si, sj).
Now onsider an arbitrary loal yle with ost c in overlap graph:
sπ1 → sπ2 → sπ3 → . . .→ sπm−1 → sπm → sπ1
for some permutation π. Its direted edges orrespond to undireted edges of
the bipartite version as follows:
sπ1 sπ2 sπ3 . . . sπm−1 sm
gπ2 gπ3 gπ4 . . . gπm gπ1
Suh a one-to-one relation between node sets {s1, . . . , sm} and {g1, . . . , gm}
with an undireted edge between any two related nodes is alled a mathing.
The ost of a mathing are dened as the summed weights of its undireted
edges. We observe that the osts of the onstruted mathing oinide with
the ost c of the onsidered loal yle. Conversely, having a mathing with
osts c between node sets {s1, . . . , sm} and {g1, . . . , gm} we may always arrange
mathes pairs in an ordering as above, thus we obtain a loal yle with osts
c through node set {s1, . . . , sm}. Now let us onsider an arbitrary yle over
with osts c in overlap graph. Its yles lead to a olletion of (loal) mathings
that together form a mathing with osts c, alled a perfet mathing (perfet
sine all nodes partiipate in the mathing).
In this hapter we formalize the problem of nding a perfet mathing with
maximum weight higher or equal of a xed threshold t of a omplete bipartite
graph. We will present a proof of the existene of suh perfet mathing and we
will extrat a program from it. The proof-strategy we follow is simply to enu-
merate all the possible solutions and selet the one that satisfy our onstraints.
This learly generate an exponential extrated program. In our experiments
we show how, applying the pruning method on speial instantiations of this
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problem where some additional knowledge on the input graph is assumed (the
Monge inequality) then it is possible to extrat a program extremely simplier
than the one that enumerate all the possible solutions.
4.2 Bounded Perfet Mathing of a Complete Bipartite Graph
4.2.1 Basi Denitions
Denition 4.2.1 (Weighted Bipartite Graph). The weighted graph G = (V ⊆
N, E ⊆ N×N×N) is bipartite, if there exists V1 and V2 suh that: V = V1∪V2,
V1 ∩ V2 = ∅ and ∀e ∈ E. π0e ∈ V1 ∧ π1e ∈ V2.
Here πi∈{0,1,2}(n1, n2, n3) = ni, and the natural n3 is the weight of the edge
(n1, n2). If the graph G = (V,E) is bipartite then we write it as G = (V1, V2, E)
for two opportune sets of verties V1 and V2.
Denition 4.2.2 (Complete Weighted Bipartite Graph). Let G = (V1, V2, E)
be a weighted bipartite graph. G is omplete if ∀u ∈ V1 v ∈ V2 ∃e ∈ E.π0e =
u ∧ π1e = v.
Denition 4.2.3 (Mathing). Given the weighted bipartite graph G = (V1, V2, E)
a mathing M of G is a subset of V1×V2 with the following two properties: for
all u ∈ V1, v ∈ V2 if (u, v) ∈M , then
1. ∀u′ ∈ V1.u 6= u
′ → (u′, v) 6∈M
2. ∀v′ ∈ V2.v 6= v
′ → (u, v′) 6∈M
Denition 4.2.4 (Weight of a Bipartite Graph). Given a mathing M of
the weighted bipartite graph G = (V1, V2, E) the weight of M, SUM(M,E), is
dened as follows:
SUM({}, E) = 0
SUM(M ∋ e, E) = v + SUM(M\{e}, E) with (π0e, π1e, v) ∈ E
In the following we will indiate the ardinality of a set U by |U |.
Denition 4.2.5 (Perfet Mathing). Given a omplete weighted bipartite
graph G = (V1, V2, E), with |V1| = |V2| = n, we say that a mathing M of
G is perfet if |M | = n.
Denition 4.2.6 (Maximum Perfet Mathing Problem). Given the omplete
weighted bipartite graph G = (V1, V2, E) with |V1| = |V2|, nd a mathing M
suh that SUM(M ′, E) ≤ SUM(M,E) for any perfet mathing M ′ of G.
Denition 4.2.7 (Bounded Perfet Mathing Problem). Given the omplete
weighted bipartite graph G = (V1, V2, E) with |V1| = |V2|, and T a natural
number, nd a mathing M suh that T ≤ SUM(M,E).
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4.2.2 Algorithms, Data Strutures and Automati Program Synthesis
The sets V1 and V2 are implemented as lists of naturals without dupliations.
We indiate the length of the list V by |V |. We indiate by tail(V ) the operation
that return the tail of the non empty list V . The set E of weights is implemented
by a list of triple of naturals (i, j, vi,j), with i ∈ V1, j ∈ V2 and vi,j weight of
the edge (i, j). Given i ∈ V1, j ∈ V2, the weight of the ar (i, j) is indiated by
E[i, j]. A perfet mathingM of V1 and V2 is implemented by a list of naturals
M with the following two properties: i) for all j, if M [j] = k then (V1[j], k),
with V2[m] = k for some m, belong to the perfet mathing and ii) for all
j 6= k, M [j] 6= M [k]. By i) and ii) it follows that M is a permutation of V2.
Under these assumptions the funtion SUM : N → N → (N ×N ×N) → N
(that takes in input the vetor of nodes V1, the mathing vetor M , the the
matrix of weights E and returns the weight of M) is dened as follow:
SUM([], [], E) = 0
SUM(v :: V1,m :: M,E) = E[v,m] + SUM(V1,M,E)
Given a omplete weighted bipartite graph G = (V1, V2, E), with |V1| = |V2|, M
is a omplete mathing of G if and only if MATCH(M,V2), with the prediate
MATCH dened as follow:
rri
(M1)
MATCH((:), (:))
MATCH(M,V2\{n})
(M2) V2[n] = m
MATCH(m ::M,V2)
Proposition 4.2.1. ∀l.MATCH(l, l)
Proof. Case l = (:), by (M1). Case l = (a :: l
′), We have to prove MATCH(l′, l′)
that follow by the indution hypothesis.
Now we supply a onstrutive proof of the existene (or not) of a perfet
mathing (with weight higher or equal than a xed threshold) of a omplete
bipartite graph. The used strategy is to enumerate all the possibilities, till
the desired solution is found. Obviously this searhing method is partiularly
ineient, and it require an exponential number of steps when exeuted on a
spei input graph.
In the rest of the hapter we will use the following onventions:
V1, V2, E, T −→M for M is a perfet mathing between V1 and V2 suh that
T ≤ SUM(V1,M, E), that is MATCH(M,V2) ∧ T ≤ SUM(M,V1, E)
V1, V2, E, T −→n M for V1 6= (:), V1, V2, E, T −→M and |V2|−n ≤ ♮(M [0], V2)
and we wrote V \{m} to indiate the list V from whih is dropped the node in
position m, with m : 0, . . . , |V | − 1 and ♮(n, V2) = m for V2[m] = n.
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Theorem 4.2.2.
∀V1V2E,T. (|V1| = |V2| ∧ 0 ≤ T )→ ∃p.
p→ (∃M.V1, V2, E, T −→M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→ (∃M.V1, V2, E, T −→M)→ ⊥
Proof. By indution on V1. Case V1 = (:): Assume V2,E, T and ip:(|(:)| =
|V2|) ∧ 0 ≤ T ). By ip it follows V2 = (:). The urrent thesis beame:
∃p. p→ (∃M.(:), (:), E, T −→M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→ (∃M.(:), (:), E, T −→M)→ ⊥
(4.1)
Two ases are possible: Case 0 < T : then no perfet mathing does exist. So
we introdue  for p. The positive part of (4.1) is proved by (Efq). To prove
the negative part of (4.1) let's assume ⊤ and ip:∃M.(:), (:), E, T −→ M . By
ip does exists M suh that MATCH(M, (:)) and T ≤ SUM(M, (:), E). But if
MATCH(M, (:)) by (M1) we have M = (:), and so SUM((:), (:), E) = 0 that
generate a ontradition with the hypothesis 0 < T ≤ SUM((:), (:), E). Case
0 = T : Introdue tt for p. The positive part of (4.1) is proved introduing (:)
for M , and the negative part of (4.1) is proved by (Efq). Case V1 = (a :: l) :
Assume
∀V2E,T. (|l| = |V2| ∧ 0 ≤ T )→ ∃p.
p→ (∃M.l, V2, E, T −→M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→ (∃M.l, V2, E, T −→M)→ ⊥
(4.2)
V2, E, T and ip:(|(a :: l)| = |V2| ∧ 0 ≤ T ). Given the natural a, we prove
∃p. p→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→M)→ ⊥
(4.3)
In order to prove (4.3) we prove the following assertion:
∀n.∃p. p→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n M)→ ⊥
(4.4)
Obviously (4.3) is obtained instantiating (4.4) on |V2|. To prove (4.4) we pro-
eed by indution on n. Case n = 0: We shall look for a mathing M suh
that ♮(M [0], V2) ≥ |V2|, but from this follow a ontradition. So we introdue
 for p. The positive part of (4.4) is proved by (Efq). For the negative part,
assume ⊤, and ip′: ∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→|V2| M . From ip
′
it follows that
there exists M suh that (a :: l), V2, E, T −→ M and |V2| ≤ ♮(M [0], V2). But
M [0] is an element of V2, that is ♮(M [0], V2) ≤ |V2| − 1, from whih it follow a
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ontradition. Now let's assume the nested indutive hypothesis
∃p. p→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n M)→ ⊥
(4.5)
a natural n, and we prove
∃p. p→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n+1 M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n+1 M)→ ⊥
(4.6)
There are two ases, CaseE[a, V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]] < T : We instantiate (4.2) on
V2\{|V2| − (n + 1)}, E and (T − E[a, V2[|V2| − (n + 1)]]). This instantiation
produe the following hypothesis:
(|l| = |V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}| ∧ 0 ≤ (T − E[a, V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]]))→ ∃p.
p→ (∃M.l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, (T − E[a, V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]]) −→M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→
(∃M.l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, (T −E[a, V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]]) −→M)→ ⊥
(4.7)
By ip, |(a :: l)| = |V2| thus |l| = |V2\{|V2|−(n+1)}|, moreover by E[a, V2[|V2|−
(n + 1)]] < T it follows that 0 ≤ (T − E[a, V2[|V2| − (n + 1)]]). Instantiating
(4.7) on these two fats, we know a boolean p suh that
p→ (∃M.l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, (T − E[a, V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]]) −→M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→
(∃M.l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, (T − E[a, V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]]) −→M)→ ⊥
(4.8)
Two ases are possible, Case p: We introdue tt for p in the goal formula (4.6)
obtaining the new goal:
(tt→ ∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n+1 M)∧
⊥ → ((∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n+1 M)→ ⊥)
(4.9)
To prove the positive part of (4.9): assume tt and instantiate the left of (4.8)
on p, from whih it follow that there exists M suh that:
l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, (T − E[a, V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]]) −→M (4.10)
So we introdue (V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)] :: M) for M . We have to prove:
• MATCH((V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)] :: M), V2): by (M2) this orrespond to prove
MATCH(M,V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}), that hold by (4.10).
• T ≤ SUM(a :: l, (V2[|V2| − (n + 1)] :: M), E): This orrespond to prove
T − E[a, V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]] ≤ SUM(l,M,E), that follow by (4.10).
• |V2|− (n+1) ≤ ♮((V2[|V2|− (n+1)] :: M)[0], V2): By denition (V2[|V2|−
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(n+ 1)] :: M)[0] = V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)] and then ♮(V2, V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]) =
|V2| − (n+ 1).
To prove the negative part of (4.9): by (Efq). Case p→ ⊥: by (4.5) there exists
p suh that:
p→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n M)→ ⊥
(4.11)
We introdue p for p in (4.6) obtaining the new goal:
p→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n+1 M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n+1 M)→ ⊥
. (4.12)
To prove the positive part of (4.12): assume p and instantiate the positive part
of (4.11) on p. It follows that there exists M perfet mathing between (a :: l)
and V2 suh that |V2| − n ≤ ♮(M [0], V2), and thus, |V2| − (n+1) ≤ ♮(M [0], V2).
To prove the negative part of (4.12): Assume p→ ⊥. Now, onsidering that:
• Instantiating the negative part of (4.8) on (p → ⊥) there not exists any
M suh that l, V2\{|V2|− (n+1)},E, (T −E[a, V2[|V2|− (n+1)]]) −→M .
Thus, for eah mathing M , naming δM = SUM(l,M,E), we have δM <
T − E[a, V2[|V2| − (n + 1)]] and thus δM + E[a, V2[|V2| − (n + 1)]] < T ,
i.e. there exists no mathing M between (a :: l) and V2 suh that M [0] =
V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)].
• Instantiating the negative part of (4.11) on p → ⊥ there not exists any
M suh that: (a :: l), V2, E, T −→n M
we onlude that there exists no mathingM suh that: (a :: l), V2, E, T −→n+1
M . CaseE[a, V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]] ≥ T : The value of the mathing built so far is
higher than T , so we an stop the searh. Instantiate (4.2) on V2\{|V2|−(n+1)},
E and 0. Thus there exists p suh that
p→ (∃M.l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, 0 −→M)∧
(p→ ⊥)→ (∃M.l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, 0 −→M)→ ⊥
(4.13)
Eah mathing between two set has a value greater or equal than zero (exept
the ase in whih we onsider ars with negative weight). Thus p has to be
true. We state this fat asserting the validity of p. So we have two new goals:
p and p→(4.6). To prove p: we assert that the existene a mathing between
l and V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)} with a value higher or equal than 0. We reate two
new subgoals:
∃M.l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, 0 −→M (4.14)
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(∃M.l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, 0 −→M)→ p. (4.15)
To prove (4.14): by denition the returning mathing, if it exists, is a list of
naturals, permutation of V2\{|V2| − (n + 1)}. So we an return the identity
permutation, that is we introdue V2\{|V2|− (n+1)} for M . We have to prove:
• MATCH(V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}): By Prop. 4.2.1.
• 0 ≤ SUM(l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E): By denition of SUM.
To prove (4.15): Assume ip
′ : ∃M.l, V2\{|V2| − (n + 1)}, E, 0 −→ M . The
hypothesis (4.13) is a onjuntion, so both the branhes have to be true. In
partiular, by ip, (∃M.l, V2\{|V2| − (n + 1)}, E, 0 −→ M) → ⊥ is false, thus
p→ ⊥ has to be false and p true. To prove p→ (4.6). Assume p. We introdue
tt for p in (4.6) obtaining
tt→ (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n+1 M)∧
⊥ → (∃M.(a :: l), V2, E, T −→n+1 M)→ ⊥
(4.16)
To prove the positive part of (4.16): assume tt. Instantiate the left of (4.13)
on p, so we know M suh that:
l, V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, 0 −→M (4.17)
We introdue (V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)] :: M) for M . We have to prove:
• MATCH(V2[|V2| − (n + 1)] :: M,V2): By (M2) it orresponds to prove
MATCH(M,V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}) that follow by (4.17).
• T ≤ SUM((a :: l), V2[|V2| − (n + 1)] :: M,E): It is equivalent to prove
T ≤ E[a, V2[|V2| − (n + 1)]] + SUM(l,M,E). This fat follows from
SUM(l,M,E) ≥ 0, by (4.17), and by the hypothesis E[a, V2[|V2| − (n +
1)]] ≥ T .
• |V2| − (n + 1) ≤ ♮((V2[|V2| − (n + 1)] :: M)[0], V2): already proved as a
valid inequality.
To prove the negative part of (4.16): by (Efq).
The omputational ontent of the Theorem4.2.2 is showed in Table 4.1 (the
algorithm is written by metarules)
4.2.3 Problem Speialization: The Monge Inequality
In this subsetion we present an algorithm to solve the bounded perfet math-
ing problem in presene of additional knowledge on the input parameters. The
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0 < T
(:), V2, E, T −→ (, (:)) (:), V2, E, 0 −→ (tt, (:))
(a :: l), V2, E, T −→|V2| (p,M)
(a :: l), V2, E, T −→ (p,M)
T −→|V2| T
V1, V2, E, T −→0 (, (:))
tail(V1), V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, T
′ −→ (tt,M)
C1
V1, V2, E, T 7−→n+1 (tt, (V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)] :: M))
tail(V1), V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, T
′ −→ (,_) V1, V2, E, T −→n (p,M)
C1
V1, V2, E, T 7−→n+1 (p,M)
tail(V1), V2\{|V2| − (n+ 1)}, E, 0 −→ (p,M)
¬C1
V1, V2, E, T 7−→n+1 (tt, (V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)] :: M))
with
T ′ := T − E[V1[0], V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]],
C1 := E[V1[0], V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]] < T ,
¬C1 := E[V1[0], V2[|V2| − (n+ 1)]] 6< T
Table 4.1: Algorithm to ompute the Maximum Perfet Mathing of the Bipar-
tite Graph G = (V1, V2, E) (V1 and V2 of same ardinality)
solution we present here is not synthesized from a proof, anyway the orretness
of the method is proved formally. The basi idea is that if the input bipartite
graph V satisfy a ertain property, the Monge inequality, then we an ompute
the weight of the maximum perfet mathing of V using a partiularly fast
algorithm, alled the Greedy algorithm [20℄. One we have vmax, weight of the
maximum perfet mahting of V, and t natural threshold, then the bounded
perfet mathing problem an be solved by just a omparison between vmax
and t.
Denition 4.2.8. Let G = (V1, V2, E) a omplete weighted bipartite graph.
Now let u, u′ ∈ V1 and v, v
′ ∈ V2 and assume without loss of generality that
max{E[u, v′], E[u′, v], E[u′, v′]} ≤ E[u, v]. If
E[u′, v] + E[u, v′] ≤ E[u, v] + E[u′, v′]
then the four nodes u, v, u′, v′ are said to satisfy the Monge inequality.
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A omplete weighted bipartite graph is said to satisfy the Monge inequalities
if the Monge inequality is satised for any two arbitrary nodes from V1 together
with any two arbitrary nodes from V2.
If a omplete weighted bipartite graph G satisfy the Monge inequalities then
the Greedy Assignment algorithm (Figure 4.1) applied to G return a maxi-
mal mathing for G (theorem 4.2.3). This is not true in general [For example
onsider G = ({0, 1}, {0, 1}, {(0, 0, 9), (0, 1, 10), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 7)})℄.
The greedy assignment algorithm runs in O(n2log(n)), with Vi = n, and is
one the known fastest algorithm to ompute the maximal perfet mathing of
G for G omplete weighted bipartite graph that satisfy the Monge inequality.
In Figure 4.1 we used the following notation:
• l1, l2 7−→m l3, for  l3 is the ordered merge of the two lists of weighted
nodes l1 and l2
• E 7−→
ms
E′, for E′ is obtained ordering the list of weighted nodes E by
the Merge Sort algorithm
• V1, V2, E 7−→gr M , for M is the perfet mathing between V1 and V2
obtained by the Greedy assignment .
• E{→ v} for the list E where are dropped all the ars (u, v, lu,v), for eah
u ∈ V1
• E{u←} for the list E where are dropped all the ars (u, v, lu,v), for eah
v ∈ V2
• E[i,...,j] = (E[i], . . . , E[j]), E[|E|,...,|E|−1] = (:).
Theorem 4.2.3. Given a omplete weighted bipartite graph G = (V1, V2, E), if
V1, V2, E 7−→gr M then M is a maximum perfet mathing of G.
Proof. By ontradition. Assume M is a perfet mathing between V1 and
V2 with respet to the set of edges E suh that SUM(M) < SUM(M). Then
assume e = (u, v) ∈ M rst edge found by the greedy algorithm that does not
belong to M . Follow that the two edges a = (u, v′), and b = (u′, v), has to
belong to M , for some u′ ∈ V1, v 6= u
′
, u′ ∈ V2, v 6= v
′,. The edge e was
hosen by the greedy algorithm among also all the edges inident in u and v,
so E[e] ≥ E[a] and E[e] ≥ E[b]. Now the ases are possible:
f = (u′, v′) ∈M , Obviously f 6∈ M . Being e the rst edge hosen by the
greedy algorithm not inM then E[e] ≥ E[f ] and by the Monge inequality,
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l, (:) 7−→
m
l (:), l 7−→
m
l
l1, ((u
′, v′, l′u,v) :: l2) 7−→m l3
lu,v ≤ l
′
u,v
((u, v, lu,v) :: l1), ((u
′, v′, l′u,v) :: l2) 7−→m ((u, v, lu,v) :: l3)
((u, v, lu,v) :: l1), l2 7−→m l3
lu,v > l
′
u,v
((u, v, lu,v) :: l1), ((u
′, v′, l′u,v) :: l2) 7−→m (((u
′, v′, l′u,v) :: l3)
E
[0,...,⌊
|E|
2
⌋−1]
7−→
ms
l1 E[⌊ |E|
2
⌋,...,|E|−1]
7−→
ms
l2 l1, l2 7−→m l3
|E| > 0,
E 7−→
ms
l3
{}
(:) 7−→
gr'
(:)
l{→ v}{u←} 7−→
gr'
M
((u, v, lu,v) :: l) 7−→
gr'
((u, v, lu,v) :: M)
{}
|E| = 0
E 7−→
ms
(:)
E 7−→
ms
l l 7−→
gr'
M
V1, V2, E 7−→gr M
V1, V2, E 7−→gr M
C
V1, V2, E, T 7−→
bgr
(tt,M)
V1, V2, E 7−→gr M
¬C
V1, V2, E, T 7−→
bgr
(, (:))
with C ≡ T ≤ SUM(M,E)
Figure 4.1: Greedy Assignment to nd the Bounded Perfet Mathing of a bi-
partite Graph G = (V1, V2, E) that satisfy the Monge inequality.
E[a] + E[b] ≤ E[e] + E[f ]. We dene the new perfet mathing M
′
by a
loal modiation of M as follow:
M
′
= (M\{a, b}) ∪ {e, f}
Being e, f inM we have |M\M
′
| = |M\M |−2, that is |M\M
′
| < |M\M |.
Moreover by the inequality E[a]+E[b] ≤ E[e]+E[f ] we have SUM(M) ≤
SUM(M
′
).
f = (u′, v′) 6∈M , Let's assume h = (u′, v′′) ∈ M and g = (v′, u′′) ∈ M with
v′ 6= v′′ and u′ 6= u′. Obviously h, g 6∈ M else would be violated the
property to be a mathing for M , and being e the rst edge in M\M
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hose by the greedy algorithm we have E[h] ≤ E[e] and E[g] ≤ E[e]. If
h, g are piked up by the greedy algorithm then E[f ] ≤ E[h], E[f ] ≤
E[g] and by transitivity E[f ] ≤ E[e]. Thus by the monge inequality
E[a]+E[b] ≤ E[e]+E[f ]. As in the above ase we dene the new perfet
mathing M
′
by a loal modiation of M as follow:
M
′
= (M\{a, b}) ∪ {e, f}
Being e in M we have |M\M
′
| = |M\M | − 1, that is |M\M
′
| < |M\M |.
Moreover by the inequality E[a] + E[b] ≤ E[e] + E[f ], SUM(M) ≤
SUM(M
′
).
Now ifM = M
′
stop, else we setM ←M
′
, pik a new e rst edge inM\M and
repeat the proedure above. This algorithm produe a list of perfet mathings
M1,M2, . . . ,Md≤n (in the beginning we have M = M1) suh that
0 = |M\Md| < . . . < |M\M2| < |M\M 1|
(from whih follow M = Md) and
SUM(M) < SUM(M1) ≤ . . . ≤Md = SUM(M)
4.3 Pruning at Work
In this setion we show the results we obtained applying the pruning protool
to the proof of Theorem 4.2.2.
Proof Speialization We speialized the proof on the following omplete bipar-
tite graph V:
b b
b b
b b
i
a n
m
a v
j
i j
1
2
3
4
5
6
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That is, V = ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, {(1, 4, i), (1, 5, a), (1, 6, j), (2, 4, n), (2, 5,m),
(2, 6, i), (3, 4, a), (3, 5, v), (3, 6, j)}).
Pruning We applied a rst time pruning on the speialized proof in order to
manipulate a shorter proof during the pruning protool. The extrated
ode is here listed:
[if (0<t--i--m--j)
[if (0<t--i--i--v)
[if (0<t--a--n--j)
[if (0<t--a--i--a)
[if (0<t--j--n--v)
[if (0<t--j--m--a)
(False(Nil nat))
(True
6::
[if (0<t--j--n--v)
[if (0<t--j--m--a)(Nil nat)
(5::[if(0<t--j--m--a)(Nil nat)(4:)℄)℄
(4::[if(0<t--j--n--v)(Nil nat)(5:)℄)℄)℄
(True
6::
[if(0<t--j--n--v)
[if(0<t--j--m--a)(Nil nat)(5::[if(0<t--j--m--a)(Nil nat)(4:)℄)℄
(4::[if (0<t--j--n--v) (Nil nat) (5:)℄)℄)℄
(True
5::
[if (0<t--a--n--j)
[if(0<t--a--i--a)(Nil nat)(6::[if(0<t--a--i--a)(Nil nat)(4:)℄)℄
(4::[if (0<t--a--n--j) (Nil nat) (6:)℄)℄)℄
(True
5::[if (0<t--a--n--j)
[if(0<t--a--i--a)(Nil nat)(6::[if (0<t--a--i--a)(Nil nat)(4:)℄)℄
(4::[if (0<t--a--n--j) (Nil nat) (6:)℄)℄)℄ (True 4::
[if (0<t--i--m--j)
[if (0<t--i--i--v) (Nil nat)(6::[if(0<t--i--i--v)(Nil nat)(5:)℄)℄
(5::[if (0<t--i--m--j) (Nil nat) (6:)℄)℄)℄ (True
4:: [if (0<t--i--m--j)
[if(0<t--i--i--v)(Nil nat)(6::[if (0<t--i--i--v) (Nil nat) (5:)℄)℄
(5::[if (0<t--i--m--j) (Nil nat) (6:)℄)℄)℄
Permutative Conversion At this stage we permuted the pruned proof of the
previous step. As extensively explained in hapter 3.2.3 this operation
is neessary if we want to perform suessfully the dependenies removal
transformation step of the pruning protool. Moreover, as we will see,
to permute a proof it has the nie side eet of eliminating part of the
redundanies in the extrated ode. It follow the ode synthesized from
permuted proof:
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[if (0<t-i-m-j)
[if (0<t-i-i-v)
[if (0<t-a-n-j)
[if (0<t-a-i-a)
[if (0<t-j-n-v)
[if (0<t-j-m-a)
(False(Nil nat))
(True6::[if (0<t-j-m-a) (Nil nat) (5::4:)℄)℄
(True6::4::5:)℄
(True5::[if (0<t-a-i-a) (Nil nat) (6::4:)℄)℄
(True5::4::6:)℄
(True4::[if (0<t-i-i-v) (Nil nat) (6::5:)℄)℄
(True4::5::6:)℄
Removal Dependenies Transformation The ode extrated in the previous step
still ontain several redundanies, as for example the presene of several
nested if's statements on the same boolean ondition. This kind of re-
dundanies are even more if we assume to have some knowledge on the
input weights of the omplete graph V. In this partiular ase study we
assumed the input graph V to satisfy the Monge inequality. More pre-
isely we assumed the following inequalities relations among the weights
of the input graph:
1. m < i < n < a < v < j
2. m+ 1 ≤ a+m
3. i+ a ≤ m+ j
4. 2i ≤ j + n
5. a+m ≤ v + n
6. a+ i ≤ j + n
7. i+ v ≤ j +m
8. 2a ≤ v + i
At this point the removal dependenies transformation was applied keep-
ing into aount the additional knowledge on V. After that, pruning was
applied again. It follow the extrated program of the resulting proof:
(*) [if (0<t-i-m-j)
[if (0<t-a-n-j)
[if (0<t-j-n-v) (False(Nil nat)) (True6::4::5:)℄
(True5::4::6:)℄
(True4::5::6:)℄
We note that this ode is extremely shorter than the ode we synthesized
after the proof speialization step. Anyway, in order have a better
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omprehension of the quality of our result, we instantiated the program
in Figure ...(the better algorithm to ompute a solution for the bounded
perfet mathing problem) on the input graph V and later on we simplied
it aording to the above onstraints 1., . . . , 8. The resulting program is
the following:
(**) [if (0<t-m-i-j) (False(Nil nat)) (True4::5::6:)℄
As we an see, if the input parameter t is less or equal than tmax, with
tmax weight of the perfet mathing of V with maximumweight, then both
(*) and (**) returns in one step the ouple (True4::5::6:). On the other
hand if t > tmax, that is the problem does not admit a solution, (**)
return (False(Nil nat)) in one step while (*) needs to perform, in order
to return the same result, two more ase distintions. This phenomena
rely essentially on the fat that no one of the eight onstraints 1., . . . , 8.
involve the parameter t
4.4 Conlusions
What we showed in this hapter is that the pruning protool matters in the
automati synthesis of orret and eient ode. Starting from a proof of an
existential statement proved by an enumeration strategy (from whih it was
possible to synthesize an algorithm with an exponential omplexity running
time) we were able to produe, through the several proof renements steps
of the pruning tehnique, a new proof of an instane of the original problem
with omputational ontent omparable with the instantiation of a quadrati
running time algorithm that solved the same problem.
The main limit of the present work is the restrited set of input graphs on
whih we ould test the pruning protool, but are working in order to extend
this set of examples in order to have a leared idea of the power of this method.
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5.1 Introdution
In Chapters 3 and 4 we have introdued the Pruning tehnique and we have
shown the power of this proof transformation on two partiularly big exam-
ples: the Bin Paking Problem and the Bounded Perfet Mathing Problem.
We have seen that the transformations pruning indue on the extrated pro-
grams ould not be performed by any other known program transformation:
pruning manipulates the proofs of the programs, so it works with dependen-
ies informations that does not our in programs written by people. In this
hapter we present an extension of the pruning tehnique and we will show its
eetiveness on a very simple but instrutive example.
5.2 Proof Contexts
Here we dene λ-terms CAB for natural dedution proofs of type A with exatly
one hole (•) of type B.
Denition 5.2.1 (Proof Context).
C := •B | 〈MA, CB〉A∧B | 〈CA,MB〉A∧B | (π0C
A∧B)A | (π1C
A∧B)B |
(λxρCA)∀x
ρA | (C∀x
ρAt)A[x/t] | (MA→BCA)B | (CA→BMA)B |
(λuACB)A→B
By CAB [M
B ] we indiate the replaing of •B in CA with MB .
Denition 5.2.2. Let MA and NA be two proofs of the same formula A with
the property that there exists a proof ontext CA suh that MA ≡ CA[NA]
(syntati equivalene). The set of disharged assumptions from N to M ,
DSA(C), is dened as follow:
DSA(•) = ∅
DSA(C) =
8>><
>>:
DSA(C′) ∪ {u} C ≡ C′[λuA•]
DSA(C′) C ≡ C′[(π0•
A∧B)A], C′[(π1•
A∧B)B ],
C′[〈MA, •B〉A∧B], C′[〈•A,MB〉A∧B]
C′[(•∀x
ρAt)A[x/t]], C′[(MA→B•A)B],
C′[(•A→CMA)B], C′[λxρ•],
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for some opportune C′.
Based on the previous denitions, in Figure 5.1 we propose the general prun-
ing rule. The redundanies eliminated by the simpliation rule in Figure
|N
A
|M
A
−→
|N
A
OA(N)\DSA(C) = OA(N)
with M ≡ C[N ].
Figure 5.1: General pruning rule
5.1 are not so obvious to nd in proof written by hand but not rely suh infer-
enes ours in proofs generated automatially by automati theorem provers
or in proofs where part of the input parameters are speialized.
5.3 Properties of the General Pruning Rule
We will writeM −→p N for N is obtained fromM applying one of the pruning
rules in Figure 3.1,M −→gp N for N is obtained fromM applying the general
pruning rule in Figure 5.1, and −→+p and −→
+
gp for the transitive losure of
−→p and −→gp. Given the derivations M and N we dene M
n
−→p N , with
0 < n, as follow:
• If M −→p N then M
1
−→p N
• If M −→p M
′ −→+p N and M
′ n−→p N then M
n+1
−→p N
Being not unique the derivation betweenM and N (there ould be many) there
will be dierent n suh that M
n
−→p N .
Proposition 5.3.1. For eah proof ontext CCA , proofs M
A
and NA, ifM −→p
N then C[M ] −→p C[N ].
The same hold for −→gp. Obviously if we loally simplify a proof by −→p
then the same simpliation an be performed by the general pruning rule
−→gp. This fat is stated in the following
Theorem 5.3.2. For all proofs M and N , if M −→p N then M −→gp N .
Proof. If M −→p N , then only three ases are possible:
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1. M ≡ C[N ′] with N ′ ≡ (IF t λutM ′C λvt→⊥N ′′C )C , for an opportune on-
text proof C, and ut does not our in M ′. Then C[N ′] −→p C[M
′] by
the rule i), Figure 3.1. On the other hand we an write N ′ ≡ C′[M ′]
with C′ ≡ (IF t λut •φ λvt→⊥N ′′φ)φ. It follow that OA(M ′)\DSA(C′) =
OA(M ′) beause DSA(C′) = {u} and by hypothesis u 6∈ OA(M ′). So ap-
plying the simpliation rule in Figure 5.1 to N ′ we have C[C′[M ′]] −→gp
C[M ′]
2. M ≡ C[N ′] with N ′ ≡ (IF t λutM ′C λvt→⊥N ′′C)C and vt→⊥ does not
our in N ′′. We proeed as in the previous ase (but we use the pruning
rule ii) instead of i)).
3. M ≡ C[N ′] with N ′ ≡ (∃−x,A,CM
′∃xA λxρuAN ′′C )C and uA does not
our in N ′′. We proeed as in point 1. (and we use the pruning rule iii)
instead of i)).
Theorem 5.3.3. For all n, M and N , if M
n+1
−→p N then M −→
+
gp N .
Proof. By indution on n. If n = 0 we have M −→p N and thus M −→gp N
by Theorem 5.3.2, andM −→+gp N by denition of −→
+
gp. Now assume that for
eahM andN , ifM
n+1
−→p N thenM −→
+
gp N and assumeM
′ −→p M
n+1
−→p N
′
,
for some xedM ′,M and N ′. Instantiating the indution hypothesis onM and
N ′, we have M −→+gp N
′
. By Theorem 5.3.2 if M −→p M then M −→gp M
and hene M −→+gp M and by transitivity M −→
+
gp N
′
.
Corollary 5.3.4. For all M and N , if M −→+p N then M −→
+
gp N .
On the other hand, it is not true that we an mimi any redution performed
by −→gp with −→p (for this reason the impliation in Theorem 5.3.2 is not an
equivalene). Consider for example the following proof:
IF t
|M
A
|N
A
t→ A
|N ′
A
(t→ ⊥)→ A
A
and assume that the assumption ut our in N but not in M , that vt→⊥
our in N ′ and nally that no open assumption of M is disharged in N .
Under these onditions the pruning rules (Figure 3.1) are not appliable. For
the ontrary using the general pruning rules (Figure 5.1) the above proof redue
to the simplest:
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|M
A
5.4 Case Study
Consider the prediate ψ ⊆ N ×N suh that ψ(x, y) ⇔ x2 ≤ y. We propose
the following original derivation of the fat that for eah natural x there exist
a natural y suh that ψ(x, y). Through the proof we will make use of the fol-
lowing axioms: ∀xψ(x, x2) and ∀x(x ≤ 1)→ ψ(x, 2).
[u : x > 1→ ∃yψ(x, y)]
(x > 1→ ∃yψ(x, y))→ (x > 1→ ∃yψ(x, y))
∀z(x > 1→ ∃yψ(x, y))→ (x > 1→ ∃yψ(x, y))
Indz, (x>1)→∃yψ(x,y)
∀xψ(x,x2) x
ψ(x, x2)
∃+
∃yψ(x, y)
x > 1→ ∃yψ(x, y)
∀z(x > 1)→ ∃yψ(x, y)
∀x(x ≤ 1)→ ψ(x, 2) x
(x ≤ 1)→ ψ(x, 2) [v : x ≤ 1]
ψ(x, 2)
∃+
∃yψ(x, y)
x ≤ 1→ ∃yψ(x, y)
IF x > 1
[u : x > 1]
∀z(x > 1)→ ∃yψ(x, y) x
(x > 1)→ ∃yψ(x, y)
∃yψ(x, y)
x > 1→ ∃yψ(x, y)
∃yψ(x, y)
∀x∃yψ(x, y)
The ode extrated from the previous proof is the following:
λx if (x > 1) ((RNN x
2 λn, p. p)x) 2
Obviously, for x > 1, this ode perform useless omputation in order to ompute
x2, but more important, no redundanies are detet in the proof by the pruning
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rules (Figure 3.1). In fat, both the assumption variables u and v ours
respetively in the left and right branhes of the ase distintion.
On the other hand we see that in the base ase of the indution we prove
the formula ∃yψ(x, y) without using u and none of the assumptions used in
this subproof is later on disharged through the path to the other ourrenes
of ∃yψ(x, y) at the end of the ase distintion. Under these onditions we an
apply the general pruning rule (Figure5.1) to our proof obtaining:
∀xψ(x, x2) x
ψ(x, x2)
∃yψ(x, y)
∀x∃yψ(x, y)
From whih it is possible to extrat the simplied ode: λxx2.
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6 String Alignment
6.1 Introdution
A widely studied problem in Bioinformatis is to nd the distane between two
given sequenes of symbols (over an alphabet Σ). The two main tehniques
developed in this area to solve this problem turned out to be the edit distane
and the similarity of strings [20℄.
Edit distane fous on the transformation of the rst list into the seond
one using a restrited set of operations (insertion I , deletion D, mathing M ,
and replaement R) Given two lists we dene the edit distane problem the
task of nding the minimum number of insertions, deletions and substitutions
operations to transform the rst list to the seond one. One the right set of
basi operation is found, this is stored in a string alled edit transript (build
on the alphabet I ,D,M , and R) that will onstitute the output of the problem
(Figure 6.1, line 1).
The other way to measure the distane of lists is the so alled similarity
method. The idea is based on the onept of string alignment. Given two
strings l1 and l2, an alignment of l1 and l2 is obtained inserting a new symbol
_ (named spae) (that does not belong to Σ) into the strings l1 and l2 and
then plaing the two strings one above the other, so that every harater or
spae in either list is opposite a unique harater or spae in the other list,
and no spae is opposite to another spae (Figure 6.1, lines 2,3). We indiate
by (δ1, δ2) a general alignment the lists l1 and l2. Here δ1 and δ2 are strings
over Σ ∪ {_}. Afterwards the similarity between l1 and l2 is dened as the
greatest E((δ1, δ2)) with E funtion with values in N that assoiate a sore to
eah alignment (δ1, δ2).
In omputational biology the similarity of l1 and l2 is eiently solved using
dynami programming; in fat the problem an be solved storing in a matrix
M , of dimension |l1|× |l2|, the values of the similarities between all the prexes
of length i ≤ |l1| and j ≤ |l2| of l1 and l2. This ould be seen as a sort of
generalization of the Fibonai problem to 2-dimensions.
In this work we will formalize the similarity problem in the proof assistant
Minlog. We will extrat, from the proof of the existene of an alignment
with highest sore between two given strings the naive exponential program
to ompute the similarity of strings. Afterwards, we will propose a method to
transform the given proof into another from whih it will be possible to extrat
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1 : R I M D M D M M I
2 : v _ i n t n e r _
3 : w r i _ t _ e r s
(6.1)
Figure 6.1: Alignment (lines 2, 3) and edit-transript (line 1) of the strings wintner
and writers. It is possible to note how the two methods are equivalent: a
mismath in the alignment orrespond to a replaement in the edit tran-
sript, a spae in the alignment ontained in the rst string orrespond
to the insertion of the opposite harater in rst string, and a spae in
the alignment ontained in the seond string orrespond to a deletion of
the opposite harater in the rst string.
a more eient program, in dynami programming style.
We propose a method that we name list as memory. The idea onsist in eval-
uating a suient amount of data in advane so that the extrated algorithm
gets to reuse it instead of reomputing it eah time it is needed. This is done
by introduing in the proof a list of ad-ho axioms. The method we propose
annot be applied automatially to an arbitrary proof; it an be seen more as
a general shema (that has to be instantiated ase by ase) to follow in order
extrat dynami programs from proofs.
This hapter is organized as follow: in setion 6.1.1 we formalize the proof of
the existene of an alignment with highest sore between lists and we extrat
a program from the proof. The designed solution enumerate all the alignments
in order to nd the right one, and this generate an exponential running time
extrated algorithm. In setion 6.1.2 we present a proof transformation to
apply to the proof presented in setion 6.1.1 in order to extrat an algorithm in
dynami programming style. In setion 6.2, we make some nal onsiderations
over the presented method and future works.
6.1.1 The String Similarity Problem
Let l1 and l2 be two lists built on the alphabet Σ, with Σ equal to N>0 (the
set of naturals stritly higher than zero), 0 6∈ Σ be the spae harater and
α : N×N → Z be the soring funtion on a pair of symbols.
Given two lists l1 and l2 over Σ, in Figure 6.2 we give an indutive denition
of the family of sets Al1,l2i,j , the set of the alignments between the rst i ≤ |l1|
haraters of l1 and j ≤ |l2| haraters of l2.
In Figure 6.2 and in the rest of the hapter we make use of the following
onventions: n, m, i and j ranges over N, |l| is the length of l, l[i] is the i+ 1-
th harater of l, head(a :: l) = a, tail(a :: l) = l, pren(l) is a partial operator
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(A0)
((:), (:)) ∈ A
l1,l2
0,0
(A1)
(0j+1, prej+1(l2)) ∈ A
l1,l2
0,j+1
(A2)
(prei+1(l1), 0
i+1) ∈ A
l1,l2
i+1,0
(δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
i+1,j
(A3)
(δ1 · (0), δ2 · l2[j]) ∈ A
l1,l2
i+1,j+1
(δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
i,j+1
(A4)
(δ1 · l1[i], δ2 · (0)) ∈ A
l1,l2
i+1,j+1
(δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
i,j
(A5)
(δ1 · l1[i], δ2 · l2[j]) ∈ A
l1,l2
i+1,j+1
Figure 6.2: Indution denition of the alignments Al1,l2
|l1|,|l2|
(E0)
E[((:), (:))]α = 0
(E1)
E[(0j , prej(l2))]α =
Pj
k=1
α(0, l2[k])
(E2)
E[(prei(l1), 0
i)]α =
Pi
k=1 α(l1[k],0)
E[(δ1, δ2)] = n
(E3)
E[(δ1 · (0), δ2 · l2[j])]α = n+ α(0, l2[j])
E[(δ1, δ2)] = n
(E4)
E[(δ1 · l1[i], δ2 · (0))]α = n + α(l1[i], 0)
E[(δ1, δ2)] = n
(E5)
E[(δ1 · l1[i], δ2 · l2[j])]α = n+ α(l1[i], l2[j])
Figure 6.3: Indution denition of the evaluator funtion E
that return the rst n elements of a list l, 0n is the list omposed by a sequene
of n zeros, l · g the operation of appending the list g to l and (a1, . . . , an) is the
list omposed by ai ∈ N.
We assoiate a sore to eah alignment by the evaluator funtion E : Al1,l2
|l1|,|l2|
→
(N×N → N)→ N dened on the indutive struture of Al1,l2
|l1|,|l2|
(Figure 6.3).
The funtion E take as input an alignment, a soring funtion and return the
sore of the input alignment. Our goal is to nd the alignment in Al1,l2|l1|,|l2| with
highest sore (this sore will be the similarity between l1 and l2) with respet
to a given soring funtion α.
RemarkMany problems an be modeled as speial ase of similarity by hoos-
ing an appropriate soring funtion α. Let onsider (below) the denition of
the longest ommon subsequene problem.
Denition 6.1.1. A subsequene of a string l is speied by a list of indies
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i1 < i2 < . . . < ik for some k ≤ |l|. The subsequene speied by this list is the
string l[i1]l[i2] . . . l[ik]
Denition 6.1.2 (Longest Common Subsequene Problem). Given two strings
l1 and l2 a ommon subsequene of l1 and l2 is a sequene that appear both in
l1 and l2 as a subsequene. The Longest Common Subsequene Problem onsist
in nding the longest ommon subsequene between l1 and l2
For example, 145 is a ommon subsequene of 114666725 and 1124375 but
11475 is the longest ommon ones. The solution of the longest ommon sub-
sequene problem an be obtained from the solution of the similarity of lists
problem by hoosing a soring funtion α that sores a 1 for eah math and
0 for eah mismath or presene of a 0 (the result will depend by the im-
plemented strategy to solve the problem sine there ould be more alignments
with the same highest sore).
Now we show formally that given a ouple of lists l1, l2 over Σ there exists
always an alignment in Al1,l2
|l1|,|l2|
of maximum sore with respet to α.
Theorem 6.1.1.
∀l1, l2∃δ1, δ2((δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
|l1|,|l2|
)∧
∀δ′1, δ
′
2((δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ∈ A
l1,l2
|l1|,|l2|
→ E(δ′1, δ
′
2) ≤ E(δ1, δ2))
Proof. We assume l1 and l2. In order to prove the thesis we prove the following
statement:
∀n,m∃δ1, δ2((δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m )∧
∀δ′1, δ
′
2((δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m )→ E(δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ≤ E(δ1, δ2)
Obviously we obtain the thesis instantiating this assertion on |l1| and |l2|.
From now on we will write Q(δ1, δ2, n,m) for
((δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m ) ∧ ∀δ
′
1, δ
′
2((δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m )→ E(δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ≤ E(δ1, δ2)
We go by indution on n and m.
Base Case[n = 0℄ We prove
∀m∃δ1, δ2Q(δ1, δ2, 0,m)
by ase distintion over m:
Base Case[n = 0, m = 0℄: Q((:), (:), 0, 0) by rule (A0).
Indution Step[n = 0, m+ 1℄
We have Q(0m+1, prem+1(l2), 0,m+ 1) by rule (A1).
Indution Step[n+ 1℄ We now assume
∀m∃δ1, δ2Q(δ1, δ2, n,m) (6.2)
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and we must show
∀m∃δ1, δ2Q(δ1, δ2, n+ 1,m)
By indution over m:
Base Case[n+ 1, m = 0℄
Q(pren+1(l1), 0
n+1, n+ 1, 0) by (A2)
Indution Step[n+ 1, m+ 1℄: Assume
∃δ1, δ2Q(δ1, δ2, n+ 1, m) (6.3)
we have to prove
∃δ1, δ2Q(δ1, δ2, n+ 1, m+ 1)
By (6.3) there exists δ′1,δ
′
2 suh that (δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n+1,m and suh that for
every (δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n+1,m
E(δ1, δ2) ≤ E(δ
′
1, δ
′
2) (6.4)
Instantiating (6.2) on m+1 there exists δ′′1 , δ
′′
2 suh that (δ
′′
1 , δ
′′
2 ) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m+1 and
for every (δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m+1
E(δ1, δ2) ≤ E(δ
′′
1 , δ
′′
2 ) (6.5)
Instantiating (6.2) on m there exists δ′′′1 , δ
′′′
2 suh that (δ
′′
1 , δ
′′
2 ) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m and for
every (δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m
E(δ1, δ2) ≤ E(δ
′′′
1 , δ
′′′
2 ) (6.6)
Now we have to dispath over the following ases:
ip1. E(δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)) ≤ E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]):
Then, only 2 ases are possible:
ip1.1. E(δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1]) ≤ E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]): We laim Q(δ
′
1 ·
(0 :), δ′2 · l2[m + 1], n + 1,m + 1). This is proved dispathing over (δ1, δ2) in
Al1,l2n+1,m+1. In fat for every (δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n+1,m+1 only three ases are possible
ip1.1.1(δ1, δ2) = (δ
∗
1 · (0 :), δ
∗
2 · l2[m+ 1])
E(δ1, δ2) = E(δ
∗
1 · (0 :), δ
∗
2 · l2[m+ 1])
= E(δ∗1 , δ
∗
2) + α((0 :), l2[m+ 1]) by(E3)
≤ E(δ′1, δ
′
2) + α((0 :), l2[m + 1]) by (6.4)
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= E(δ′1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]) by(E3)
ip1.1.2 (δ1, δ2) = (δ
∗
1 · l1[n+ 1]), δ
∗
2 · (0 :)): So,
E [(δ1, δ2)] = E(δ
∗
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
∗
2 · (0 :))
= E(δ∗1 , δ
∗
2) + α(l1[n+ 1], (0 :)) by(E4)
≤ E(δ′′1 , δ
′′
2 ) + α(l1[n+ 1], (0 :)) by (6.5)
= E(δ′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :))
≤ E(δ′1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]) by (ip1)
ip1.1.3 (δ1, δ2) = (δ
∗
1 · l1[n+ 1]), δ
∗
2 · l2[m+ 1])
E [(δ1, δ2)] = E(δ
∗
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
∗
2 · l2[m+ 1])
= E(δ∗1 , δ
∗
2) + α(l1[n+ 1], l2[m+ 1]) by(E5)
≤ E(δ′′′1 , δ
′′′
2 ) + α(l1[n+ 1], l2[m+ 1]) by (6.6)
= E(δ′′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1])
≤ E(δ′1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]) by (ip1.1)
ip1.2 E(δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1])  E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]): We laimQ(δ
′′′
1 ·
(l1[n + 1]), δ
′′′
2 · l2[m + 1], n + 1, m + 1). The proof of this laim is done, as in
the previous ase, dispathing over (δ1, δ2) in A
l1,l2
n+1,m+1.
ip2 E(δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :))  E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]): Then there exists only
two ases:
ip2.1 E(δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1]) ≤ E(δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)): We laimQ(δ
′′
1 ·
l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :), n+ 1,m+ 1).
ip2.2 E(δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1])  E(δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)): We laim Q(δ
′′′
1 ·
l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1], n+ 1, m+ 1). The proofs of the previous two laims is
done dispathing over (δ1, δ2) in A
l1,l2
n+1,m+1.
The theorem 6.1.1 an be simply modied in order to onstrut not only the
alignment with highest sore but also the sore itself (that is the similarity).
The program extrated from the previous proof is the following:
[l,g,alpha℄
(Re nat=>nat=>(list nat  list nat))
([m℄ if (m=0) ((:), (:))
((zeros (m+1)), (pre (m+1) g))
([n, f: (nat=>(list nat  list nat))℄
(Re nat=>(list nat, list nat))
((pre (n+1) l), (zeros (n+1)))
([m,(d_1',d_2')℄
[LET (d_1'', d_2'') = (f (m+1)) IN
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[LET (d_1''', d_2''') = (f m) IN
[IF ((E (d_1'':+: l[n+1℄) 0 alpha) <=
(E (d_1':+: (:)) (d_2':+: g[m+1℄) alpha))
[IF ((E (d_1''':+: l[n+1℄) (d_2''':+: g[m+1℄) alpha)
<=(E (d_1':+: (:)) (d_2':+: g[m+1℄) alpha))
((d_1':+:(:)), (d_2':+: g[m+1℄))
((d_1''':+: l[n+1℄) (d_2''':+: g[m+1℄))℄
[IF ((E (d_1''':+: l[n+1℄) (d_2''':+: g[m+1℄) alpha)
<=(E (d_1'':+: l[n+1℄) (d_2'':+: (:)) alpha))
((d_1'':+: l[n+1℄) (d_2'' :+: (:)))
((d_1''':+:l[n+1℄) (d_2''':+:g[m+1℄))℄℄℄℄)))|l||g|
Here we indiated by (pre n) the operator pren, by (zeros n) the string 0
n
,
by E the funtion E and by alpha the soring funtion α.
Complexity of the Extrated Algorithm: The omplexity of the ex-
trated program an be modeled by the following reurrene:
T1(n,m) =

k1m n = 0
T2(m) n > 0
with
T2(m) =
8<
:
k2n m = 0
T2(m− 1) + T1(n− 1, m)+
T1(n− 1, m− 1) + 2k3max(n+m)
m > 0
with 2k3max(n+m) ost for the severals appliation of the append operation
in the body of the nested reursion. The omplexity of the extrated program
then will be given by T1(|l1|, |l2|). Given n > 0 and m > 0 the unfolding
of T1(n,m) an be represented as a ternary tree where the lowest branh has
high m and the highest n+m. Thus the extrated programs has a number of
reursive alls in Ω(3min(n,m)).
6.1.2 List as Memory Paradigm
To drastially redue the omplexity of our extrated program, we developed
a method that we named list as memory. The idea onsist in evaluating a
suient amount of data in advane so that the extrated algorithm gets to
reuse it instead of reomputing it eah time it is needed.
The basi idea is still to prove Theorem6.1.1 by a double indution (before
on the length |l1| of the rst list and by a nested indution on |l2| length of the
seond list) but this time using an additional data struture w, a FIFO (First
In First Out) list where we store the alignments with highest sore omputed
in the previous steps. The list w will be built and updated during the proof
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and it will onstitute part of the witness of the new proof together with the
alignment of highest sore.
Thus assuming we want to ompute the best alignment of the rst n + 1
haraters of l1 and m+1 harater of l2, we will assume w to be the following
list of alignments:
(δ1, δ2)
l1,l2
n,m , (δ1, δ2)
l1,l2
n,m+1, . . . (δ1, δ2)
l1,l2
n,|l2|
(δ1, δ2)
l1,l2
n+1,0, (δ1, δ2)
l1,l2
n+1,1 . . . , (δ1, δ2)
l1,l2
n+1,m
with (δ1, δ2)
l1,l2
i,j alignment of highest sore between the rst i haraters of l1
and j haraters of l2. At this point the intended alignment will be omputed
onsidering the head of w, (δ1, δ2)
l1,l2
n,m , the head of the tail of w, (δ1, δ2)
l1,l2
n,m+1
and the reursive all of the nested indution on l2 (the alignment of highest
sore between the rst n+1 element of l1 and m elements of l2, that here our
as last element in w) One the new alignment is omputed the list w has to be
properly updated.
So in general the idea is to replae the double instantiation of the indution
hypothesis (6.2) in Theorem 6.1.1 (that orrespond to the two reursive alls
in the extrated algorithm) with just a reading operation of the head and the
head of the tail of our memory list w.
In order to use suh memory list in our proof we have to modify the original
proof of the Theorem 6.1.1 in an appropriate way. More preisely we introdue
the prediate MEM ⊆ L(N>0)× L(N>0)×N×N × L(L(N) × L(N)) where,
• (MEM l1 l2 0 v w), stands for in w are stored the the v + 1 alignments
(0k, prek(l2)) with k = 0, . . . v (here we assume 0
0 = (:) and pre0(l2) =
(:)) and
• (MEM l1 l2 (u+ 1) v w), stands for in w are stored the |l2|+ 2 alignments
of highest sores between the rst j and k haraters of l1 and l2 with
(j, k) ∈ {(u, v), . . . , (u, |l2|), (u+ 1, 0), . . . , (u+ 1, v)}
and the following set of axioms speifying the neessary operations to build
and orretly update the memory list w:
[I℄(Initialization),
∀l1, l2,m,w(MEM l1 l2 0m (initml2))
with
(initml2) =

((:), (:)) m = 0
((init (m− 1)) : + : (0m, prem l2)) 0 < m
[H℄ (Head of the list):
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∀l!, l2, n,m,w(MEM l1 l2 (n+ 1)mw)→
Q(π0(headw), π1(headw), n,m)
[HT℄ (Head of the tail):
∀l!, l2, n,m,w(m < |l2|)→ (MEM l1 l2 (n+ 1)mw)→
Q(π0(head(tailw)), π1(head(tailw)), n,m+ 1)
[CL℄ (Change Line):
∀l1, l2, n,m,w(MEM l1 l2 n |l2|w)→
(MEM l1 l2 (n+ 1) 0 ((tailw) : + : ((pren+1 l1), 0
n+1))
[OSOR1℄ (One Step On the Right 1 ):
∀l1, l2, n,m, δ
′
1, δ
′
2, w(m < |l2|)→ (Qδ
′
1 δ
′
2 nm)→
(MEM l1 l2 nmw)→
(E(δ′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)) ≤ E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]))→
(E(δ′′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1]) ≤ E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]))→
(MEM l1 l2 n (m+ 1) ((tailw) · (δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1])))
with (δ′′′1 , δ
′′′
2 ) = (headw) and (δ
′′
1 , δ
′′
2 ) = (head (tailw)).
[OSOR2℄ (One Step On the Right 2 ):
∀l1, l2, n,m, δ
′
1, δ
′
2, w(m < |l2|)→ (Qδ
′
1 δ
′
2 nm)→
(MEM l1 l2 nmw)→
(E(δ′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)) ≤ E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]))→
(E(δ′′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1])  E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]))→
(MEM l1 l2 n (m+ 1) ((tailw) · (δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1])))
with (δ′′′1 , δ
′′′
2 ) = (headw) and (δ
′′
1 , δ
′′
2 ) = (head (tailw)).
[OSOR3℄ (One Step On the Right 3 ):
∀l1, l2, n,m, δ
′
1, δ
′
2, w(m < |l2|)→ (Qδ
′
1 δ
′
2 nm)→
(MEM l1 l2 nmw)→
(E(δ′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :))  E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]))→
(E(δ′′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1]) ≤ (δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)))→
(MEM l1 l2 n (m+ 1) ((tailw) · (δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :))))
with (δ′′′1 , δ
′′′
2 ) = (headw) and (δ
′′
1 , δ
′′
2 ) = (head (tailw)).
[OSOR4℄ (One Step On the Right 4 ):
∀l1, l2, n,m, δ
′
1, δ
′
2, w(m < |l2|)→ (Qδ
′
1 δ
′
2 nm)→
(MEM l1 l2 nmw)→
(E(δ′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :))  E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]))→
(E(δ′′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1])  (δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)))→
(MEM l1 l2 n (m+ 1) ((tailw) · (δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1])))
with (δ′′′1 , δ
′′′
2 ) = (headw) and (δ
′′
1 , δ
′′
2 ) = (head (tailw)).
Theorem 6.1.2. [I℄ → [CL℄ → [H℄ → [HT℄ → [OSOR1℄ → [OSOR2℄ →
[OSOR3℄ → [OSOR4℄ → ∀l1, l2(∃δ1, δ2(δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
|l1|,|l2|
∧ ∀δ′1, δ
′
2((δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ∈
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Al1,l2|l1|,|l2| → E(δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ≤ E(δ1, δ2))) ∧ ∃w(MEM l1 l2 |l1| |l2|w)
Sketh. Assume [I℄, [CL℄, [H℄, [HT℄, [OSOR1℄, [OSOR2℄, [OSOR3℄, [OSOR4℄
l1 and l2. In order to prove the theorem 6.1.2 we prove the following assertion:
∀n,m(∃δ1, δ2(δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m ∧
∀δ′1, δ
′
2(δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m → E(δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ≤ E(δ1, δ2))∧
∃w(MEM l1 l2 nmw)
By indution on n and m.
Base Case[n = 0℄ We prove
∀m∃δ1, δ2Q(δ1, δ2, 0, m) ∧ ∃w(MEM l1 l2 0mw)
by ase distinion over m:
Base Case[n = 0, m = 0℄
Q((:), (:), 0, 0) ∧ ∃w(MEM l1 l2 0 0 (init0 l2))) by rule (A0) and [I℄.
Indution Step[n = 0, m+ 1℄
We have Q(0m+1, prem+1(l2), 0,m+ 1) ∧
∃w(MEM l1 l2 0 (m+ 1) (init (m+ 1) l2)) by rule (A1) and [I℄.
Indution Step[n+ 1℄
We now assume
∀m∃δ1, δ2Q(δ1, δ2, n,m) ∧ ∃w(MEM l1 l2 nmw) (6.7)
and we show
∀m∃δ1, δ2Q(δ1, δ2, n+ 1, m) ∧ ∃w(MEM l1 l2 (n+ 1)mw)
By indution over m:
Base Case[n + 1, m = 0℄ Q(pren+1(l1), 0
n+1, n + 1, 0) by (A2). Then in-
stantiating (6.7) on |l2| we have w suh that ∃w(MEM l1 l2 n |l2|w) and by [CL℄
we have (MEM l1 l2 (n+ 1) 0 ((tailw) · ((pren+1 l1), 0
n+1)).
Indution Step[n+ 1, m+ 1℄ Assume
∃δ1, δ2Q(δ1, δ2, n+ 1, m) ∧ ∃w(MEM l1 l2 (n+ 1)mw) (6.8)
we prove
∃δ1, δ2Q(δ1, δ2, n+ 1, m+ 1) ∧ ∃w(MEM l1 l2 (n+ 1) (m+ 1)w)
By (6.8) there exists δ′1,δ
′
2 suh that (δ
′
1, δ
′
2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n+1,m and suh that for every
(δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n+1,m
E(δ1, δ2) ≤ E(δ
′
1, δ
′
2) (6.9)
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By (6.8) let w be suh that (MEM l1 l2 (n + 1)mw). By [HT℄, we have that
(δ′′1 , δ
′′
2 ) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m+1 and for every (δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m+1
E(δ1, δ2) ≤ E(δ
′′
1 , δ
′′
2 ) (6.10)
with (δ′′1 , δ
′′
2 ) = (head(tailw)).
By [H℄ we have that that (δ′′′1 , δ
′′′
2 ) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m and for every (δ1, δ2) ∈ A
l1,l2
n,m
E(δ1, δ2) ≤ E(δ
′′′
1 , δ
′′′
2 ) (6.11)
with (δ′′1 , δ
′′
2 ) = (headw). Now we have to dispath over the following ases:
ip1. E(δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)) ≤ E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]): Then, only 2 ases are
possible:
ip1.1. E(δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1]) ≤ E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]): We laim
Q(δ′1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1], n+ 1, m+ 1)
and
(MEM l1 l2 n (m+ 1) ((tailw) · (δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1])))
This is proved dispathing over (δ1, δ2) in A
l1,l2
n+1,m+1 and by [OSOR1℄, ip1 and
ip1.1.
ip1.2. E(δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1])  E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]): We laim
Q(δ′′′1 · (l1[n+ 1]), δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1], n+ 1, m+ 1)
and
(MEM l1 l2 n (m+ 1) ((tailw) · (δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1])))
This is proved dispathing over (δ1, δ2) in A
l1,l2
n+1,m+1 and by [OSOR2℄, ip1 and
ip1.2
ip2. E(δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :))  E(δ
′
1 · (0 :), δ
′
2 · l2[m+ 1]):Then there exists only
two ases:
ip2.1. E(δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1]) ≤ E(δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)): We laim
Q(δ′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :), n+ 1, m+ 1)
and
(MEM l1 l2 n (m+ 1) ((tailw) · (δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)))
Proved dispathing over (δ1, δ2) in A
l1,l2
n+1,m+1 and by [OSOR3℄, ip2 and ip2.1
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ip2.2. E(δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1])  E(δ
′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′
2 · (0 :)): We laim
Q(δ′′′1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1], n+ 1,m+ 1)
and
(MEM l1 l2 n (m+ 1) ((tailw) · (δ
′′′
1 · l1[n+ 1], δ
′′′
2 · l2[m+ 1]))
Proved dispathing over (δ1, δ2) in A
l1,l2
n+1,m+1 and by proved by [OSOR4℄, ip2
and ip2.2
From the previous proof we an extrat the following program:
[l,g,alpha℄
(Re nat=>nat=>((list natlist nat)
(list(list natlist nat))
([m℄ [if (m=0)
(((:),(:)) , ((:),(:)))
(((nZeros (m+1)), (nPrefix (m+1) g)),(init (m+1) g)
([n,f:(nat=>((list natlist nat)
(list(list natlist nat)))℄
(Re nat=>((list natlist nat)
(list(list natlist nat)))
LET w = (f |g|) IN
(((nPrefix (n+1) l), (nZeros (n+1))) ,
((tail w):+:((nPrefix (n+1) l),(nZeros(n+1)))))
([m,((d_1',d_2'),w)℄
[LET (d_1'', d_2'') = (head (tail w)) IN
[LET (d_1''', d_2''') = (head w) IN
[IF((E (d_1'':+: l[n+1℄) 0 alpha) <=
(E (d_1':+: (:)) (d_2':+: g[m+1℄) alpha))
[IF((E(d_1''':+: l[n+1℄)(d_2''':+: g[m+1℄)alpha)
<=(E (d_1':+: (:))(d_2':+: g[m+1℄) alpha))
(((d_1':+:(:)),(d_2':+:g[m+1℄)),
((tail w):+:(d_1':+:(:)),(d_2':+:g[m+1℄)))
(((d_1''':+: l[n+1℄)(d_2''':+:g[m+1℄)),
((tail w):+:(d_1''':+: l[n+1℄)(d_2''':+:g[m+1℄)))℄
[IF((E(d_1''':+: l[n+1℄) (d_2''':+: g[m+1℄)alpha)
<= (E(d_1'':+:l[n+1℄) (d_2'':+: (:))alpha))
(((d_1'':+: l[n+1℄)(d_2'' :+: (:))),
((tail w):+:((d_1'':+: l[n+1℄) (d_2'':+:(:)))))
(((d_1''':+: l[n+1℄) (d_2''':+: g[m+1℄)),
((tail w):+:((d_1''':+:l[n+1℄) (d_2''':+:g[m+1℄))))
℄℄℄℄)))|l| |g|
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6.1.2.1 Complexity Considerations
The omplexity of the extrated program an be modeled by the following
reurrene (here we have as additional parameter the length of g):
T1(n,m) =

k1m n = 0
T2(n,m) n > 0
with
T2(n,m) =

T1(n− 1, |g|) m = 0
T2(n,m− 1) + 2k3max(n+m) m > 0
Given |l| > 0 and |g| > 0 the unfolding of T1(|l|, |g|) an be represented by
the following |l| × |g| matrix of list of alls:
T1(|l|, |g|) → T2(|l|, |g|) → . . . → T2(|l|, 0)
→ T1(|l|−1, |g|) → T2(|l| − 1, |g|) → . . . → T2(|l| − 1, 0)
.
.
.
→ T1(1, |g|) → T2(1, |g|) → . . . → T2(1, 0)
and being the omplexity of eah all 2k3max(|l| + |g|) then T1(|l|, |g|) is in
O(|l||g|max(|l||g|))
6.2 Conlusions
With an opportune modiation of the alignment denition in Figure 6.2 we
an avoid the ost relative to the appliations of the append funtion. In this
way, the extrated program from the eient implementation of the existene
of an alignment with highest sore will have a omplexity in O(|l||g|). Future
work will regards a sort of automation of the presented method.
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7 Tail Reursion
7.1 Introdution
LetM be a proof by indution over n (natural number) of the property ∀nA(n),
and let, by the Proofs-as-Program paradigm, [[M ]] be the (reursive) ontent of
M . In this hapter we will try to answer the following question: How to turn
automatially M into another proof, say N , with tail reursive ontent? Penny
Anderson in her Phd thesis [1℄ used Frank Pfenning's Insertion Lemma [30℄
proof transformation, in order to extrat tail reursive programs from proofs.
This method, although partiularly interesting, is user dependent. What we
will do here is to present and develop in a formal setting an idea rst roughly
introdued in [9℄ (originated from an informal hat the author had with Andrej
Bauer in 2004, reported in the Bauer's mathematial blog
1
) in order to extrat
tail reursive programs from proofs but in a ompletely automati fashion.
Let us onsider the following program, written in an ML-like syntax:
let re FACT n = if n = 0 then 1 else n * FACT (n - 1)
FACT omputes the fatorial of n, for any positive integer n. But this imple-
mentation is not tail reursive beause in eah step of the omputation the
ompiler has to store (on a stak) the ontext (n ∗ []), evaluate FACT (n-1)
7→ v, and returns (n ∗ v). It is well known that FACT an be turned into a
simpler funtion where it is not neessary to stak any ontext information:
let re FACT' n =
let re FACT'' n m y =
if n = 0 then y else FACT'' (n - 1) (m + 1) ((m + 1) * y)
in FACT'' n 0 1
Now assume FACT to be the omputational ontent of the proof by indution
M , with end formula ∀nA(n), that states that for eah natural n there exists
n!. From whih proof is it possible to extrat FACT'? Both programs FACT
and FACT' ompute the fatorial funtion, so FACT' should be the ontent of an
appropriate proof of ∀nA(n) as well. So the problem is shifted in understanding
whih logial property FACT has. Given a natural n, (FACTn) is a funtion
1
http://math.andrej.om/2005/09/16/proof-haking/
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that takes the natural m, the witness y for A(m) and returns a witness for
A(n+m).
Hene given n, (FACTn 0 1) is the witness for A(n) as expeted. Intuitively,
we expet FACT to be the omputational ontent of some proof of the formula
∀n,m(A(m)→ A(n+m))
Will show that this is the right intuition to follow for the automati genera-
tion of tail reursive programs.
This hapter is organized as follows. In setion 7.2 we address two proof
transformations in order to extrat ontinuation and aumulator based tail
reursive programs, in setion 7.3 we show that there exists a formal onnetion
between the two proof transformations presented in setion 7.2 and nally, in
setion 7.4 we apply our methods to a well known problem in bioinformatis,
the Maximal Soring Subsequene Problem.
7.2 Proof Manipulation
This setion is devoted to expose the proofs transformation we have in mind in
order to generate (by extration) more eient programs starting with a given
indutive proof on natural numbers. How the tehniques an be extended to
other data types is disussed in the onlusion.
Denition 7.2.1 (Tail Expressions [22℄). The tail expressions of t ∈ Terms,
are dened indutively as follows:
1. If t ≡ (λx.e) then e is a tail expression.
2. If t ≡ (if t r s) is a tail expression, then both r and s are tail expressions.
3. If t ≡ (Rι r s) is a tail expression, then r and s are tail expressions.
4. Nothing else is a tail expression,
where ι ∈ {N,L(ρ)}.
Denition 7.2.2. A tail all is a tail expression that is a proedure all.
Denition 7.2.3 (Tail Reursion [23℄). A reursive proedure is said to be
tail reursive when it tail alls itself or alls itself indiretly through a series of
tail alls.
Now, let F be the following indution proof over N:
|M
A(0)
|N
∀n(A(n)→ A(n+ 1))
∀nA(n)
The ontent of F is (RσN b f) with b and f ontent of the proofs M and N .
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7.2.1 Continuation Based Tail Reursion
Given the proedure (RσN b f) dened in the previous setion, let Λ be the term:
R
(σ→σ′)→σ′
N
(λk.kb)(λn, p, k. p λu.k(f nu))
In Λ, the rst input parameter, whih has type (σ → σ′). is alled a on-
tinuation; Λ is a funtion with just one tail reursive all and a funtional
aumulator parameter k with the following property: for eah n, at the i-th
(0 < i ≤ n) step of the omputation of (Λn (λx.x)) the ontinuation has the
form λu.(f (n − 1) (. . . (f (n − i)u) . . .)). At the n-th step the ontinuation
λu.(f (n− 1) (. . . (f 0u) . . .)) is applied to the term b and returns. We see that
suh returned value orresponds to (RσN b f)n. This fat is stated formally in
the following,
Theorem 7.2.1. For eah natural n:
Λn =Rηβ λk
σ→σ′ . k((RσN b f)n)
Proof. By indution over n:
n = 0
Λ0 =Rηβ λk.kb
=Rηβ λk. k((R
σ
N b f)0)
n+ 1
Λ (n+ 1) =Rηβ (λn, p, k. p λu.k(f nu))n (Λn)
=Rηβ λk.(Λn)λu.k(f nu)
=Rηβ λk.(λk.k((R
σ
N b f)n))λu.k(f nu) (by IH)
=Rηβ λk.(λu.k(f nu))((R
σ
N b f)n)
=Rηβ λk.k(f n ((R
σ
N b f)n))
=Rηβ λk.k((R
σ
N b f)(n+ 1))
Now, as expeted, when applied to the identity ontinuation λx.x we get
another program in the same equivalene lass:
Corollary 7.2.2. λn.Λn (λx.x) =Rηβ (R
σ
N b f)
So we have at hand a better program. We still need to ensure it an be
reahed, in an automati way, from another proof of the same given statement.
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More formally, assume we are given some proof term F , with extration [[F ]] =
(RσN b f), is it possible to nd out another proof F
′
of the same statement,
whih leads to the other program: [[F ′]] = (λn.Λn (λx.x)). This is the hallenge
that we will answer positively below.
The key point is to understand the logial role of the ontinuation parameter
in Λ: given a natural n, at eah step i : n, . . . , 0 in omputing (Λn (λx.x)),
the ontinuation is a funtion that takes the witness for A(i) and returns the
witness for A(i +m), for m suh that i + m = n. So we expet Λ to be the
omputational ontent of a proof with end formula:
∀n∀nm((A(n)→ A(n+m))→ A(n+m)) (7.1)
We observe that the ounter m is introdued to ount how muh n is dereasing
during the omputation. So, as suh, it plays a logial role (or ommentary
role if one prefers); in other words, it is irrelevant at the programming level, and
should be marked to be dropped out. To this end, we expliitly underline the
hidden role of m quantifying over it by the speial non-omputational quan-
tier ∀n[5℄[4℄. Let us prove the above statement (7.1), under the assumptions
we have proofs for both A(0) and ∀n(A(n)→ A(n+ 1)),
Proposition 7.2.3. A(0)→ ∀n(A(n)→ A(n+1))→ ∀n∀nm((A(n)→ A(n+
m))→ A(n+m))
Proof. Assume b : A(0) and f : ∀n(A(n)→ A(n+ 1)). By indution on n.
n = 0 We have to prove
∀nm((A(0)→ A(m))→ A(m))
So assume m and k : (A(0)→ A(m)). Apply k to b : A(0).
n+ 1 Assume n, the reursive all p : ∀nm((A(n)→ A(n+m))→ A(n+m)),
m, and the ontinuation k : A(n+1)→ A(n+m+1). We have to prove:
A(n+m+ 1)
Apply p to (m + 1) obtaining (p (m + 1)) : (A(n) → A(n + m + 1)) →
A(n+m+1). So, if we are able to prove the formula A(n)→ A(n+m+1),
by some proof t, we an just apply (p (m+ 1)) to t and we are done.
So let us prove
A(n)→ A(n+m+ 1)
Assume v : A(n). We apply k to (f n v).
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Proposition 7.2.4. A(0)→ ∀n(A(n)→ A(n+ 1))→ ∀nA(n).
Proof. Assume b : A(0), f : ∀n(A(n)→ A(n+ 1)). Given n, to prove A(n), we
instantiate the formula proved in Proposition 7.2.3 on b, f , n, 0 and A(n) →
A(n).
The ontent of the previous proof, that we name Ind_CONT, is the following:
[b,f,n℄ (Re nat => (sigma => sigma) => sigma)
([k℄(k b))
([n,p,k℄ p ([u℄ k (f n u)) n ([x℄x))
Notie that, although the funtional parameter in Λ is a ontinuation, Λ is
not of the kind provided alongside a CPS-transformation of the reursion over
naturals shema. In fat f and b are not altered in our transformation and
they ould ontain bad expressions, like not tail alls.
The formula (7.1) ould be substituted by the more general ∀n(A(n) →
⊥) → ⊥. By an opportune adaptation of the proof of Proposition 7.2.3 we
would have obtained the same omputational ontent (of Porposition 7.2.4)
Ind_CONT. However, here we oer a learer formulation for the logial property
the ontinuation parameter is supposed to satisfy. In addition, this approah
represents a non trivial usage of the non omputational quantiers ∀n.
7.2.2 Aumulator Based Tail Reursion
Here we present the essene of Bauer's [? ℄ original idea. Given the proedure
(RσN b f) dened in the last setion, let Π be the term:
RN→σ→σN (λm, y.y) (λn, p,m, y. p (m+ 1) (f my))
In Π there are two aumulator parameters: a natural and parameter of type σ
where intermediate results are stored. For eah natural n, at the i-th (0 < i ≤
n) step of the omputation of (Πn 0 b) the aumulator of the partial results
will be equal to the expression (f (i−1) (. . . (f 0 b) . . . )). At the n-th step (base
ase of Π) the aumulator of the partial results is returned and it orresponds
to (RσN b f)n. This fat is stated in theorem 7.2.6 below.
Denition 7.2.4. For all n,m, let f
N→N→σ→σ
be a funtion suh that:
fm n = f (n+m)
Proposition 7.2.5. For all naturals n and m:
(RσN (fm 0 b) fm+1)n =Rηβ (R
σ
N b fm) (n+ 1)
Proof. By indution on n.
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n = 0
(RσN (fm 0 b) fm+1) 0 =Rηβ (fm 0 b)
=Rηβ (R
σ
N b fm) 1
n+ 1
(RσN (fm 0 b) fm+1)n+ 1 =Rηβ fm+1 n ((R
σ
N (fm 0 b) fm+1)n)
=Rηβ fm+1 n ((R
σ
N b fm) (n+ 1)) by IH
=Rηβ f (m+ 1 + n) ((R
σ
N b fm) (n+ 1))
by Def. 7.2.4
=Rηβ fm (n+ 1) ((R
σ
N b fm) (n+ 1))
=Rηβ (R
σ
N b fm) (n+ 2)
Theorem 7.2.6. For all naturals n,
Πn =Rηβ λm, y(R
σ
N y fm)n
Proof. By indution on n:
n = 0
Π0 =Rηβ λm, y.y
=Rηβ λm, y.(R
σ
N y fm) 0
n+ 1
Π(n+ 1) =Rηβ (λn, p,m, y.p(m+ 1)(f my))n (Πn)
=Rηβ λm, y.(Πn) (m+ 1) (f my)
=Rηβ λm, y.(λm, y.(R
σ
N y fm )n) (m+ 1) (f my) by IH
=Rηβ λm, y.(R
σ
N (f my) fm+1)n
=Rηβ λm, y.(R
σ
N (fm 0 y) fm+1)n by Def. 7.2.4
=Rηβ λm, y.(R
σ
N y fm )(n+ 1) by Prop. 7.2.5
Now, ompared with previous step, we have to provide an initial value to
Π in order to get an equivalent program. Aording to the aumulator-based
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approah, arguments 0, b roughly take the plae of the ontinuation (funtion).
See setion 7.3 for more development on this remark.
Corollary 7.2.7. λn.Πn 0 b =Rηβ (R
σ
N b f)
Again, we still have to address the question, whether given a proof F suh
that
[[F ]] = (RσN b f)
it is possible to nd F ′ suh that:
[[F ′]] = λn.(Πn 0 b)?
Funtions are very powerful tools, so it is not a surprise that going along without
them has a ost. Atually, we an still ahieve our goal, but the answer is now
a little bit more elaborate.
Given two natural indexes i , j, with i + j = n, (Π i j) is a funtion that
takes the witness for A(j) and returns the witness for A(i+ j). So we expet
Π to be the omputational ontent of a proof with end formula:
∀n,m(A(m)→ A(n+m))
that use the proofs terms MA(0) and N∀n(A(n)→A(n+1)) as assumptions. Let us
prove this laim.
Proposition 7.2.8. A(0) → ∀n(A(n) → A(n+ 1)) → ∀n,m(A(m) → A(n +
m))
Proof. Assume b : A(0) and f : ∀n(A(n)→ A(n+ 1)). By indution on n:
n = 0 We have to prove
∀m(A(m)→ A(m))
this is trivially proved by (λm, u.u).
n+ 1 Let us assume n, the reursive all p : ∀m(A(m) → A(n +m)), m and
the aumulator y : A(m). We have to prove
A(n+m+ 1)
Apply f to m and y obtaining (f my) : A(m+1). Now apply p to (m+1)
and (f my).
The aumulator-based program transformation provides us with a new proof
of the indution priniple over natural numbers:
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Proposition 7.2.9. A(0)→ ∀n(A(n)→ A(n+ 1))→ ∀nA(n).
Proof. Assume b : A(0), f : ∀n(A(n) → A(n + 1)) and n. To prove A(n):
instantiate the formula proved in Proposition 7.2.8 on n, 0 and b : A(0)
We are done: the program extrated from the previous proof named as
Ind_ACC, is the following:
[b,f,n℄ (Re nat => nat => sigma => sigma)
([m,y℄y)
([n,p,m,y℄ p (m+1)(f m y)) n 0 b
7.3 From Higher Order to First Order Computation
In this setion, we answer positively to the question of the existene for some
formal onnetion between Ind_CONT and Ind_ACC. The link between the
two of them relies on Defuntionalization. This program transformation, rst
introdued by Reynolds in the early 1970's [32℄ and later on extensively studied
by Danvy [15℄, is a whole program transformation to turn higher-order into
rst-order funtional programs, that is to transform programs where funtions
may be anonymous, given as arguments to other funtions and returned as
results, into programs where none of the funtions involved aept arguments
or produe results that are funtions. Let us onsider the following simple
example taken from [15℄:
(* aux : (nat -> nat) -> nat *)
let aux f = (f 1) + (f 10)
(* main : nat * nat * bool -> nat *)
let main x y b = aux (fun z -> x + z) *
aux (fun z -> if b then y + z else y * z)
The above funtion aux alls the higher order funtion f twie: on 1 and 10
and returns the sum as its result. Also, the main funtion alls aux twie and
returns the produt of these alls. There are only two funtion abstrations
and they our in main.
Defuntionalizing this program amounts to dening a data type with two
onstrutors, one for eah funtion abstration, and its assoiated apply fun-
tion. The rst funtion abstration ontains one free variable (x, of type nat),
and therefore the rst data-type onstrutor requires a natural. The seond
funtion abstration ontains two free variables (y, of type nat, and b of type
bool), and therefore the seond data-type onstrutor requires an integer and
a boolean.
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In main, the rst abstration is thus introdued with the rst onstrutor
and the value of x, and the seond abstration with the seond onstrutor and
the values of y and b.
To the funtional argument used in aux, orresponds a pattern mathing
done by the following apply funtion:
type lam = LAM1 of nat | LAM2 of nat * bool
(* apply : lam * nat -> nat *)
let apply l z =
math l with
| LAM1 x -> x + z
| LAM2 y b -> if b then y + z else y - z
(* aux_def : lam -> nat *)
let aux_def f = apply f 1 + apply f 10
(* main_def : nat * int * bool -> nat *)
let main_def x y b = aux_def (LAM1 x) * aux_def (LAM2 y b)
Now let us apply defuntionalization to Ind_CONT. We introdue the algebra
path_nat (below) to represent the initial ontinuation λx.x and the interme-
diate ontinuation λu.k(f n u).
type path_nat = TOP | UP of path_nat * nat
Eah onstrutor has as muh parameters as free variables ourring in the
orresponding ontinuation funtion. Finally the all (k b) in Ind_CONT is
replaed by the apply funtion (here is anonymous) that dispathes over the
path_nat onstrutors. We named the defuntionalization of Ind_CONT by
Insd_Def_CONT and it is listed below:
[n℄(Re nat => path_nat => sigma
[q℄ (Re path_nat => sigma => sigma
[y℄ y
[m,q',p,y℄ (p (f m y))) q b
[n,p,q℄ (p (UP q n))) n TOP
Now the question is: from whih proof is it possible to extrat Ind_Def_CONT?
Given q of type path_nat and y of type A(n) the inner proedure would be
expeted to return an element of type A(n) when q = TOP and an element of
type A(n+m + 1) when q = (UP (...(UP TOPn +m)...) n). But q does
not depend expliitly on n, so given y and p alone one annot guess anything
about the type of the returned value. In order to state this link between the
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above two inputs we need to quantify non omputationally over an additional
parameter as showed in the theorem below. In order to do that, let us before
introdue the following notation.
Denition 7.3.1. Given p and q of type path_nat the degree of q with respet
to p is dened by the following partial funtion:
♯p(q) =
8<
:
♯p(p) = 0
♯p(TOP) = Undef if p 6= TOP
♯p((UP q n)) = 1 + ♯(q)
Denition 7.3.2. Given x and p of type path_nat and a natural n, we say
that x has a good shape with respet to p at level n when
GoodShape(x, p, n)⇐⇒

p = x
p 6= x = (UP q l) ∧ (l = n) ∧ GoodShape(q, p, n+ 1)
In the following we adopt the following notation: by C[t] we indiate a
path_nat term that ontain an ourrene of the term t. So for example if
C[t]=(UP(UP TOP j )i), for some naturals i and j, then t it ould be TOP, (UP
TOP j ) or C[t] it self.
Theorem 7.3.1. A(0)→ ∀n(A(n)→ A(n+1))→ ∀x∀nnGoodShape(x, TOP, n)→
A(n)→ A(n+ ♯
TOP
(x))
Proof. By indution over x.
x = TOP Assume n, u : A(n) and GoodShape(TOP, TOP, n). The thesis follows
by u.
x = (UP q l) Assume p : ∀nn.GoodShape(q, TOP, n) → A(n) → A(n + ♯(q)), n,
gs : GoodShape((UP q l), TOP, n) and y : A(n). By gs and denition 7.3.1
follows l = n and gs′ : GoodShape(q, TOP, n + 1). Instantiate f on l and
A(n) (l is equal to n) obtaining (f l y) : A(n+ 1). To prove the thesis, it
remains to instantiate p on n+ 1, gs′ and (f l y).
The program extrated from theorem 7.3.1 is Ind_Def_CONT but we are
not done yet: the theorem below shows as Ind_Def_CONT needs some ad-
ditional simpliation. In the following lines we will favor the presentation
(λn.P nTOP) in plae of Ind_Def_CONT.
Theorem 7.3.2. For all n, ppath_nat ,ACCpath_nat , if
(λn.P np) (n+ 1) =Rηβ P 0ACC
then GoodShape(ACC, p, 0) and ♯pACC = n+ 1.
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Proof. By indution on n.
n = 0 (λn.P np) 1 rewrite to P 0 (UP p 0) in one step.
n > 0 Assume IH: ∀p,ACC, if (λn.P np) (n+ 1) =Rηβ P 0ACC then ♯pACC =
n + 1 and GoodShape(ACC, p, 0); assume p, ACC and ip:(λn.P n p) (n +
2) =Rηβ P 0ACC. We have to prove GoodShape(ACC, p, 0) and ♯pACC =
n+2. It is just enough to see that (λn.P n p) (n+2) =Rηβ (λn.P n (UP p (n+
1)))(n+1) and so by ip, we have ip′ : (λn.P n (UP p (n+1)))(n+1) =Rηβ
P 0ACC. Then instantiating IH on (UP p (n+ 1)) and ACC, and by ip′ we
have that GoodShape(ACC, (UP p (n+ 1)), 0) and ♯(UP p (n+1))ACC = n+ 1.
It follows that ACC = C[(UP (UP p (n+ 1))n)], for some path_nat term C,
that is ♯p(ACC) = n+ 2 and GoodShape(ACC, p, 0).
As a orollary of theorem 7.3.2, we have that, for p = TOP the expression
(λn.P n TOP)(n+1), that is Ind_Def_CONT(n+1), rewrites to (P 0ACC) with
GoodShape(ACC, TOP, 0) and ♯
TOP
(ACC) = n+1. A data struture like type_nat
is too omplex to store this partiular simple data. So we replae type_nat by
N in Ind_Def_CPS aording to the informal orrespondene:
TOP ! 0
(UPTOPn) ! 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
(UP(. . . (UPTOPn) . . .)0) ! n+ 1
obtaining the ode Ind_Intermediate_ACC, listed below:
[n℄ (Re nat => nat => sigma
[q℄ (Re nat => nat => sigma => sigma
[m,y℄ y
[q',p,m,y℄ (p (m+1) (f m y))) q 0 b
[n,p,q℄ (p (q+1))) n 0
This proedure still performs some redundant omputations: the outer reur-
sion runs over n, so the aumulator parameter q ranges from 0 to n. At this
point the inner routine (that will return the nal result) is alled on q, now
equal to n. This is equivalent to alling diretly the subroutine over n, whih
orresponds to Ind_ACC as expeted.
7.4 Case Study
Let us onsider now a more elaborated example taken from Bioinformatis.
This is an area where the orretness and the eieny of programs plays
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a ruial role: eieny beause DNA sequenes are really huge and getting
lower omplexity lass is essential, orretness beause we need to trust pro-
grams and we annot hek their results by hand. An important line of researh
is the Sequene Analysis, whih is onerned with loating biologially mean-
ingful segments in DNA sequenes. In this ontext, we will treat the so-alled
Maximal Soring Subsequene (MSS) Problem. For a sequene of real num-
bers, we are looking for a ontiguous sub-sequene suh that the sum of its
elements is maximal over all sub-sequenes. Several authors have investigated
that problem or a variation thereof, see, e.g., [16, 11, 18, 25, 42℄
The MSS problem has various appliations in Bioinformatis and we will
mention only a few of them. The GC ontent in DNA of all organisms varies
from 25% to 75%, where, e.g., genes are usually loated in region with a high
GC ontent. Suh regions an easily be determined with a MSS algorithm,
where the bases G and C get a positive, while the bases A and T get a negative
value. Also in omparative genomis, the sequene similarity for orresponding
exons between human and mouse is up to 85%, while for introns it is as low
as 35%. Using the Smith-Waterman loal alignment algorithm suh regions
with high similarity an be roughly determined, but a renement in a post-
proessing step using variations of MSS algorithms are helpful to eliminate
sub-regions with a low similarity. Furthermore, strongly onserved regions of a
multiple sequene alignment an be found using MSS algorithms, where eah
olumn will be sored based on a suitable similarity measure. In transmembrane
proteins, the more hydrophobi regions of the protein are usually loated inside
the membrane and more hydrophili regions are loated outside. Thus, loating
hydrophobi regions using MSS algorithms are helpful for a rst rough struture
resolution of transmembrane proteins, where hydrophobi amino aids get a
positive and hydrophili a negative value. For a detailed list of appliations in
biomoleular sequene analysis, see [25℄, for example.
7.4.1 The MSS Problem
The MSS (Maximal Soring Subsequene) problem, in its most general presen-
tation, an be explained as follows:
MSS Problem : Given a list l of real numbers, nd an interval (i, k) (with
i ≤ k ≤ |l| − 1) suh that
k′X
j=i′
l [j] ≤
kX
j=i
l [j]
for every (i′, k′) (with i′ ≤ k′ ≤ |l| − 1). The problem doesn't admit
solutions for all the inputs, in fat on the empty list there is no solution.
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in knjn n n+ 1
seg [j′, n] ≤ seg[jn, n], ∀j′ ≤ n
seg [i′, k′] ≤ seg[in, kn], ∀i′, k′ ≤ n
Figure 7.1: The witnesses in,jn and kn at step n of the indution
Here we report on a variant of the MSS problem rst proposed in [2, 35℄.
MSS Problem Instane :Given the funtion seg : N×N→ X dened on [0, . . . , n]×
[0, . . . , n], nd the interval (i, k),(with i ≤ k ≤ n) suh that
seg [i′, j′] ≤X seg [i, j]
for every (i′, k′), (with i′ ≤ k′ ≤ n). This time the problem admits
solution on eah natural input n. Here X is a set on whih we an dene
a total order relation ≤X. Moreover we require seg to have the following
property:
AX = ∀n, i, j. seg[i, n] ≤X seg[j, n]→ seg[i, (Su n)] ≤X seg[j, (Su n)]
Theorem 7.4.1. For all n
∃i, k((i ≤ k ≤ n) ∧ ∀i′, k′((i′ ≤ k′ ≤ n)→ seg[i′, k′] ≤X seg[i, k]) (7.2)
∃j((j ≤ n) ∧ ∀j′((j′ ≤ n)→ (seg[j′, n] ≤X seg[j, n])))) (7.3)
Proof. By indution on n.
n = 0 We set i = k = j = 0.
n+ 1 Assume (7.2) and (7.3) hold for n (hypothesis IH1n,IH
2
n). Let (in, kn) and
jn be the segment and the value that satisfy IH
1
n and IH
2
n respetively
(see piture in Figure 7.1) By IH
2
n, for an arbitrary j
′ ≤ n
seg[j′, n] ≤X seg[jn, n] (7.4)
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Instantiating Ax on n,j′,jn and (7.4),
seg[j′, n+ 1] ≤X seg[jn, n+ 1]
The witness for IH
2
n+1 is given by:
jn+1 =

jn seg[n+ 1, n+ 1] ≤X seg[jn, n+ 1]
(n+ 1) seg[n+ 1, n+ 1] X seg[jn, n+ 1]
We have to prove that jn+1 satises,
∀j′.(j′ ≤ (n+ 1))→ seg[j′, (n+ 1)] ≤X seg[jn+1, (n+ 1)])
This has to be proved both for j′ ≤ n and j′ = (n + 1). Both ases
follow straightforwardly from IH
2
n and the onstrution of jn+1. The new
maximal segment, is given by:
(in+1, jn+1) =

(in, kn) seg[jn+1, n+ 1] ≤X seg[in, kn]
(jn+1, n+ 1) seg[jn+1, n+ 1] X seg[in, kn]
Again, we have to prove that (in+1, kn+1) satises,
∀i′, k′(i′ ≤ k′ ≤ (n+ 1))→ seg[i′, k′] ≤X seg[in+1, kn+1]
This property has to be proved both for (i′ ≤ k′ ≤ n) and (i′ ≤ k′ = n+1).
Both ases follows from IH
1
n, IH
2
n, and the onstrution of (in+1, kn+1)
The program extrated from the previous proof, namedMSS, is the following:
(Re nat => sigma
(0,0,0)
[n,(i,j,k)℄
LET m = (if(seg[n+1, n+1℄ <= seg[j, n+1℄) j (n+1))
IN if(seg[m,n+1℄ <= seg[i,k℄) (i,m,k) (m,m,n+1))
With seg some xed funtion. The above algorithm makes use of the ex-
pression (LET r IN s). This is atually syntati sugar : although it does not
belong to our term language, Minlog allows the user to make use of it. This
is irrelevant in the ontext of this setion, and the reader is referred to [10℄ for
a a further development on that issue.
By the following extension of the denition 7.2.1:
3′. if t ≡ (LET r IN s) then s is a tail expression.
and w.r.t. denition 3.3, the program MSS is not tail reursive.
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7.4.2 Generation of a Continuation/Aumulator Based
MSS-Program
We apply the transformations proposed in setion 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 to the proof
of the theorem 7.4.1 in order to extrat respetively a ontinuation and an
aumulator based version of theMSS program. We rst onsider the extration
of a ontinuation based version of the MSS program. Before to do that, let's
name the following formula,
∀n∃i, k((i ≤ k ≤ n) ∧
∀i′, k′((i′ ≤ k′ ≤ n)→ seg[i′, k′] ≤X seg[i, k]) ∧
∃j((j ≤ n) ∧ ∀j′((j′ ≤ n)→ (seg[j′, n] ≤X seg[j, n]))))
with ∀nMSSseg
X
(n). Moreover we name the base and the step of the indutive
proof of theorem 7.4.1 respetively asM andN . ClearlyM has typeMSSseg
X
(0)
and N has type ∀n(MSSseg
X
(n)→MSSseg
X
(n+ 1)).
Now, let instantiate A(n) in Proposition 7.2.3 with MSSseg
X
(n). We name
the proof of the Proposition 7.2.3 so istantiated as MSS_CONT. At this point,
following the idea proposed in Proposition 7.2.4 we build the following proof-
tree:
|N
∀n(MSS
seg
X
(n) →MSS
seg
X
(n+ 1))
MSS_CONT
MSS
seg
X
(0) →
∀n(MSS
seg
X
(n) →MSS
seg
X
(n+ 1)) →
∀n∀nm(MSS
seg
X
(n) →MSS
seg
X
(n + m)) →MSS
seg
X
(n+ m)
|M
MSS
seg
X
(0)
→−
∀n(MSS
seg
X
(n) →MSS
seg
X
(n+ 1)) →
∀n∀nm(MSS
seg
X
(n) →MSS
seg
X
(n+ m)) →MSS
seg
X
(n+ m) __
→−
∀n∀nm(MSS
seg
X
(n) → MSS
seg
X
(n +m)) → MSS
seg
X
(n + m) n 0
∀−
(MSS
seg
X
(n) → MSS
seg
X
(n)) → MSS
seg
X
(n)
___
[u : MSS
seg
X
(n)]
→+u
MSS
seg
X
(n) → MSS
seg
X
(n)
→−
MSS
seg
X
(n)
∀+
∀nMSS
seg
X
(n)
The program extrated from the above proof is the ontinuation based version
of the MSS program:
([n℄
(Re nat => (sigma => sigma) => sigma
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[k℄ k (0,0,0)
[n,p,k℄ p ([(i,j,k)℄
LET m = if (seg[n+1, n+1℄ <= seg[j, n+1℄) j (n+1)
IN if (seg[m,n+1℄ <= seg[i,k℄) (i,m,k) (m,m,n+1))))
n [x℄x
For the extration of an aumulator based version of the MSS program we
follow the same idea. Before we instantiate A(n) in Proposition 7.2.8 with
MSS
seg
X
(n). We name the proof of the Proposition 7.2.8 so istantiated as
MSS_ACC. Now adapting the proof of Proposition 7.2.9 we build the following
proof-tree:
MSS_CONT
∀n(MSS
seg
X
(n) → MSS
seg
X
(n + 1)) →
∀n,m(MSS
seg
X
(m) →MSS
seg
X
(n + m))
|N
∀n(MSS
seg
X
(n) → MSS
seg
X
(n + 1))
→−
∀n,m(MSS
seg
X
(m) → MSS
seg
X
(n + m)) n 0
∀−
(MSS
seg
X
(0) →MSS
seg
X
(n))
|M
MSS
seg
X
(0)
MSS
seg
X
(n)
∀+
∀nMSS
seg
X
(n)
The program extrated from the above proof is the aumulator based version
of the MSS program
([n℄
(Re nat => nat => sigma => sigma
[m,y℄ y
[n,p,m,(i,j,k)℄
p (m+1) LET m = (if (seg[n+1, n+1℄ <= seg[j, n+1℄) j (n+1))
IN if (seg[m,n+1℄ <= seg[i,k℄) (i,m,k) (m,m,n+1))))
n 0 (0,0,0)
Both the ontinuation and aumulator version of the MSS program are tail
reursive, as the result of automati transformation from the proof of the the-
orem 7.4.1. This way, we have ensured these are still orret implementations
of the abstrat algorithm while being more eient in the same time.
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8.1 Introdution
In this hapter
1
we extend what we have seen in the previous hapter. Follow-
ing the pioneering work of Manna and Waldinger's [27℄ we introdue several
indution priniples over natural numbers and we will investigate how it is pos-
sible to express eah one in terms of the others, both from a programming and
a proof-theoreti point of view. This represents a ontribution with respet to
[27℄. Moreover we will show how it is possible to turn eah indution priniple
into an equivalent one, but from whih it is possible to automatially synthesize
a tail reursive program.
For readability reasons part of the ode presented in this setion will be
written with the ML syntax.
8.1.1 Up Primitive Reursive Indution
Here is the proof priniple for primitive reursion:
|Z
P (0)
|S
∀n(P (n)→ P (n+ 1))
(up-prim-re)
∀nP (n)
Manna and Waldinger refer to it as `going up' sine P (n) is needed to dedue
P (n+1). The orresponding synthesized funtional Up.prim_re is displayed in
Figure 8.1. There, z is extrated from [[Z]] and s from [[S]]. The omputation is
driven by the input variable n: omputing the result for n requires the result
for n − 1 to be omputed, until the base ase n = 0 is reahed in a trail of
nested appliations of the funtion denoted by s.
The reursive denition of the fatorial funtion is a straightforward example
of primitive reursion, and is obtained as an instane of Up.prim_re where z
is instantiated with identity element for multipliation (z = 1) and s with the
(urried) multipliation funtion (s = fn i => fn  => (i + 1) * ):
1
The material in this hapter was developed in ollaboration with Olivier Danvy during
January 2009, during a visit to the Århus's Computer Siene Department.
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struture Up
= strut
fun prim_re n (*: nat-> 'a *)
= let fun visit m
= if m =0 then z else s (m - 1)(visit(m - 1))
in visit n
end
fun prim_iter n (* : nat ->'a *)
= let fun visit m
= if m = 0 then z else s (visit (m - 1))
in visit n
end
end
Figure 8.1: Synthesized up-indution funtionals
fun up_prim_re_fat n
= let fun visit m
= if m = 0 then 1 else m * (visit (m - 1))
in visit n
end
8.1.2 Up Primitive Iterative Indution
Here is the proof priniple for primitive iteration:
|Z
P (0)
|S
∀nn(P (n)→ P (n+ 1))
(up-prim-iter)
∀nP (n)
The dierene between primitive and iterative iteration is that in the itera-
tive ase, we quantify non omputationally over n in the indutive step. One
an then synthesize the funtional for up primitive iteration Up.prim_re in
Figure 8.1. Again, there, z is extrated from [[Z]] and s from [[S]].
To dene the fatorial funtion as an instane of Up.prim_iter we must gener-
alize Kleene's trik to ompute the predeessor funtion over Churh numerals.
So instantiating z = (1,1) and s = fn(i, ) =>(i+1,i*) in Up.prim_iter we
obtain:
fun up_prim_iter_fat n
= let fun visit m
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= if m = 0 then (1,1) else let val (i,)=visit(m - 1)
in (i + 1,i *)
end
in #2 (visit n)
end
8.1.3 Down Primitive Reursive Indution
Manna and Waldlinger also present a `going down' version of primitive reur-
sion:
|Z
Q(n)
|S
∀m(Q(m + 1)→ Q(m))
(down-prim-re)
Q(0)
where n ould be a free variable in Q. They refer to it as `going down' sine
Q(n+ 1) is needed to dedue Q(n).
The idea is that the property ∀nP (n) is proved using a prediate Q(m) suh
that Q(0) redues to P (n) (noted Q(0) ; P (n)). This indution priniple is
then applied to Q(0). The hallenging point here is that a kind of eureka step
is required in order to nd a satisfatory prediate Q.
So, given the proof of Q(0) in terms of M∃mQ(n) and N∀m(Q(m+1)→Q(m)),
we prove ∀nP (n) by
|R
P (n)
→+
Q(0) → P (n)
.
.
.
Q(0)
→−
P (n)
∀+
∀nP (n)
Here we require the normalization of the ode extrated from the proof-term
λuQ(0)RP (n) to be equal to the identity funtion. This is beause we assume
Q(z) to be a prediate that, when instantiated with 0, an be rewritten into
P (n) in a nite number of steps, using an opportune set of rewriting rules.
This proess of simpliation is performed using the following, and only the
following axiom:
Eq-Compat : ∀x1, x2(x1 ; x2 → P (x1)→ P (x2))
where ; denotes a binary relation and P a generi prediate symbol. This
axiom says that, if we know that a given term (bounded by x1) is in relation
with another term (bounded by x2)  for example the equality relation  and
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struture Down
= strut
fun prim_re n (* : nat -> 'a *)
= let fun visit m
= if m = n then z else s m (visit (m + 1))
in visit 0
end
fun prim_iter n (* : nat ->'a *)
= let fun visit m
= if m = n then z else s (visit (m + 1))
in visit 0
end
end
Figure 8.2: Synthesized down-indution funtionals
we know that P (x1) holds then we an onlude that P (x2) holds. Letting
the omputational ontent of the Eq-ompat axiom be the identity funtion,
it is lear that the program extrated from nested appliations of Eq-ompat,
one normalized, will orrespond to the identity funtion. Sine the derivation
above is a detour, we rewrite it in the following way:
.
.
.
Q(0)
|R
P (n)
∀+
∀nP (n)
whih an be read as the replaement of eah open assumption uQ(0) in R by
the proof of Q(0). The program extrated from the omplete proof of ∀nP (n)
is the funtional Down.prim_re in Figure 8.2, where z ould depend on n (hene
the order of the parameters).
We now return to the fatorial funtion over natural numbers:
fat(n) =

1 if n = 0
n× fat(n− 1) if n > 0
Let us prove that ∀n∃m(m = fat(n)) by going-down primitive reursion.
We assume n. In order to prove ∃m(m = fat(n)), we design the new goal
∃m(fat(0) × m = fat(n)). Applying the going-down primitive reursive in-
dution priniple to this formula requires us to prove the following two subgoals:
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• ∃m(fat(n)×m = fat(n)): It is suient to set m = 1.
• Now assume y and ih : ∃m(fat(y + 1) × m = fat(n)). We prove
∃m(fat(y) × m = fat(n)). By ih we know that there does exist an
m′ suh that fat(y + 1) ×m′ = fat(n). Considering that fat(y + 1) =
(y + 1)× fat(y), the thesis is proved for m = (y + 1)×m′.
The program extrated from this proof reads as follows:
fun down_prim_re_fat n
= let fun visit m
= if m = n then 1 else (m + 1) * (visit (m + 1))
in visit 0
end
Correspondingly, this residual program is also obtained by speializing Down.prim_re
on z equal to the identity element for multipliation and s the (urried) multi-
pliation funtion:
8.1.4 Down Primitive Iterative Indution
Here is the proof priniple for primitive iteration:
|Z
Q(n)
|S
∀nm(Q(m+ 1)→ Q(m))
(down-prim-iter)
Q(0)
Again, the dierene between primitive and iterative iteration is that in the
iterative ase, we quantify non omputationally over m in the indutive step.
One an then synthesize the funtional for down primitive iteration in Fig-
ure 8.2, where n, in the loal denition of visit, is free.
Again, to dene the fatorial funtion as an instane of Down.prim_iter we
use Goldberg and Reynolds's generalization of Kleene's trik to ompute the
predeessor funtion over Churh numerals. So instantiating z = (1,1) and
s = fn(i,) => (i+1, i*) in Down.prim_iter we obtain:
fun down_prim_iter_fat n
= let fun visit m
= if m=n then (1,1) else let val (i,) = visit (m+1)
in (i + 1, i * )
end
in #2 (visit 0)
end
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8.2 Expressive Power
In this setion we show that the indution priniples reviewed in Setion 8.1
share the same expressive power.
Up.prim-re //

Down.prim-re
oo

Up.prim-iter
OO
//
Down.prim-iteroo
OO
8.2.1 Up Primitive Iteration in Terms of Up Primitive Reursion
To simulate up primitive iteration in terms of up primitive reursion we instan-
tiate the base and step of Up.prim_re respetively by z' and fn n=>fn y=>s'y
with z' and s' base and step of Up.prim_item:
fun up_prim_iter n
= let fun visit m
= if m =0 then z' else s'(visit(m - 1))
in visit n
end
Proof interpretation:
Proposition 8.2.1. Given the proof
|M
P (0)
|N
∀nn(P (n)→ P (n+ 1))
(up-prim-iter)
∀nP (n)
then there exists M ′, N ′ suh that:
|M ′
P (0)
|N ′
∀n(P (n)→ P (n+ 1))
(up-prim-re)
∀nP (n)
with omputational ontent equal to up_prim_iter.
Proof. iao
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Eq-Compat [u : y = n]
|N
∀n(P (n) → P (n+ 1)) y
∀−
P (y)→ P (y + 1)
→−
P (n)→ P (n+ 1)
[r : ∃y(y = n) ∧ P (n)]
∧−1
P (n)
→−
P (n+ 1)
→+u
y = n→ P (n+ 1)
∀+
∀y(y = n→ P (n+ 1))
∃−
[r : ∃y(y = n) ∧ P (n)]
∧
−
0
∃y(y = n) ________
∃−
P (n+ 1)
∃−
[r : ∃y(y = n) ∧ P (n)]
∧
−
0
∃y(y = n)
∃+ (y + 1)
[u : y = n]
y + 1 = n+ 1
∃+
∃y(y = n+ 1)
→+u
y = n→ ∃y(y = n+ 1)
∀+
∀y(y = n→ ∃y(y = n+ 1))
∃−
∃y(y = n+ 1) _
∧+
∃y(y = n+ 1) ∧ P (n+ 1)
→+r
(∃y(y = n) ∧ P (n))→ (∃y(y = n+ 1) ∧ P (n+ 1))
∀n+
∀nn((∃y(y = n) ∧ P (n))→ (∃y(y = n+ 1) ∧ P (n+ 1)))
∃+ 1 (1 = 0)
∃+
∃y(y = 0)
|M
P (0)
∧+
∃y(y = 0) ∧ P (0) __
(up-prim-iter)
∀n(∃y(y = n) ∧ P (n)) n
∀−
∃y(y = n) ∧ P (n)
∧−1
P (n)
∀+
∀nP (n)
Figure 8.3: Simulation of up-prim-re in term of up-prim-iter. The variable n does
not our in ontent of the proof of the formula (∃y(y = n) ∧ P (n)) →
(∃y(y = n+ 1) ∧ P (n+ 1)), thus the (∀n+) inferene results orret
w.r.t. the denition given in setion 2.1.2.
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|M
P (0)
|N
∀nn(P (n)→ P (n+ 1)) n
∀−
P (n)→ P (n+ 1) [u : P (n)]
→−
P (n+ 1)
→+u
P (n)→ P (n+ 1)
∀+
∀n(P (n)→ P (n+ 1))
(up-prim-re)
∀nP (n)
8.2.2 Up primitive Reursion in Terms of Up Primitive Iteration
To simulate up primitive reursion in terms of up primitive iteration we use
Kleene's trik: we instantiate the base and step of Up.prim_iter respetively
by (0,z') and fn (j, )=>(j + 1, s' j ), with z' and s' base and step
of Up.prim_re:
fun up_prim_re n
= let fun visit m
= if m = 0 then (0,z')
else let val (j,) = (visit (m - 1))
in (j+1, s' j ) end
in #2 (visit n)
end)
Proof interpretation:
Proposition 8.2.2. Given the proof
|M
P (0)
|N
∀n(P (n)→ P (n+ 1))
(up-prim-re)
∀nP (n)
then there exists M ′, N ′, R suh that:
|M ′
∃y(y = 0) ∧ P (0)
|N ′
∀nn(∃y(y = n) ∧ P (n)→ ∃y(y = n+ 1) ∧ P (n+ 1))
(up-prim-iter)
∀n(∃y(y = n) ∧ P (n))
|R
∀nP (n)
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and from whih it is possible to extrat up-prim-re.
Proof. See Figure 8.3.
8.2.3 Up Primitive Reursion in Terms of Down Primitive Reursion
To simulate up primitive reursion in terms of down primitive reursion, we use
Kleene's trik: we instantiate the base and step of Down.prim_re respetively
by (0,z') and fn m =>fn(j,)=>(j+1,s'j), with z' and s' base and step
of Up.prim_re:
fun up_prim_re' n
= let fun visit m
= if m = n then (0,z') else let val (j,) = (visit (m + 1))
in (j+1,s'j) end
in #2(visit 0)
end
Proof interpretation:
Proposition 8.2.3. Given the proof
|M
P (0)
|N
∀n(P (n)→ P (n+ 1))
(up-prim-re)
∀nP (n)
then there exists M ′, N ′ suh that:
|M ′
∃z(z = n− n) ∧ P (n− n)
|N ′
∀y((∃z(z = n− (y + 1)) ∧ P (n− (y + 1))) →
(∃z(z = n− y) ∧ P (n− y)))
(down-prim-re)
∃z(z = n− 0) ∧ P (n− 0)
∧−1
P (n)
∀+
∀nP (n)
and from whih it is possible to extrat the proedure up-prim-re'.
Proof. See Figure 8.4.
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[r : ∃z(z = n− (y + 1)) ∧ P (n− (y + 1)) ∧ (y + 1 ≤ n)]
∧
−
0
∃z(z = n − (y + 1)) ∧ P (n− (y + 1))
∧−1
P (n − (y + 1))
Eq-Compat [u : z = n− (y + 1)]
|N
∀n(P (n) → P (n+ 1)) z
∀−
P (z) → P (z + 1)
→−
P (n − (y + 1)) → P (n− y)
→−
P (n − y)
→+u
(z = n − (y + 1)) → P (n− y)
∀+
∀z((z = n− (y + 1)) → P (n− y))
∃−
[r : ∃z(z = n − (y + 1)) ∧ P (n− (y + 1)) ∧ (y + 1 ≤ n)]
∧−0
∃z(z = n − (y + 1)) ∧ P (n − (y + 1))
∧−0
∃z(z = n − (y + 1)) __
∃−
P (n− y)
∃+ (n − y)
[u : z = n − (y + 1)]
(∗)
z + 1 = n− y
∃+
∃z(z = y − n)
→+u
(z = n − (y + 1)) → ∃z(z = n + 1)
∀+
∀z((z = n− (y + 1)) → ∃z(z = n − y))
∃−
[r : ∃z(z = n− (y + 1)) ∧ P (n− (y + 1)) ∧ (y + 1 ≤ n)]
∧−1
∃z(z = n− (y + 1))
∃−
∃z(z = n − y)
__________________________ ________________________
∧+
∃z(z = n − y) ∧ P (n − y)
__________
[r : ∃z(z = n − (y + 1)) ∧ P (n − (y + 1)) ∧ (y + 1 ≤ n)]
∧−1
(y + 1 ≤ n)
(y ≤ n)
∧+
∃z(z = n − y) ∧ P (n − y) ∧ (y ≤ n)
→+r
(∃z(z = n − (y + 1)) ∧ P (n − (y + 1)) ∧ (y + 1 ≤ n)) →
∃z(z = n − y) ∧ P (n − y) ∧ (y ≤ n)
∀+
∀y((∃z(z = n − (y + 1)) ∧ P (n− (y + 1)) ∧ (y + 1 ≤ n)) →
∃z(z = n − y) ∧ P (n − y) ∧ (y ≤ n))
∃+ 0 (0 = n− n)
∃+
∃z(z = n− n)
|M
P (n− n)
∧+
∃z(z = n− n) ∧ P (n − n) n ≤ n
∧+
∃z(z = n− n) ∧ P (n− n) ∧ (n ≤ n) ____
(down-prim-re)
∃z(z = n− 0) ∧ P (n− 0) ∧ (0 ≤ n)
∧−0
∃z(z = n− 0) ∧ P (n− 0)
∧
−
1
P (n)
∀+
∀nP (n)
Figure 8.4:
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8.2.4 Down Primitive Reursion in Terms of Up Primitive Reursion
To simulate down primitive reursion in terms of up primitive reursion, we
instantiate the base and step of Up.prim_re respetively by (n,z') (for some
input parameter n) and fn m=>fn (j,)=> (j-1, s'(j-1)), with z' and s'
base and step of Up.prim_re:
fun down_prim_re n
= let fun visit m
= if m =0 then (z',n) else let val (j,) = (visit(m - 1))
in (j-1, s'(j-1)) end
in #2(visit n)
end
Proof interpretation:
Proposition 8.2.4. Given
|M
Q(n)
|N
∀m(Q(m + 1)→ Q(m))
(down-prim-re)
Q(0)
|R
P (n)
∀+
∀nP (n)
we want to nd the opportune M ′, N ′ suh that if the proof of Q(0) is substituted
by
|M ′
∃z(z = n) ∧Q(n)
|N ′
∀y(((∃z(z = n− y) ∧Q(n− y)) →
(∃z(z = n− (y + 1)) ∧Q(n− (y + 1))))
(up-prim-re)
∀y(∃z(z = n− y) ∧Q(n− y)) n
∀−
∃z(z = 0) ∧Q(0)
∧
−
1
Q(0)
then the omputational ontent of the resulting proof orresponds to down_prim_re.
Proof. We propose only a sketh beause the struture of the proof is the same
as the one displayed in Fig. 8.4. The idea is to prove the lemma
∀y(∃z(z = n− y) ∧Q(n− y))
by up primitive reursion:
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[Base y = 0] We have to prove ∃z(z = n) ∧Q(n). The left onjunt is proved
by just introduing n for z. The right onjunt is given my M .
[Step y+1] Let us assume y and z′ suh that z′ = n−y and Q(n−y). We have
to prove ∃z(z = n− (y+1))∧Q(n− (y+1)). The left onjunt is proved
introduing z′− 1 for z. The right onjunt is proved by instantiating N
on z′− 1, from whih we dedue Q(z′)→ Q(z′− 1) that an be rewritten
as Q(n− y)→ Q(n− y − 1) by the indution hypothesis z′ = n− y and
nally instantiating this formula on Q(n− y).
8.2.5 Down Primitive Iteration in Terms of Down Primitive
Reursion
To simulate down primitive iteration in terms of down primitive reursion, we
instantiate the base and step of Down.prim_re respetively by z' and fn j =>fn =>s',
with z' and s' base and step of Down.prim_iter:
fun down_prim_iter n
= let fun visit m
= if m = n then z' else s'(visit (m + 1))
in visit 0
end
Proof interpretation:
Proposition 8.2.1. Given
|M
Q(n)
|N
∀nm(Q(m + 1)→ Q(m))
(down-prim-iter)
Q(0)
|R
P (n)
∀+
∀nP (n)
we want to nd the opportuneM ′, N ′ suh that if the proof of Q(0) is replaled
by
|M ′
Q(n)
|N ′
∀m(Q(m + 1)→ Q(m))
(down-prim-re)
Q(0)
then omputation ontent of the transformed proof is equal to down_prim_iter.
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Proof. The struture of the proof is similar to that of Prop. 8.2.1. We simply set
M ′ equal toM andN ′ equal to the proof term λm,uQ(m+1)(N∀
nm(Q(m+1)→Q(m)) mu).
8.2.6 Down Primitive Reursion in Terms of Down Primitive
Iteration
To simulate down primitive reursion in terms of down primitive iteration, we
instantiate the base and step of Down.prim_iter respetively by (n,z') (for
some given n) and fn(j, )=>(j -1, s(j-1)), with z' and s' base and step
of Down.prim_re:
fun down_prim_re' n
= let fun visit m
= if m = n then (n,z') else let val (j,)=(visit (m+1))
in (j -1, s(j-1))) end
in #2(visit 0)
end
= #2 (Down.prim_iter n ((n, z), fn(j, )=>(j -1, s(j-1))))
Proof interpretation:
Proposition 8.2.5. Given the proof
|M
Q(n)
|N
∀m(Q(m + 1) → Q(m))
(down-prim-re)
Q(0)
|R
P (n)
∀+
∀nP (n)
nd M ′, N ′ and an appropriate Q′ suh that
|M ′
Q′(n)
|N ′
∀nm(Q′(m + 1) → Q′(m))
(down-prim-iter)
Q′(0)
|R
P (n)
∀+
∀nP (n)
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and from whih it is possible to extrat down_prim_re'.
Proof. We propose only a sketh beause the struture of the proof is the same
as the one displayed in Fig. 8.3. The idea is to set
Q′(0) ≡ ∃y(y = 0) ∧Q(0)
and prove Q′(0) by up primitive iterative indution:
[Case n] We have to prove ∃y(y = n) ∧Q(n), whih follows diretly by n = n
and MQ(n).
[Case m+ 1→ m] Assumem (whih we quantify non omputationally) and y′
suh that y′ = m+1 and Q(m+1). We prove ∃y(y = m)∧Q(m). For the
left onjunt, it is enough to introdue y′−1 for y. For the right onjunt,
we need to instantiate N with (y′− 1), obtaining Q(y′)→ Q(y′− 1). By
the assumption y′ = m+1, we have Q(m+1)→ Q(m) and instantiating
it with Q(m+ 1) we obtain the thesis.
8.2.7 Up Primitive Iteration in Terms of Down Primitive Iteration
To simulate up primitive iteration in terms of down primitive iteration, we
instantiate the base and step of Down.prim_iter respetively by (0,z') and
fn(j,) => (j+1, s'), with z' and s' base and step of Up.prim_iter:
fun up_prim_iter' n
= let fun visit m
= if m = n then (0,z') else let val (j,) = (visit (m+1))
in (j+1, s') end
in #2(visit 0)
end
This ase is treated as the one in Setion 8.2.4.
8.2.8 Down Primitive Iteration in Terms up Primitive Iteration
To simulate down primitive iteration in terms of up primitive iteration, we use
Kleene's trik: we instantiate the base and step of Up.prim_iter respetively
by (n,z') and fn(j,) => (j - 1, s' ), with z' and s' base and step of
Down.prim_iter:
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fun down_prim_iter' n (z, s)
= let fun visit m
= if m = 0 then (n,z') else let val (j,)=(visit(m -1))
in (j-1, s') end
in #2(visit n)
end
This ase is treated as the one in Setion 8.2.3.
8.2.9 Summary and onlusion
We have shown proof theoretially how the original up versions and Manna
and Waldinger's down versions of primitive reursion and primitive iteration
are equivalent.
8.3 Primitive Reursion and Iteration with Aumulators
Here we present the proof-theoretial analogous of fold-left from funtional
programming with lists, where the result is aumulated at all time instead of
at return time. We onsider in turn the aumulator-based versions of eah of
the indution priniples reviewed in Setion 8.1.
8.3.1 Up Primitive Reursion with Aumulator
Here the problem is how to transform the following up primitive reursive
indution priniple,
|M
P (0)
|N
∀n(P (n)→ P (n+ 1))
(up-prim-re)
∀nP (n)
into another proof (of the same formula ∀nP (n)) but with a omputational
ontent that is the aumulator-based version of up primitive reursion:
fun up_prim_re_a n
= let fun visit m j a
= if m = 0 then a else visit (m - 1) (j + 1) (s j a)
in visit n 0 z
end
with z and s base and step of Up.prim_re. In these denitions, we use and
manipulate two aumulators: j, to ount from 0 to n and a, to store the partial
result at step j. Obviously, for j = n we have a = s (n− 1)(. . . (s 0 z) . . .).
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So given a proof of ∀nP (n) by the up primitive reursive indution priniple
in terms of z : MP (0) and s : N∀n(P (n)→P (n+1)) we an build a new proof of
∀nP (n) with ontent up_prim_re_a through the following two steps:
1. We prove the lemma ∀n∀m(P (m)→ P (n+m)) by up primitive reursive
indution:
Casen = 0 We have to prove
∀m(P (m)→ P (m))
whih is trivially proved by (λm, u.u).
Casen+ 1 Let us assume n, the reursive all p : ∀m(P (m)→ P (n+m)),
m and the aumulator y : P (m). We have to prove
P (n+m+ 1)
Apply s to m and y, obtaining (smy) : P (m+ 1). Now apply p to
(m+ 1) and smy.
2. Finally we derive the initial formula ∀nP (n) by assuming n and instan-
tiating the formula proved in the rst step on n, 0 and z : MP (0).
8.3.2 Up Primitive Iteration with Aumulator
We follow the same shema as in Setion 8.3.1. The only dierene is that in
the intermediate lemma (point 1), we have to quantify non omputationally
over m. In other words, we have to prove the modied intermediate lemma:
∀n∀nm(P (m)→ P (n+m))
The synthesized program will embody the up primitive iterative indution prin-
iple with aumulator:
fun up_prim_iter_a n
= let fun visit m a
= if m = 0 then a else visit (m - 1) (s a)
in visit n z
end
with z and s base and step of Up.prim_iter.
8.3.3 Down Primitive Reursion with Aumulator
Here the problem is how to transform the following down primitive reursive
indution priniple,
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|M
Q(n)
|N
∀y(Q(y + 1)→ Q(y))
(down-prim-re)
Q(0)
into another proof, still of the formula Q(0), but with a omputational ontent
that is the aumulator-based version of down primitive reursion:
fun down_prim_re_a n
= let fun visit m j a
= if m = n then a else visit (m+1)(j-1)(s(j-1)a)
in visit 0 n z
end
with z and s base and step of Down.prim_re. We propose here an approah
similar to the one in Setion 8.3.1. The funtion down_prim_re_a is equipped
with two additional aumulators, indiated with the letters j and a. The rst
one is initialized with n at the beginning of the omputation and dereased of 1
in eah iteration, and the seond aumulator, initialized with z, of type P (n),
is dediated to store the partial results. The proof from whih it is possible to
synthesize up_prim_re_a is based on the following two steps:
1. We prove the intermediate lemma ∀i(Q(i) → Q((i + 0) − n)) by down
primitive reursive indution:
Case y = n We have to prove ∀i(Q(i)→ Q(i)) that is given by onstru-
tion by the following proof term λi, uQ(i)u
Case y + 1→ y Given y, the indution hypothesis visit : ∀i(Q(i)→ Q((i+
y + 1) − n)), i and u : Q(i), we prove Q((i+ y) − n) by onstrut-
ing the following proof term: (visit (i − 1) (N∀y(Q(y+1)→Q(y)) (i −
1)u))Q((i+y)−n).
2. We instantiate the proof of the formula ∀i(Q(i) → Q((i+ 0) − n)) on n
and on zQ(n), obtaining Q(0).
8.3.4 Down Primitive Iteration with Aumulator
We follow the same shema as in setion8.3.3. The only dierene is that in the
intermediate lemma (point 1), we have to quantify non omputationally over
i. In other words, we have to prove the modied intermediate lemma:
∀ni(Q(i)→ P ((i+ 0)− n))
The proedure extrated from this new proof is the following down primitive
iteration priniple with aumulator:
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fun down_prim_iter_a' n
= let fun visit m a
= if m = n then a else visit (m + 1) (s a)
in visit 0 z
end
with z and s base and step of Down.prim_iter.
8.3.5 Summary and Conlusion
We have presented the aumulator-based versions of Manna and Waldinger's
going-up and going-down primitive reursion and primitive iteration reviewed
in Setion 8.1.
8.4 Case Study: The Fatorial Funtion
In this setion we put into pratie what we have seen so far on a ase study. We
prove by up primitive indution over natural numbers that ∀n∃y(y = Fat (n))
(denition of Fat in 1.2):
∃+ 1 = Fat(0)
∃+
∃y(y = Fat(0))
∃− [v : ∃y(y = Fat(n))]
[u : y = Fat(n)]
y ∗ (n+ 1) = Fat(n+ 1)
∃+
∃y(y = Fat(n+ 1))
→+u
(y = Fat(n)) →
∃y(y = Fat(n+ 1))
∀+
∀y(y = Fat(n) →
∃y(y = Fat(n + 1)))
∃−
∃y(y = Fat(n+ 1))
→+v
∃y(y = Fat(n)) → ∃y(y = Fat(n+ 1))
∀+
∀n(∃y(y = Fat(n)) → ∃y(y = Fat(n + 1)))
up-prim-re
∀n∃y(y = Fat(n))
We name this proof as Proof_fat1. The program extrated from Proof_fat1
is the following:
let fun fat n =
if (n=0) then 1
else (fat (n-1))*n
Let assume to name the base's and step's proofs of Proof_fat1 respetively
as B and the step as S. We have already seen in setion 8.2.2 how to express
at programming level, via the Kleene trik, up primitive reursion in terms of
up primitive iteration. In the same setion we have seen how to do it also at
proof level. So replaing M with B, N with S and P (n) with Fat(n) in Figure
8.3, we obtain a new proof, that we name Proof_fat2, with the following
omputational ontent:
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fun fat' n =
#2(let fun visit m =
if (m=0) then (0,1)
else
let val (j,)=visit (m-1)
in (j+1,j*) end
in visit n end
Proof_fat2 will be a proof with the following shape:
|B
∃y(y = Fat(0))
|K
∃y(y = 0) ∧ ∃y(y = Fat(0))
|S
∀n(∃y(y = Fat(n)) → ∃y(y = Fat(n + 1)))
|J
∀nn((∃y(y = n) ∧ ∃y(y = Fat(n))) →
(∃y(y = n+ 1) ∧ ∃y(y = Fat(n + 1))))
(up-prim-iter)
∀n(∃y(y = n) ∧ ∃y(y = Fat(n))) n
∀−
∃y(y = n) ∧ ∃y(y = Fat(n))
∧−1
Fat(n)
∀+
∀nFat(n)
Where |K and |J an be dedued from Figure 8.3. Now, in setion 8.3.2 we
have seen how to transform an up primitive iterative proof of the form:
|M
P (0)
|N
∀nn(P (n)→ P (n+ 1))
(up-prim-iter)
∀nP (n)
into another proof with an aumulator based extrated program. Now re-
plaing M with K[B], N with J [S] and P (n) with ∃y(y = n) ∧ Fat(n) in
the above shema and then appling the proof transformation desribed in se-
tion 8.3.2 to the proof so instantiated, we obtain a new proof of the formula
∀n(∃y(y = n)∧Fat(n)), that we name Proof_fat3. Thus, from the derivation:
Proof_fat3
∀n(∃y(y = n) ∧ Fat(n)) n
∀−
∃y(y = n) ∧ Fat(n)
∧−1
Fat(n)
∀+
∀nFat(n)
we extrat the following iterative with aumulator version of the fatorial
funtion:
fun fat'' n =
#2(let fun visit m a=
if (m=0) then a
else visit (m-1) ((#1a)+1, #1a*#2a)
in visit n (0,1) end)
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We would like to point out one more that, even if the program obtained after
the appliation of the above transformation is not partiularly ompliated, our
transformation is ompletely automati and ats at proof level, that is, the proof
itself will onstitute a ertiate of the orretness of our transformation.
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In this thesis we developed a set of proof-transformations in order to extrat
eient program from proofs. In the following we will briey introdue eah
proof-transformation tehnique presented and we will disuss possible exten-
sions of it.
Pruning
One of the main result in this thesis regarded pruning: we showed on two big
examples, the bin paking problem and the perfet mathing one, that pruning
an be an essential tool to improve the eieny of the programs extrated
from proofs. The aspet that make pruning a proof/program transformation
not omparable with other proof/program transformations rely on the fat that
pruning modify the omputational behavior of the extrated programs. This
an looks (in a rst moment) a property not desideable, but in the truth is the
seret of the power of this method: given a proof of a problem with many so-
lutions pruning transform the proof (and so the solution odied in the proof)
into another proof, simplifying all the redundant ase distintions.
In hapter 5 then we extended pruning with a more general rule. We proved
formally that eah simpliation that an be done by pruning then is per-
formable by the new pruning rule, and we showed on a ase study that the
opposite is not true: that is there are simpliations performed by the new
rule that is not possible to mimi with pruning.
Further works ould regards an extension of the new pruning rule in order to
overame the problem (that we did not treat in our formulation) of pruning as
soure of ineieny. In order to make lear this point onsider the following
example. If we apply pruning on the proof in Figure 9.1 we obtain the proof
term:
IF t2 (∃
+ r2 (AX1 u
t2)) (∃+ r3 (AX2 u
¬t2))
Now assume in this ase that t1 is a fast algorithm, that is that t1[x/r] an
be normalized in just few steps for eah input r. Suppose further that t2 is
very slow. Then we have the following situation: whenever t1 holds, r1 may
be immediately returned as the output, but when ¬t1 holds a long omputa-
tion must be undertaken to determine whih of t2 or ¬t2 holds. However, the
orretness of the long omputation does not depend on whether ¬t1 holds.
Thus we have a fast way (t1) of disriminating between two ways of omputing
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IF t2
[AX1 : atom(t2)→ C(x, y, r2)] ut2
C(x, y, r2)
∃zC(x, y, z)
[AX2 : ¬atom(t2)→ C(x, y, r3)] v¬t2
C(x, y, r3)
∃zC(x, y, z)
∃zC(x, y, z)
IF t1
AX3 : [atom(t1)→ C(x, y, r1)] ut1
C(x, y, r1)
∃zC(x, y, z) ____________
∃zC(x, y, z)
∀x, y∃zC(x, y, z)
Figure 9.1:
a satisfatory output, one of whih is very fast (the simple return of r1) and
the other of whih is very slow. Further the slow way always works. Pruning in
this ase has the eet of throwing away the disrimination (t1) and hoosing
the slow way every time.
Dynami Programming
In hapter 6 we presented an a do proof-transformation in order to synthesize
a dynami program from a onstrutive proof. The proposed method's name
was list as memory. The idea onsist in evaluating a suient amount of data
in advane so that the extrated algorithm gets to reuse it instead of reom-
puting it eah time it is needed. This is done introduing in the proof a list
of ad-ho axioms. The method we proposed in this thesis an not be applied
automatially to an arbitrary proof but it an be seen more as a general shema
(that has to be instantiated ase by ase) to follow in order extrat dynami
programs from proofs. Future works in this diretion will regards the automa-
tion of this proess.
Tail Reursion
In hapter 7 we have seen how to transform a proof with reursive ontent into
another proof with tail reursive ontent. We presented two proof transforma-
tions: an aumulator based one, from whih it is possible synthesize the Π
tail reursive shema and a ontinuation based, from whih it is possible to
extrat the Λ shema.
We note that Λ is in some way more general than Π. The modiation of Λ
in order to make it working on lists (let us name it ΛL(ρ)) instead of naturals
is easy; more importantly, the proof from whih ΛL(ρ) an be extrated is
obtained by a slightly modiation of the proof from whih Λ is extrated. In
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the ase of lists the end formula to prove should be: ∀lL(ρ).(P (l) → ⊥) → ⊥.
Unfortunately we an not extend in the same way Π and its proof: Π looks
intrinsially dependent from the algebra of natural numbers.
Possible appliations of Λ and Π go beyond the tail reursion. We noted that
there exists proofs from whih are extrated programs that run in exponential
time that an be turned (by the proofs transformations proposed here) in new
proofs from whih it is possible to extrat polynomial time algorithms. This
an appear pretty amazing and we are urrently working in order to state suh
result more preisely.
Another appliation of the proofs transformations proposed here is an exten-
sion of the CPS-transformation over formal proofs (Shwihtenberg [34℄ and
Grin [19℄) but this time onerning the indution axiom. The proposal is
to perform CPS over proofs in two stages: a pre-proessing step where all the
proofs by indution are transformed aording to our method, and a seond
stage where CPS is applied skipping all the proofs by indutions. Currently we
are studying also this aspet but it need a deeper investigation.
A nal remarks on the formal transformation of Ind_CONT into Ind_ACC
presented in setion 7.3. It ould be interesting to study if, and how, to
perform the inverse operation, that is to go from Ind_ACC to Ind_CONT. We
argue that it ould be done by the Refuntionalization tehnique [14℄, but also
this aspet needs a deeper investigation.
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